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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since its invention in the 1700s [1, 2], cars have been evolving continuously.
They have been improved in every aspect, including driving comfort, en-
gine performance, handling and safety. After all the research and develop-
ment made in the automotive area, one thing is clear: almost every new
feature requires to know what the vehicle is doing at any given time. That
is, the vehicle state.

Some examples are the stability control, autonomous emergency brak-
ing or the parking assist. All these features need to know the vehicle state in
order to function properly. Another example is the automatic volume con-
trol for the audio system, which needs the vehicle velocity to gauge how
much volume adjustment is required. Whether it is comfort, performance
or safety features, at some point, they all require knowledge of the vehicle
state.

The need for a robust vehicle state estimation becomes more evident
with the current trend of Autonomous Driving (AD). Being cars devices
that can cause harm to humans because of malfunction, it is evident that a
highly precise and robust vehicle state estimation is essential for the devel-
oping, testing and refining of autonomous driving functions.

1.1 Motivation

It is precisely when thinking about letting a vehicle take unsupervised con-
trol over itself, that several “what if” questions arise: What if a velocity sen-
sor fails? What if the information from the Satellite Navigation (SatNav) is
not accurate or reliable enough? What if there is no SatNav reception at all?
This work is motivated precisely by the need to answer these questions.

As will be shown in later chapters, there has been extensive research
and development in the automotive area. However, with each developed
technology, new challenges arise. The SatNav, for example, is able to out-
put a precise position and velocity, but it is sensitive to multi-path effect
under certain circumstances and it is not available in roofed areas. Highly
accurate Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) can be used to bridge the sit-
uations with SatNav outage, but they are prone to sense vehicle vibrations
as well, which negatively affect the vehicle state estimation.

The sensor technology has come to a point were the devices are capa-
ble of delivering a highly accurate vehicle state estimation. However, the
quality of the information delivered by sensors might be degraded under
adverse weather or geographic situations, up to the point were it is unus-
able.
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1.2 Objectives

In order to test and validate Autonomous Driving functions and Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) in an objective manner, a highly accu-
rate and reliable vehicle reference state is required. Therefore, the focus of
the present research is precisely to address the situations that are known to
negatively affect the required reference vehicle state.

The general objective of this work is to generate a reference vehicle state.
That is, to create a methodology that is able to estimate the vehicle state in
such an accurate and robust manner, that it can be used for testing and vali-
dation of Autonomous Driving functions and Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems. This, while reducing the dependency of the INSs on external sen-
sors, as can be the SatNav, for estimating such an accurate vehicle state.
This is done by refining and combining existing methods and creating new
ones.

The specific objectives of this work are listed in what follows.
1) Find and implement an adequate method for a robust standstill detection
that relies purely on the use of IMUs. This will help to avoid the divergence
in the vehicle pose and velocity that results from the IMU sensing the vehi-
cle vibrations and interpreting them as vehicle motion.
2) Design and implement a Kalman Filter (KF) that accurately describes the
motion of ground vehicles without the use of correction data from exter-
nal sensors. This will improve the estimation of the vehicle motion when
compared to a numerical integration of the inertial measurements without
a motion model.
3) Develop and implement methods that allow to recognize the limitations
of the proposed motion model. This will help in recognizing when the mo-
tion model of the KF does not depict the vehicle motion in an accurate man-
ner, thus allowing to either select a more adequate motion model or weight
more heavily the correction data from external sensors.
4) Develop and implement methods to detect outliers in the correction data
from external sensors. This will improve the robustness of the vehicle ref-
erence state, since faulty and noisy correction data will be neglected.
5) Develop and implement a method that is able to substitute the SatNav
systems for indoor applications. This will allow the testing and validation
of AD and ADAS in roofed environments. When implemented in open
roads, such a method could help to accurately navigate in SatNav-denied
environments, such as tunnels or parking structures.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

The structure of the present research work is shown in the following.
In Chapter 1, the motivation and objectives of the present work are

shown. This is done by briefly explaining why a robust vehicle state es-
timation is relevant.

In Chapter 2, a brief background on the sensor technology is shown.
This includes sensors for inertial and satellite navigation, and the state-
of-the-art on sensor technology for the vehicle state estimation. Finally,
the framework for this research work is presented, including the physical
preamble, the reference frames and the used sensors.
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In Chapter 3, a detailed description of the IMU signal processing is
shown. First, the mathematics behind the horizontation of the IMU mea-
surements is explained. After, a method for a robust, purely IMU based
standstill recognition is detailed. Finally, the designed Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) is shown.

In Chapter 4, two feedback methods for the vehicle state estimation are
presented. First, a novel method for indoor positioning by means of a Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) sensor is detailed. Then, the accuracy of
the vehicle state estimation by means of aerial imagery is characterized by
using state-of-the-art sensors as reference.

In Chapter 5, the testing and validation for each of the developed meth-
ods is shown. This includes tests on an outdoor test track for benchmarking
purposes, and inside an indoor test facility for simulating real applications
were the SatNav is absent.

Finally, in Chapter 6 the most significant results and the conclusions of
this research work are presented.
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Chapter 2

Background and
State-of-the-Art

In this chapter, the sensors and systems for inertial and satellite navigation
are introduced. First, a brief general history of sensors and machines is
given. Then, some of the state-of-the-art sensors for vehicle state estimation
are shown. Finally, current developments in the field are provided.

2.1 Brief history of machines and sensors

Although this work focuses on land vehicles, many of the principles used
here can be applied to air, water and space vehicles as well. However, in
order to gain a deeper understanding of the sensors used, it is useful to
know how the machines and sensors have evolved.

Before steam engines, humans relied mostly on direct sources of power,
which were generally not modified by humans in any way. These can be
the wind, water or pure muscle. The first ever recorded machine that did
not use only primary sources of power was created by Hero of Alexan-
dria. This machine, called the “Aeolipile”, used steam power to make an
ellipsoid-shaped body rotate around an axis, thus making it effectively the
first steam engine. It comprised a cauldron filled with water, which was
connected by means of two pipes to the lateral sides of the ellipsoid. Under
the cauldron there was a fire, which made the water inside the cauldron
boil, producing steam that would travel inside the pipes and go into the el-
lipsoid. The gases would then exit the ellipsoid through its opposing vents,
and when enough vapor pressure was present, the ellipsoid would start to
rotate. This device can be seen in Figure 2.1 and more information about it
can be found in [3]. There is no documentation mentioning the use of this
engine for any practical purpose. At its time, this device was placed in tem-
ples and shown in high society gatherings. It is nevertheless a very relevant
machine, considering that the Aeolipile was created in the 1st century AD.

Although the first commercial steam pump was invented in 1698 [4], the
first piston engine was created in the year 1712 by Thomas Newcomen [5].
This engine used steam to produce vacuum in one side of a chamber of a
pneumatic piston. The atmospheric pressure would then move the piston
towards the vacuum, producing motion that could be used for practical
purposes. This engine was further developed by James Watt, who coupled
it with a transmission to convert the linear movement to circular, making it
the first engine-transmission construction to do so [6].
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FIGURE 2.1: The Aeolipile. Copied from [3].

FIGURE 2.2: Centrifugal governor invented by James Watt.
Copied from [7].

To have machines that can have an output as linear or circular motion
had a large number of applications. But these machines still needed con-
stant manual adjustments to maintain them at a certain operating speed.
This was especially important when different machines were used in a sin-
gle production line, where certain synchronization is desired. James Watt
created a Centrifugal Governor[7] to solve this problem. This device helped
to automatically regulate certain aspects of the machine, so as to maintain
them in a desired stable state for longer periods of time without human
intervention. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, this machine consisted on two
metal spheres that were attached to a rotating axis analogue to a pendu-
lum. When the axis rotated, the centrifugal force would cause the spheres
to move outwards and upwards. This would then cause an axle at the top
of the rotation axis to move downwards, thus creating a motion that could
be used for manipulating a throttle valve. Some variations of this design
could include springs that increased the resistance of the spheres to move
upwards, giving an extra configuration option.

One of the first devices that comes to mind when speaking about con-
trolling the velocity of a vehicle is the speedometer. These devices where
first conceived not for detecting a standstill, but for measuring the velocity
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FIGURE 2.3: Illustration of the functioning principle of a
Hall sensor-based speedometer.

of vehicles. In the early 1900s, the introduction of motor vehicles to public
roads brought with it a rapidly increasing problem of different types of ve-
hicles travelling on the same roads, but at very different velocities. On one
hand, commercial motorized wagons could reach velocities of around 50
km/h; and on the other hand, horse-pulled wagons travel with a velocity
of around 8 km/h. This created the need for measuring and controlling the
velocity at which motorized vehicles travelled.

The DRP 146134 was the first speedometer patent. This patent was
granted on the 7th of October of 1902 to Otto Schulze in the patent office
of Berlin, Germany. This speedometer was basically a revolutions counter.
It consisted of a “drive cable”, which was a cable made out of springs, that
was usually attached to the transmission of the vehicle by means of a spring
gear. The rotation from the transmission was then conducted by the drive
cable to a permanent magnet that was fixed to the other end of the drive
cable. The magnet was located inside a “speed cup”, which also contains
a needle attached to a spring. Being attached to the drive cable, the mag-
net rotated at the same rate as the drive cable, and that rotation generated
a torque force that affected the needle. As the magnetic torque overcame
the opposition force of the spring, the needle moves, indicating the velocity
over ground of the vehicle.

Given that the rotation of the transmission normally means that the ve-
hicle is in movement, it is a practical approach for standstill recognition.
Nevertheless, one has to consider a series of disadvantages, calibration be-
ing the biggest one. Either the magnet power or the spring stiffness have
to be calibrated so as to be precise in the velocity measurement. And even
then, small changes to common vehicle parts, such as tyres, can cause no-
ticeable deviations of the measurement.

Later technologies on velocity measurement include the use of hall-
sensors[8]. For this, the wheels of the vehicle are equipped with discs that
have sections of ferro magnetic materials. The hall sensor detects these sec-
tions and measures the time lapse between measurements, allowing a ve-
locity estimation. A diagram of this can be seen in Figure 2.3. More detailed
information about speedometers can be found in [9].
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2.2 Inertial Navigation

The vehicle velocity in combination with the steering angle can be used to
estimate certain directions of travel in a vehicle. However some comfort
and safety applications require additional information to operate [10], such
as the accelerations and rotations that the vehicle is experiencing at a given
time. Therefore, IMUs with accelerometers and gyroscopes are commonly
installed in ground vehicles as well.

2.2.1 Accelerometers

Before proceeding, it is important to make a distinction between the coor-
dinate acceleration and proper acceleration, since they are not always the
same.

Coordinate acceleration is defined as the first derivative of velocity with
respect to time, or the second derivative of the position with respect to time,
as shown in Equation 2.1. Noting that the distance scale is a direct conse-
quence of the reference frame, it can be deduced that this acceleration is
dependent of the reference frame from which this acceleration is seen.

a =
dv

dt
=

d2r

dt2
(2.1)

Proper acceleration, on the other hand, is given with respect to an iner-
tial reference frame, which is one with a null nett force and null nett gravity.

Should the motion of the objects be seen from an inertial reference frame,
then both proper and coordinate accelerations are equal. If, for example, the
motion is seen from an accelerated reference frame, then both accelerations
are different.

As a 1D example, for a body with a proper acceleration a1 that is seen
from a reference frame that is accelerated by a2, then the coordinate accel-
eration a3 seen from this accelerated reference frame will be equal to

a3 = a1 − a2. (2.2)

In an apparent contradiction to their name, accelerometers do not mea-
sure directly the proper acceleration. Instead, they measure the specific
force, which is the one that is actually responsible for the proper accelera-
tion of the bodies.

The basic functioning principle of an accelerometer is basically an appli-
cation of the second axiom of motion of Newton, that states that “The change
of motion is proportional to the motive force impressed; and is made in the direc-
tion of the right line in which that force is impressed” [11, pp. 13]. This axiom is
mathematically expressed by

F = m · a. (2.3)

This means that, for a proof body with known mass m, that is located in
an inertial reference frame, there is only one value of specific force that can
be applied to this body to produce a specific value of acceleration.
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FIGURE 2.4: Graphical representation of the functioning
principle of a mechanical spring accelerometer.

The magnitude of the specific force is usually derived from the physi-
cal properties of the materials used to construct the accelerometers. Diverse
materials have different physical characteristics that make them suitable for
different purposes, and the material choice is the basic difference among
accelerometers. Depending on the use-case for the sensor, different mate-
rials and design variations can be chosen. Some common approaches are
explained in what follows.

Accelerometers are arguably the oldest sensors, being precisely the cen-
trifugal governor of Watt, the first sensor ever used in a machine. In the
case of the centrifugal governor and its variations, they react to the angular
velocity of their metal spheres. As the vertical axis rotates, the centrifugal
force of the spheres increases, which causes them to move outwards. Given
enough centrifugal force, and because of how they are fixed, the spheres
will eventually move upwards as well.

Newer accelerometer designs reacted to inertial acceleration instead of
centrifugal acceleration. For this, a test mass is attached to a local reference
frame (housing) by means of a spring. According to Hooke’s law[12], the
force required for changing the length of a spring is directly proportional
to the elongation of the spring from equilibrium and the negative of the
stiffness of the spring, as can be seen in the following equation:

F = −k · x. (2.4)

Therefore, knowing the spring characteristics, it is possible to calculate
the acceleration of the test mass relative to the housing in which it is con-
tained. Here, remembering that the acceleration can either be inertial or
gravitational, it is important to note that, unless the previous state of a body
is known, it is impossible to distinguish between gravity and inertial accel-
eration.

In Figure 2.4, one can see the local reference frame (purple), the test mass
(gray), and the spring (blue), which would move along an axis (green).

Capacitive accelerometers react to the dielectric properties of materials.
A capacitor is a passive electronic component that is formed by two con-
ductive poles that are separated by a dielectric material. When an electric
charge flows into one of the poles, it gets a positive electric charge and the
other pole gets a negative electric charge.

For that, the test mass is connected to one of the poles of the capacitor
and the housing is connected to the other pole. The mass is attached to the
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FIGURE 2.5: Graphical representation of a capacitive ac-
celerometer.

FIGURE 2.6: Graphical representation of a piezoelectric ac-
celerometer.

housing by means of an elastic material, in an analog manner to the me-
chanical accelerator. A graphical representation of this type of accelerome-
ter can be seen in Figure 2.5, where the poles of the capacitor are coloured
blue.

For the piezoelectric accelerometers, a piezoelectric component is used
instead of a dielectric material. Piezoelectric materials are those that have
the characteristic of emitting electrical potential as a direct consequence of
the change of size of their molecules. The first successful experiments to
demonstrate this effect of materials where done by Pierre and Jaques Curie
in 1880 [13]. The inverse effect of obtaining a change of size due to the
application of electrical potential was first published one year later [14].

For this type of accelerometers, the test mass is put in direct contact with
the piezoelectric material, which is fixed to the housing of the sensor. This
way, when a specific force acts upon the housing of the sensor, the iner-
tia of the test mass will cause it to press against the piezoelectric material,
generating an electrical charge that can be measured. A graphical repre-
sentation of this type of accelerometer can be seen in Figure 2.6, where the
piezoelectric material is coloured blue.

In the case of servo-accelerometers, an electromagnetic field is what is
measured directly. A graphical representation for this type of sensor can
be seen in Figure 2.7. Here, there are magnetic materials attached to both
ends of the test mass (blue and red squares). When the test mass (gray)
experiences motion, a coil (blue disc) senses the movement of one magnet
(blue square) attached to the test mass. The sensed motion of the magnet
is sent to a servo-amplifier (black), which then controls a second coil (red
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FIGURE 2.7: Graphical representation of a piezoelectric ac-
celerometer.

FIGURE 2.8: Graphical representation of a mechanical gy-
roscope.

disc) that attempts to maintain the second magnet (red square) in its place.

2.2.2 Gyroscopes

Gyroscopes are devices that measure the angular rate around a specific axis.
Because of their working principle, they are usually insensitive to vibra-
tions and accelerations. They are usually packed in trios, each one measur-
ing a rotational rate perpendicular to the other two. This way, the inertial
rotation of a body around all three cartesian axes can be estimated.

Mechanical gyroscopes are the most archaic type of gyroscopes. They
are constructed by using a mass acting as a flywheel that is mounted on a
three-axis gimbal. A graphical depiction of this can be seen in Figure 2.8.
When the flywheel is rotated, it generates an angular momentum that is
perpendicular to the flat face of the flywheel and with direction according
to the right-hand rule, according to the rotation of the flywheel. Because of
the stabilizing effect of a rotating disc, the housing of the gyroscope can be
rotated without changing the orientation of the flywheel.

The capacitive gyroscopes function similarly to the capacitive accelerom-
eters, where electrodes are attached to both the housing and the test mass.
When the housing is rotated, the inertia of the test mass tries to counter-
act this rotation, thus changing the position of the electrodes attached to it.
This change in position of the electrodes can be measured as an electrical
current.
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FIGURE 2.9: Graphical representation of an optical gyro-
scope.

The functioning principle of fibre-optic gyroscopes is based mainly on
the Snell’s law of refraction and some derivations from it. These describe
the behavior of light waves when traveling through and transitioning be-
tween different materials. This is explained in what follows.

All materials have a “refractive index” κS, which is a measure of how
light propagates when travelling through this material. Some examples of
this can be seen in Table 2.1. Taking the silicon dioxide as an example,
which is a typical material for optical fibre, having a refractive index of
1.4585 means that light travels 45.85% faster in vacuum than in this mate-
rial. As it is known, gases and liquids can change their density in response
of surrounding conditions. Gases change their density depending on their
temperature and pressure, while liquids only do so when changing their
temperature. It is because of this, that the refractive index has to be deter-
mined under specific material conditions.

TABLE 2.1: Refractive indexes of some materials.
For gases at 0 ◦C and 1 atm; and for liquids at 20 ◦C

Material Refractive index κS
Vacuum 1

Air 1.000293
CO2 1.00045

Water 1.333
Ice 1.31

Silicon dioxide 1.4585

When light travels through a material, and reaches the boundaries of
it to encounter another material with a different refractive index, the light
waves can be reflected (bounce back into the material of origin), absorbed,
refracted (travel through the second material) or a combination of these.
Snell’s law explains precisely how these light waves will behave. It fixes
a mathematical relation between the refraction indexes from both materi-
als κS1 and κS2; the phase velocities of the electromagnetic wave in both
materials vS1 and vS2; the angle of incidence θS1 (angle at which the electro-
magnetic wave reaches the material boundaries); and exit angle θS2 (angle
at which the electromagnetic wave will continue its path after encountering
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FIGURE 2.10: From left to right: refraction at a given angle,
reflection at the critical angle, and total internal reflection.

the boundary). Both, angle of incidence and exit angle are measured from
the perpendicular of the contact surface of both materials. This mathemati-
cal relation can be seen in Equation 2.5

sin(θS1)

sin(θS2)
=
κS2

κS1
=
vS1

vS2
. (2.5)

Snell’s law applies to all electromagnetic waves, including sound. It
is based on the assumption that no material or electromagnetic wave can
travel faster than the speed of light (c) in a vacuum, using this value as
reference for determining the refraction index of other materials, as can be
seen in Equation 2.6

c = κS · v. (2.6)

For example, let two non-light absorbent materials with different κS be
in contact with each other. In Figure 2.10 is shown what could happen if an
electromagnetic wave travels through material 1 and approaches material
2 at an angle. If the electromagnetic wave travels into the second material,
its called “refraction”. If the exit angle θS2 = π

2 , then the incidence angle θS1
is called “critical angle”. Should θS1 be bigger than the critical angle, then
the electromagnetic wave will bounce back into the first material. This last
effect is called “total internal reflection”.

Fibre optics use the effect of the total internal reflection for transmitting
information by means of light. As can be seen in Figure 2.11, optic fibre
is composed of a core and a cladding. Depending on the characteristics of
the cable, it can be unimodal or multi-modal. Uni-modal cables are able
to transmit only one light beam at a time, and is mostly used for long dis-
tance communications. Multi-modal cables on the other hand, are capable
of transmitting more than one light beam at the same time. This is achieved
by using a different incidence angle for each light wave. Since the extra
travel path inside the cable means slower end-to-end transmission speeds,
it is mostly used for short-distance communications.
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FIGURE 2.11: Graphical depiction of frontal and side view
of the construction of optical fiber.

Fiber-Optic Gyroscopes (FOGs) gather all the above explained effects
to create what is basically a “Sagnac’s interferometer”. This device is com-
posed of a light emitter, a light detector and an array of mirrors. A graphical
representation of its construction is shown in Figure 2.12. The interferom-
eter functions by emitting a light beam from the light emitter. This beam
goes through a half-silvered mirror, which splits the light beam into two
new light beams. Each of the light beams is redirected towards different
ends from the same path. The light beams will eventually return to the
half-silvered mirror, where they are rejoined and sensed by a light detector.
If the complete construction of the interferometer remains static, then both
beams will return to the half-silvered mirror at the same time. Should the
construction move while the beams of light are travelling the path, then the
path length changes. Since the velocity of the light beams does not change
once they cross the half-silvered mirror, the change in the length of the path
causes that the light beams return either sooner of later to the detector. This
causes a frequency shift in the rejoined light beam. From this frequency
shift, the motion of the interferometer can be calculated.

FIGURE 2.12: Graphical representation of Sagnac’s interfer-
ometer.

While Sagnac’s interferometer uses mirrors for generating a path for the
light waves, the FOGs use optical fibre coils; and instead of a half-silvered
mirror, a beam splitter is used. The length of these coils vary widely de-
pending on the final application of the gyroscope, but can range from 85m
to 200m [15]. Once the light goes through the splitter and gets divided into
the two new waves, the waves are directed to opposing ends of the coil.
This way, the same effect of Sagnac’s interferometer is achieved. The light
waves remain inside the coil as a consequence of the total internal reflection.
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FIGURE 2.13: Graphical representation of the construction
of an optical gyroscope.

When the coil is static, both light beams travel the same path length and re-
turn at the same time to the beam splitter. When the coil rotates around its
coiling axis, the path length for each light beam changes. The path of the
light beam moving in the same direction of the rotation will get longer and
the other one will get shorter. Therefore, one beam will reach the splitter
before the other one, thus altering the frequency of the rejoined light beam.
The angular velocity of the coil can be calculated from this frequency shift.
More detailed information about the working principles of the FOGs can be
found in [16, 17, 18].

2.3 Satellite navigation

The term “Satellite Navigation” (SatNav) refers to positioning systems that
are primarily based on satellites. The SatNav systems with global coverage
are also referred to as “Global Navigation Satellite Systems” (GNSS). Ex-
amples of GNSS are the Global Positioning System (GPS), the Global’naya
Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS), the Galileo or the Bei-
Dou.

The first operational SatNav system was “Transit” and was developed
jointly by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and
the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory [19, 20]. The idea for the
system was originally conceived by the physicists William Guier and George
Weiffenbach. By monitoring on multiple stations on Earth the Doppler shift
of the signals sent by the Sputnik satellite, they noticed that they could de-
termine the orbit of the satellite. Assuming that the orbit of the satellite
was known and predictable, the inverse could be achieved. More informa-
tion about Transit and more background on SatNav systems can be found
in [21].

The SatNav systems use lateration (sometimes called trilateration) or
some derivation of it for estimating the position of SatNav receivers on
Earth. This geometric approach is based on using distance measurements
to determine a position. This should not be confused with triangulation,
which uses angles for position estimation. The basic concept of lateration is
explained in what follows.
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FIGURE 2.14: Possible location of a point, given one refer-
ence and using lateration.

FIGURE 2.15: Possible location of a point, given two refer-
ence points and using lateration.

Let a1 be a static point with known coordinates and a4 another static
point with unknown coordinates. If the euclidean distance da14 from a1 to a4
is known, then the possible coordinates of a4 lie somewhere on the surface
of a sphere of radius da14 with centre on a1. A graphical representation of
this is shown in Figure 2.14, where the position of a1 is shown as a black
cross and the possible coordinates of a4 are shown in blue.

Now, let a2 be a second static point with known coordinates, and sepa-
rated from a4 by the euclidean distance da24 . By combining the knowledge
of the position of a4 relative to a1 and to a2, it can be determined that the
position of a4 is somewhere on the ellipse formed by the intersection of two
spheres: one with centre on a2 and radius da24 , and another one with centre
on a1 and radius da14 . This can be seen in Figure 2.15, where the possible
position of a4 is shown in blue.

Finally, let a3 be a third static point with known coordinates and sepa-
rated from a4 by the euclidean distance da34 . By combining the knowledge
of the position of a4 relative to a1, a2 and a3, there are two possible locations
of a4. These locations are the points where three spheres intersect: one with
centre on a1 and radius da14 , one with centre on a2 and radius da24 , and one
with centre on a3 and radius da34 . A graphical description of this is shown
in Figure 2.16, where the possible position of a4 is shown in blue.

Applying this concept to SatNav, a1, a2 and a3 would be satellites, and
a4 would be a SatNav receiver. Given that the satellites orbit Earth, one of
the possible locations of the SatNav receiver would be in space, while the
second one would be somewhere on the surface of the Earth.

The distance from the SatNav receiver to each satellite is calculated by
means of “pseudo-ranging”. For this, the signal received from a satellite
is compared to the same signal, but generated on the SatNav receiver. By
multiplying the time difference between both signals times the speed of
light, the distance to the emitting satellite can be calculated.
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FIGURE 2.16: Possible location of a point, given three refer-
ence points and using lateration.

Once the location of the receiver relative to the satellites is determined, it
is converted to one of many SatNav coordinate standards. These standards
are based on Earth models, which are mathematical approximations of the
shape of the Earth. The Earth model used in this work is the World Geodetic
System from 1984 (WGS84), which represents the shape of the Earth with an
ellipse. The parameters of the ellipse are shown in Table 2.2 and a graphical
representation of this Earth model is shown in Figure 2.17. The semi-major
axis coincides with the plane formed by the equator, with one end at the
centre of mass of the Earth; and the semi-minor axis coincides with the
rotation axis of the Earth, with one end at the centre of mass of the Earth.

TABLE 2.2: WGS84 parameters.

Parameter Value Unit
Semi-major axis 6 378 137.0 m
Semi-minor axis 6 356 752.314 245 m

Inverse flattening 298.257 223 563 -
Eccentricity 0.08181919 -
Angular rate 7.292115 · 10−5 rad

s

Gravitational constant 3.986004418 · 1014 m3

s2

The position estimated by using only satellites is not 100% accurate.
This is because the signals received on Earth from satellites are affected by
many atmospheric factors, such as ionospheric delay. One way of compen-
sating for the location errors, is by using different signal carriers, such as
the L1 and L2. Since each carrier uses a unique frequency, it is possible to
compare the error of the location when estimated from each carrier. Then,
a correction factor is calculated and applied to improve the accuracy of the
estimated location.

Another widely accepted strategy for correcting location errors, is the
use of Differential GPS (DGPS). This consists of using a “base station”,
which is a SatNav receiver with a fixed, known location. The base station
continuously monitors its location as estimated from the satellite signals,
and compares it with its known location. Then, it calculates a correction
factor, which is transmitted to other mobile SatNav receivers in the vicinity.
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FIGURE 2.17: Graphical depiction of the parameters of the
WGS84 Earth model.

The transmission of the correction data can be done, for example, via radio,
WiFi or Ethernet. It is important to notice that the correction data is depen-
dent on local ambient factors, like the atmospheric conditions. As such, the
correction data is valid only for a limited area. Basically, both base station
and mobile receivers should be able to see the same satellites.

A more precise variation of DGPS is the Real-Time Kinematic (RTK). Its
functioning principle is similar to that of the DGPS, but, instead of pseudo-
ranging, RTK relies on carrier-phase measurements to estimate the distance
to the satellites. For this, the base station attempts to calculate the number
of cycles of the signal carrier between the base station and the satellite. If
a fixed integer number of cycles can be calculated, then a “fixed” solution
is obtained. Otherwise, it is called a “floating” solution. A fixed solution is
more precise than a floating solution. Also, as the name states it, the trans-
mission of the correction data is done in real-time. Further details about
RTK can be found on [22, 23, 24, 25].

The SatNav navigation depicts various advantages for the vehicle state
estimation. For example, even consumer-grade SatNav receivers are able to
estimate location, velocity and course over ground of a vehicle with enough
precision for certain navigation tasks, such as route calculation. Also, since
the infrastructure is government-funded, the consumers do not have to pay
for its use.

Among the biggest disadvantages of SatNav, are the coverage and the
multi-path effect. Roofed areas, such as multi-storey parking garages and
tunnels, have no SatNav coverage, which negates the use of this technol-
ogy. Other environments, like urban canyons, are prone to be affected by
the multi-path effect. This is caused when the SatNav signal does not reach
the receiver on a straight path, but instead is reflected by other objects be-
fore being sensed by the receiver. Therefore, the path of the reflected signal
appears longer than it really is, which causes an error in the location esti-
mation.

The latest developments on SatNav are focused mainly on increasing
the accuracy of the system without the use of base stations. For that, the
United States Department of Defense supports the development of the “GPS
III” by giving contracts to “Space Exploration Technologies Corp” and “Lock-
heed Martin” [26]. The new “L5” signal carrier, in combination with a new
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FIGURE 2.18: Working principle of DGPS.

generation of consumer-grade SatNav receivers, should boost the localiza-
tion accuracy from the current 2m-5m to around 30 cm. This improvement
should enable lane-accurate navigation for vehicles [27]. The Chinese Sat-
Nav system Beidou is also being refined [28], which clearly indicates im-
proving potential in the field of SatNav.

2.4 Research Framework

In this section, the framework for the present research is defined, including
the physics framework and the used reference frames. The first is done by
referring to some of the most important publications of modern and classic
physics. This is relevant for a better understanding of the present work
because it

1. explains why accelerometers measure approximately 1 g, even when
placed static on earth,

2. validates the assumption of an “inertial frame”, which is used in the
calculations made in this research,

3. validates the choice of the physics framework that is used to develop
this work,

4. gives important background that is necessary for understanding con-
cepts that are introduced later.

2.4.1 Physics Framework

Albert Einstein, in his Theory of Relativity [29], explained several concepts,
some of which can be resumed in the following postulates:

• Relativity of time. Time does not have an absolute scale. Instead, it
depends on the relative velocity between reference frames. As the
velocity of a reference frame relative to another increases, the time in
the first one elapses slower than in the second one.
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• Relativity of distance. The distance does not have an absolute scale
either, but it gets smaller for bodies as their moving velocity increases.
That is, as its velocity increases, a body will experience an increasing
contraction of its dimensions along the same axis of motion.

• Objects with mass have a maximum travel velocity equal to the speed
of light in a vacuum.

• Energy and mass are equivalent, the speed of light being the equiva-
lence factor

(
E = mc2

)
.

Einstein also stated in his “equivalence principle” that inertial mass and
gravitational mass are proportional to each other with a factor of 1, which
means their magnitudes are identical [30]. Therefore, the mass is one char-
acteristic of the bodies that expresses itself as either inertia or weight, de-
pending on the circumstances. This yields that unless the state of motion
of a body is known, it cannot be differentiated if a measured force is due to
gravity or proper acceleration. Therefore, being static in the presence of a
gravitational field is physically equivalent to being accelerated in an inertial
frame without gravity. As a thought experiment, Einstein gave the parable
of the man inside a chest. If the man cannot reference himself within his
inertial frame, he cannot know if the force he feels is due to gravitational
acceleration or proper acceleration.

These physical principles are based on the assumption that the speed
of light c = 299, 792, 458 m

s is constant, and has the same magnitude irre-
spective of the observers, their relative motion or the motion of the light
source.

All the previous concepts take importance when one tries to have a deep
understanding of different types of “acceleration”. One of the conventional
ways to define it, is as second derivative of position with respect to time.
Carrying on the concepts of relative time and distance, it is clear that the ac-
celeration has a different magnitude when perceived from reference frames
that are moving with respect to each other.

How time and distance change for two reference frames with relative
velocity vr between them is given by the Lorentz factor [31, pp. 809–831]:

γL =
1√

1−
(

v2r
c2

) . (2.7)

It should be noted that γL is defined for −c < vr < c.
Let the three Cartesian axes of two reference frames be coincident to

each other, such that x = x
′
, y = y

′
and z = z

′
. Assuming that a relative

velocity between both reference frames appears along the x and x
′

axes, the
distance and time equivalence for both reference systems is given by:

x
′
= γL (x− vrt) x = γL

(
x

′ − vrt
′
)

y
′
= y y = y

′

z
′
= z z = z

′

t
′
= γL

(
t− vr

c2
x
)

t = γL

(
t
′ − vr

c2
x

′
)

.
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The current land speed record is 1, 227.985 km
h [32], which results in

γL = 1.00000000000065. Considering that this work focuses on production
land vehicles, which currently hold a speed record of 447.19 km

h [33], this
would result in γL = 1.00000000000009. As can be seen, the Lorentz fac-
tor is negligible in the context of this work, and likewise any space or time
relativity. Therefore, the present research work is framed within classical
mechanics, which are based on the Laws of motion of Newton [11].

2.4.2 Description of Sensors and Reference Frames

The sensors and reference frames used are described in what follows.

The Local Tangent Plane

The vehicles move on the Local Tangent Plane (LTP). This is a Cartesian
reference frame, composed of the mutually perpendicular xLTP, yLTP and
zLTP axes, with −−→zLTP = −−→xLTP × −−→yLTP; and with origin oLTP at an arbitrary
location on the surface of the Earth. The axis orientation of the LTP is similar
to the East-North-Up (ENU) reference frame, where the xLTP×yLTP-plane is
perpendicular to the gravitational pull of the Earth, the yLTP axis is pointing
to the true north of the Earth, and the zLTP axis is parallel to the gravitational
pull of the Earth, but with opposite direction.

The LTP is derived from transforming sets of coordinates from the Earth-
Centered, Earth-Fixed (ECEF) reference frame. The ECEF is a Cartesian ref-
erence frame, composed of the mutually perpendicular xECEF, yECEF and
zECEF axes, with −−−→zECEF = −−−→xECEF × −−−→yECEF; and with origin oECEF at the centre
of mass of the Earth. The zECEF axis is aligned with the rotation axis of the
Earth, and the xECEF axis points towards the prime meridian (0 ◦ longitude).
The step-by-step transformation process from ECEF to LTP is detailed in
what follows.

1. Define an arbitrary set of coordinates (latitude, longitude, altitude)
(θlat, θlon, hECEF).

2. Estimate the Normal Radius RN as follows:

RN =
RECEF√

1− e2 sin2 (θlat)
, (2.8)

whereRECEF is the semi-major axis and e is the eccentricity parameter
of the WGS84.

3. Transform the polar coordinates (θlat, θlon, hECEF) to Cartesian coordi-
nates (xE, yE, zE), as follows:

xE = (RN + hECEF) cos (θlat) cos (θlon) , (2.9)

yE = (RN + hECEF) cos (θlat) sin (θlon) , and (2.10)

zE =

[
RN

(
1− e2

)
+ hECEF

]
sin (θlat) . (2.11)
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FIGURE 2.19: Graphical depiction of the coordinate trans-
formation from the ECEF frame to the LTP frame. Modified

from [34].

4. Rotate the coordinates around the zECEF axis by θlon, so that[
x′E
y′E

]
=

[
cos(θlon) −sin(θlon)
sin(θlon) cos(θlon)

]
×

[
xE
yE

]
, (2.12)

and z′E = zE.

5. Rotate the coordinates by θlat, so that[
x′′E
z′′E

]
=

[
cos(θlat) −sin(θlat)
sin(θlat) cos(θlat)

]
×

[
x′E
z′E

]
, (2.13)

and y′′E = y′E.

6. Rotate the coordinates by π
2 , so that[

y′′′E
z′′′E

]
=

[
cos(π2 ) −sin(π2 )
sin(π2 ) cos(π2 )

]
×

[
y′′E
z′′E

]
, (2.14)

and x′′′E = x′′E.

7. Rotate the coordinates by π
2 , so that[

xL
zL

]
=

[
cos(π2 ) −sin(π2 )
sin(π2 ) cos(π2 )

]
×

[
x′′′E
z′′′E

]
, (2.15)

and yL = y′′′E .

The same process applies for expressing any coordinate set (θlat, θlon, hECEF)
in LTP, with the difference that the coordinates of oLTP have to be subtracted
from the subsequent rotated coordinate sets. This is because oLTP is defined
as the origin of the LTP.
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FIGURE 2.20: Graphical depiction of the Local Car Plane.

The Local Car Plane

The Local Car Plane (LCP) is the vehicle reference frame and is defined ana-
logue to the ISO 8855:2011 norm [35]. The LCP is composed of the mutually
perpendicular xLCP, yLCP, and zLCP axes, with −−→zLCP = −−→xLCP×−−→yLCP and origin
oLCP at the Center of sprung Mass (CoM) of the car. The xLCP axis is parallel
to the longitudinal axis of the vehicle and points towards the hood, the yLCP
axis is parallel to the transversal axis of the vehicle and points towards the
driver seat; and the zLCP axis points upwards. This coordinate system is
illustrated in Figure 2.20.

The roll, pitch and yaw are angles that relate the LCP with the LTP. The
roll angle θroll is the angular offset from the xLTP × yLTP-plane to the yLCP
axis. The pitch angle θpitch is the angular offset from the xLTP × yLTP-plane
to the xLCP axis. The yaw angle θyaw is the angular offset from the xLTP
axis to the xLCP axis, measured parallel to the xLTP × yLTP-plane. All three
angles are measured using the right-hand rule and the LTP as reference.
This means that downwards pitch angles are positive, upwards roll angles
are positive, and counter-clockwise yaw angles are positive.

Another angle required to relate the LCP with the LTP is the Course
Over Ground (COG). It is defined as the projection on the xLTP × yLTP-plane
of the direction of travel of oLCP between two time instances, so that

θCOG = atan2

(
yc,τ2 − yc,τ1
xc,τ2 − xc,τ1

)
, (2.16)

where
(
xc,τ1 , yc,τ1

)
and

(
xc,τ2 , yc,τ2

)
are the (x, y) coordinates of oLCP on the

xLTP × yLTP-plane at time instances τ1 and τ2. A graphical depiction of the
yaw angle and the COG is shown in Figure 2.21.

The Automotive Dynamic Motion Analyzer

This research work is mainly based on estimating the vehicle state by means
of IMUs. The chosen sensor is the “Automotive Dynamic Motion Analyzer”
(ADMA). This device integrates state of the art sensors, such as servo-
accelerometers and optical gyroscopes. Since this device is able to receive
SatNav-RTK correction data, its positioning accuracy is around 2 cm. Along
with the location information, the ADMA is able to read the Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC-Time) sent by the satellites. This allows the ADMA to
assign a millisecond-precise time label to each measurement, which greatly
simplifies the synchronization task. A picture of the ADMA is shown in
Figure 2.22, and its data sheet can be found on [36].
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FIGURE 2.21: Shown is a bird´s eye view of a drifting ve-
hicle. With magenta, the yaw angle and the course over
ground. With blue solid line, the x and y axes of the LCP.
With blue dotted line, the direction of travel of the vehicle.

With black, the x and y axes of the LTP.

FIGURE 2.22: Shown is an Automotive Dynamic Motion
Analyser.

The IMU measurements are made in the Local IMU Plane (LIP). This
coordinate system is composed of the mutually perpendicular xLIP, yLIP,
and zLIP axes, with −−→zLIP = −−→xLIP × −−→yLIP and origin oLIP. For simplification
purposes, it is assumed that the axes of the LIP are collinear with the axes
of the LCP, unless otherwise specified.

The Velodyne LiDAR

As shown later, a section of this research work focuses on the vehicle state
estimation in roofed areas. Given the lack of SatNav coverage indoors, a
LiDAR is used as an auxiliary external sensor. This device combines the
functioning principles of a ranging laser and a theodolite. The details of
this sensor are given in what follows.

A LiDAR is equipped with laser line generators and photo diodes.
When a generator emits a ray of light, this beam bounces back to a photo
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FIGURE 2.23: Illustration of the generator distribution of
the LiDAR sensor. Modified from [37].

FIGURE 2.24: Graphical depiction of the LiDAR Local
Plane. Modified from [37].

diode after encountering an object in its way. By measuring the time-of-
flight of the light beam, the LiDAR is able to calculate the distance dvelo at
which the reflection point was measured.

To bring the 1D measurement from a single laser to a 2D frame, 32
generator-diode sets are mounted on a vertical stack. The sets are oriented
with a known vertical angle offset θvert = 1.33◦ between each of them and
are aligned on a vertical plane. An illustration of this is shown in Fig-
ure 2.23.

To bring these 2D measurements to a 3D space, the generator-diode
stack is mounted on the head of the sensor, which rotates with known Revo-
lutions Per Minute (RPM) and direction. With this information, an azimuth
θvelo is obtained, which is used to calculate the individual points in the Lo-
cal LiDAR Plane (LLP). This coordinate system is composed of the mutually
perpendicular xLLP, yLLP and zLLP axes, with −−→zLLP = −−→xLLP ×−−→yLLP and origin
oLLP. The LLP frame is illustrated in Figure 2.24.

Current LiDARs are called “mechanical” because of their rotating head.
This component of LiDARs is one of their main disadvantages, since rotat-
ing components have a limit in their rotational velocity, which limits the re-
fresh rate of the measurements as well. Another disadvantage is the trade-
off between refresh rate and the point cloud resolution. As the head of the
LiDAR rotates faster, the resolution of the point cloud decreases. The latter
becomes a more relevant aspect as the vehicle driving velocity increases.

To overcome this mechanical limitation, the “solid state” LiDARs were
conceptualized. This sensors have the main advantage of not having me-
chanical moving parts, which eliminates some problems that mechanical
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LiDARs have, like vibrations or imbalances in the rotating head. Solid-
state LiDARs have important advantages as well, like faster refresh rates
and being able to fine tune sensor parameters, such as the region of interest
or the orientation of individual measurements.

Despite technological and financial problems [38], the research on solid-
state LiDARs continues. Start-ups like Quanergy [39, 40], corporations like
Limec [41], LZF [42], Spar3D [43] and industry leaders like Velodyne [44]
have shown their interest in developing solid-state LiDARs. These sen-
sors are particularly interesting for the automotive industry, since they have
most of the advantages of a LiDAR sensor, together with a portable pack-
aging and lower costs. Some consumer-grade devices are already on the
market [45, 46], but the offered resolution is not sufficient for applications
in the automotive research.

The chosen sensor for this work is an HDL-32E mechanical LiDAR pro-
duced by Velodyne, and it will be referred to simply as “LiDAR”. This sen-
sor includes a SatNav receiver, which enables the reception of the UTC-
Time. Therefore, this sensor tags every measurement with a microsecond-
accurate timestamp, which aids synchronization purposes. This sensor
also has the capability of measuring the light intensity ιvelo

(
W
m2

)
of the

reflected light beam. The intensity values are given according to the NIST-
calibrated intensity [47], which ranges from ιvelo = 0 for diffuse reflections
to ιvelo = 255 for perfect reflections. Further sensor details can be found
in [37].

One of the disadvantages of the LiDARs is that the wavelength of the
light beam which the lasers emit, around 903 nm, falls within the spectra
of the sunlight, which ranges from 205 nm for ultra-violet light to 2500 nm
for infrared light [48]. Consequently, the sunlight distorts the light beams
emitted by the LiDAR which induces noise in the LiDAR measurements.

To better understand how the sunlight affects the LiDAR measure-
ments, the following experiment is performed. A red high reflective band
is positioned outdoors on a fixed pole. The LiDAR is then positioned on a
table at a given distance to the pole, and a 60 s measurement of the band
is made. The high reflective band is the 3m “Diamond Grade 997”. It is
normed by the UN/ECE 104 norm [49, 50], which regulates the use of high
reflective markers for trucks and trailers in the European Union (EU). All
LiDAR measurements with ιvelo < 200 are discarded so as to keep only
those that correspond to the high reflective band. Two values are calcu-
lated from the remaining measurements: the mode of the distance between
the band and the LiDAR, and the standard deviation of the measurements.
The previous is repeated for different separations between the band and the
LiDAR.

So as to test if the colour of the band could influence the measurements
as well, the experiment is repeated outdoors with a white high reflective
band. The experiment is done once more inside a hall so as to exclude
the sunlight from the test. This time, the test was performed once with
the lights of the hall on, and once with the lights off. The results of the
experiment are shown in Figure 2.25.

For all tests, it can be seen that the measurement noise increases as the
LiDAR is placed farther away from the band. This indicates a correlation
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FIGURE 2.25: Shown is the mode of the measured distance
between a high reflective band and the LiDAR, and the stan-

dard deviation of the distance measurements.
With red, the red band outdoors.

With green, the white band outdoors.
With magenta, the white band indoors with light.
With blue, the white band indoors with no light.

between the distance to the band and the measurement noise. From the out-
door tests, it can be appreciated that the standard deviation corresponding
to the measurements of the white band is smaller than that of the red band,
showing that the white band is a better candidate for the LiDAR measure-
ments. Then, by comparing the measurements of the white band, it can be
appreciated that the standard deviation of the indoor measurements is al-
ways smaller than that of the outdoor measurements, which demonstrates
that the sunlight has a big impact on the LiDAR measurements. On the
other hand, the lights of the hall do not seem to have a statistically signif-
icant influence on the measurements. This is explained by the fact that the
lights of the hall emit mainly visible light, which has a wavelength that can
range from 380 nm to 750 nm. Therefore, the halogen lights do not interfere
with the LiDAR measurements.

One interesting aspect from the results in Figure 2.25, is that the stan-
dard deviation appears to decrease once a certain LiDAR-band separation
is reached. However, this is not an indication that the measurement noise
decreases, but that less measurements have a reflectivity of ιvelo ≥ 200. This
is shown in Figure 2.26. Here, the number of points with ιvelo ≥ 200 that
the LiDAR sees per second is shown.

For all four tests, it can be appreciated that the number of measure-
ments with ιvelo ≥ 200 decreases as the LiDAR is farther away from the
band. The number of valid measurements decreases the fastest for the red
band outdoors. Conversely, the valid measurements for the white band in-
doors decrease the slowest, and there is almost no difference between the
measurements with the light on and those with the light off.
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FIGURE 2.26: Shown is the mode of the measured distance
between a high reflective band and the LiDAR, and the

number of measurements per second with ιvelo ≥ 200.
With red, the red band outdoors.

With green, the white band outdoors.
With magenta, the white band indoors with light.
With blue, the white band indoors with no light.

The DJI Phantom

As shown later, the use of cameras as external aiding sensors is also re-
searched. Similar to LiDARs, cameras use photo diodes as well, but for
measuring ambient light. The pinhole projection is a good model to de-
scribe how cameras generate a 2D image from a 3D world. This 2D pro-
jection is called the Pixel Coordinate Frame (PCF), and for this work is a
bird’s-eye image projection of the LTP. It is composed of the mutually per-
pendicular xPCF and yPCF axes, with origin oPCF in one corner of the image.
An example of the PCF is shown in Figure 2.27.

Since camera-equipped Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) are practical in
many ways, the DJI Phantom 4 Pro V2 [51] is chosen for the task of vehicle
state estimation by using aerial imagery. Further details are given in the
Section 4.2.

All quantities expressed in the PCF are given in pixels (px). All quanti-
ties for the rest of the reference frames are given in the SI system of units,
unless otherwise specified.
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FIGURE 2.27: Example of the Picture Coordinate Frame.
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Chapter 3

Advanced IMU Signal
Processing

An autonomous vehicle is a complex system which is built of many compo-
nents, including sensors, processing boards, algorithms and actuators. All
these components belong to a variety of scientific domains, like mechanics,
electric, electronics and computer science, among others. Given the amount
of knowledge required for a complete autonomous vehicle, it is necessary
to work in a modular manner when developing automotive functions. An
efficient way of delimiting working topics, is to separate the sensor signal
processing from the raw signal acquisition on one side, and from the plan-
ing algorithms on the other side. That is, to separate from one side “how
the sensors perceive the environment”, and “what should the vehicle do
next” on the other side.

This work focuses precisely on the sensor signal processing. Specifically,
on the following aspects of the vehicle state estimation: standstill recogni-
tion, horizontation of inertial measurements, statistical filtering of inertial
measurements and the feedback from exteroceptive sensors. All the devel-
oped methods are detailed in the following.

3.1 Standstill Recognition

For this work, a standstill is defined as continuous zero velocity over
ground. When one remembers the principle of equivalence of Einstein, it
becomes evident that a reliable standstill recognition is indispensable for es-
timating the motion of a vehicle by means of IMUs. This is because only at
this moment are both the proper acceleration and the velocity over ground
equal to zero. Therefore, that time instant can serve as a starting point for
a state estimation or as a reset point for a previous one. A standstill can be
recognized by a variety of sensors and methods, some of which are shown
in the following.

With the introduction of automobiles to the streets, the measurement
of the velocity over ground became a relevant topic, mainly because of the
velocity differences between the various traffic participants: pedestrian, bi-
cycles, horses and cars. So, the focus was the measurement of the velocity
over ground [52], and not a standstill detection. Nevertheless, current sen-
sors are capable as well of determining a standstill in a reliable manner.

However, when one thinks about vehicle safety research, the accessi-
bility of measurements is a big disadvantage of in-built velocity sensors of
vehicles. This is because the velocity measurements are available either by
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accessing the CAN-Bus of the vehicle, or by rewiring the sensors directly.
The CAN-Bus of the vehicle cannot be accessed freely because it transmits
safety critical information as well. Even when various methods [53, 54, 55]
and tools used by manufacturers [56] theoretically allow a CAN-bus utiliza-
tion of ≈ 80% [57], recent studies suggest that CAN-bus messages can still
miss their deadlines [58, 59, 60]. The traffic within a CAN-bus would incre-
ment if an external device continuously accesses the vehicle sensor data in
real-time, which could further increase the risk that the CAN-bus messages
miss their deadlines. Channel overload or conflicting information could
negatively affect safety-critical functions, thus compromising the vehicle
safety. Consequently, more research is required before considering to fuse
the vehicle on-board sensors with external IMUs. The rewiring of the sen-
sors implies advanced technical skills, as well as sensor data sheets, which
are not always publicly available.

To avoid the use of the on-board option, other external sensors have
been designed for measuring the velocity over ground. Two examples of
state-of-the-art sensors for land vehicles are the Wheel Pulse Transducer
(WPT) [61] and the Correvit [62]. The WPT uses transducers and rim-
mounted discs with magnetic inserts for estimating the angular velocity
of the wheels, which is later converted to linear velocity. The Correvit
uses a camera mounted on the bodywork of the vehicle and an optical grid
method. This method consists on detecting the motion over time of certain
patterns that are captured with the camera. Further details on this method
can be found on [63].

Both sensors, the WPT and the Correvit, still face complications under
certain circumstances. As any other wheel-mounted velocity sensor, the
WPT assumes a near-zero tyre-slip. This may not apply for slippery sur-
faces, such as snow or ice. In the case of the Correvit, it requires a high
contrast from the surface the vehicle drives on. So, this sensor might have
difficulties when driving on high-reflective surfaces, like puddles or ice.

The only found method that is specifically designed for a standstill
detection is patented by Robert Bosch GmbH [64]. For this, a vehicle is
equipped with a camera that is pointed outwards. By detecting a single
object on consecutive frames, an algorithm estimates the velocity of the ve-
hicle relative to the detected object. As with every camera, there is a trade-
off between the spatial resolution (centimeter-to-pixel relation) and the dis-
tance to the seen objects. This affects negatively a standstill recognition.

As shown above, there are various sensors and methods for detecting a
standstill. Nonetheless, the proposed method in this work has key advan-
tages over the already existing ones. These are detailed below.

The first advantage of the proposed method, is that no additional sen-
sors are needed. IMUs are already present in production vehicles and are
common devices in research as well. This means that no extra effort is re-
quired for installing, calibrating and fusing sensors, which implies a sensi-
ble simplification in the implementation of algorithms.

Another important benefit is that no correction data from external sen-
sors ir required. Other highly accurate sources provide valuable informa-
tion for the standstill detection, but these sources are not always available.
Such an independence from external sensors greatly improves the robust-
ness of the proposed method.
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The autonomy from external sensors implies an independence from in-
frastructure as well. Given that only the IMU is required for a standstill
detection, no signs, antennas, or any other infrastructural element is re-
quired. This signifies a huge simplification in test setups, and hints at the
possibility of using the proposed method in production vehicles.

The benefits above yield the next gain, which is the “stand-alone” na-
ture of the proposed method. Not depending on external devices or infras-
tructure means that the method can be implemented in situations where
other sensors or methods might encounter difficulties, such as roofed or
darkened test environments. This makes the method highly adequate for
indoor usage.

The proposed method consists on generating features from the IMU sig-
nals, and feeding them to a machine-learning algorithm for classification. In
this work, the Random Forest (RF) algorithm is used. The used classes are
shown in Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1: Standstill classification.
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhTrue state

Classified state
Standstill Motion

Standstill True positive False negative
Motion False positive True negative

The use of the RF is justified by several facts. The most important one
is that it is not possible to find a ruleset based on thresholds for the IMU
signals that allow a robust standstill classification. This was experimentally
confirmed in this work, where, after weeks and billions of simulations, no
ruleset based on thresholds could be found. This happens because some
driving conditions are almost equal to a standstill. Two examples of this
are cruising on a highway and driving at walking velocity. It should be
noted that false negatives can be tolerated, since their effect is negligible for
the vehicle state estimation considered in this work. False positives on the
other side, are unacceptable.

The fact previously described is strengthened when considering the
enormous amount of vehicle configurations possible. Currently, the cus-
tomization options for land vehicles include motorization, drivetrain, sus-
pension and tires. So, the very same vehicle chassis can transmit completely
different vibrations and rotations to the IMU, depending on the vehicle con-
figuration. Even small components, such as the engine mounts, can have a
significant impact on the vibrations and rotations sensed by the IMU. This
means that, even if one ignores the false positives and the huge computa-
tional cost of finding “best-fit” thresholds, these apply only for a specific
vehicle configuration. Four examples of this are shown in Figures 3.1, 3.2,
3.3 and 3.4, where the longitudinal acceleration is shown for three different
vehicles in four driving situations: standstill, standstill-to-motion transi-
tion, driving at walking velocity and random driving.

The use of the RF greatly simplifies the implementation of a robust
standstill recognition. This is because a small set with representative data is
enough for a reliable classification, and the training process is done within
seconds. Also, the RF is real-time capable, which allows the online use of
the proposed method.
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FIGURE 3.1: The longitudinal vibrations of three vehicles
that are standing still and ready to drive.

FIGURE 3.2: The longitudinal vibrations of three vehicles
that start moving from a standstill.

FIGURE 3.3: The longitudinal vibrations of three vehicles
that are moving at walking velocity.
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FIGURE 3.4: The longitudinal vibrations of three vehicles
driving randomly.

A RF consists of a large number of decision trees, which are comprised
of “inner nodes” and “leaf nodes”. The use of the RF involves two pro-
cesses: training and inference. Both are explained in what follows.

During the training, the trees and their nodes are created. To achieve
this, for each new tree, the training dataset is divided into two groups,
which are forwarded to the next left and right child-node. The dataset is
divided by choosing a random subset of dataset-features, and by using an
impurity measure, so that each of the two new subgroups is as homoge-
nous as possible. The data at the newly created inner nodes is split again
into two subgroups by choosing a new random subset of dataset-features
and forwarding the new subgroups to the next left and right child-node.
The process continuous until a stop criteria is reached, at which point, the
nodes created last are named “leaf nodes”. The label of each leaf node is
that of the majority of elements at the node. It should be noted that the
classification accuracy of the RF increases with the number of trees, but not
indefinitely.

During the inference, a test dataset is fed to the RF. At each inner node,
the same dataset-features used during the training process are employed to
split the test data, and the process is repeated until the data reaches a leaf
node. Each decision tree makes a decision on its own, and the RF-decision is
constructed as a majority vote among the trees. More detailed information
on how the RF works can be found in [65], and the specifics for this work
are given in the following.

For this work, the training step is divided into four subprocesses:
dataset recording, feature generation, dataset labelling and tree creation.
These are detailed below.

1. Dataset recording.

The required dataset is a 10 minute-long recording of the accelerations
and rotation rates perceived by the IMU sensors:

aLIP =
[
ax,LIP ay,LIP az,LIP

]T
, (3.1)
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θ̇LIP =
[
θ̇x,LIP θ̇y,LIP θ̇z,LIP

]T
, (3.2)

where aLIP is the acceleration vector and θ̇LIP is the composition of
rotations. Assuming that the LIP axes are collinear with the LCP axes,
then ax,LIP = ax,LCP, ay,LIP = ay,LCP, az,LIP = az,LCP, θ̇x,LIP = θ̇roll,
θ̇y,LIP = θ̇pitch and θ̇z,LIP = θ̇yaw.

The dataset is equally distributed between three conditions: stand-
still, moving at walking pace and random driving.

(a) Standstill.
For this condition, the vehicle should be as motionless as possi-
ble, but prepared for driving. In the case of cars with automatic
transmission, “drive” should be selected; and vehicles with man-
ual transmission should be either in neutral, or in gear and with
pressed clutch. The reason for this, is to let the IMU sense engine
and drivetrain vibrations as well.
During this condition, all dead loads are negligible and all
live loads are undesirable. Except for engine and drivetrain,
all actions that provoke chassis vibration or motion should be
avoided: passenger movement, vehicle loading, opening or clos-
ing doors, trunk or hood, etc.

(b) Moving at walking pace.
For this condition, the car is driven as slow as possible and on
a straight line. Contact with pedals or steering wheel should be
avoided. This allows the generation of samples with the “mo-
tion” label, but that are very similar to a standstill, which is
highly relevant for differentiating between both.

(c) Random driving.
The vehicle is driven with random accelerations, velocities and
directions. The more diverse, the better for the dataset.

2. Feature generation.

Once the dataset is recorded, features in the time and frequency do-
main are generated. The ones in the time domain are:

(a) a2x,LCP + a2y,LCP

(b) a2z,LCP

(c) θ̇2roll + θ̇2pitch

(d) θ̇2yaw.

The features in the frequency domain are created from the ones in the
time domain. This is done by generating the Discrete Fourier Trans-
form (DFT) of each feature in the time domain. In this work, the DFT
is generated with a Matlab Toolbox that is based on [66]. More infor-
mation on the DFT and various implementations can be found in [67,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72].
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The DFT uses the following frequency interval:[
0 :

Fs

nDFT
: Fs

]
, (3.3)

where [·] denotes a closed interval, Fs is the sampling frequency and
nDFT is the number of samples used for the DFT. According to the
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, Fs

2 would be the lowest mean-
ingful frequency from the DFT. Also, a 0Hz frequency (direct current)
is not used in this work. So, the useful frequency interval is given by: Fs

nDFT
:
Fs

nDFT
:

⌊
nDFT

2

⌋
· Fs

nDFT

 , (3.4)

where ⌊·⌋ denotes the floor operation.

The IMU sampling rate is set to Fs = 100Hz, and a time window of
τDFT = 170ms is used. So, nDFT = 17 samples are used each time
for the DFT generation: the latest values of the features in the time
domain, and their values from the previous nDFT − 1 samples. This
means that the used DFT frequencies correspond to:

• 5.8824Hz,

• 11.7647Hz,

• 17.6471Hz,

• 23.5294Hz,

• 29.4118Hz,

• 35.2941Hz,

• 41.1765Hz, and

• 47.0588Hz.

The single-sided amplitude of these frequencies are the features in the
frequency domain for a total of 36 features: 4 in the time domain and
32 in the frequency domain. It should be noted that due to the sliding
window, it is not possible to generate a DFT for the first nDFT − 1
samples. In this case, the amplitudes of their frequencies are set to
zero.

Examples of the single-sided amplitude for the frequency spectrum
of a2z,LCP for the standstill and the walking pace conditions of four
vehicles are shown in Figures 3.5, 3.7, 3.6 and 3.8.

As can be seen, when the vehicles with internal combustion engines
are standing still, the dominant frequencies can be associated to the
engine. Specifically, to the number of cylinders and the idling RPM.
One RPM indicates a full rotation of the crankshaft, and in the case of
4-stroke internal combustion engines, an explosion inside each cylin-
der occurs every second revolution.

For example, one of the dominant frequencies of the BMW M5 is
42Hz, which can be explained by the 8 cylinders and the 630RPM
idling speed of the engine. The same goes for the Audi A4, where
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FIGURE 3.5: Shown is the single-sided amplitude for the
frequency spectrum of a2z,LCP for standstill (green) and

walking velocity (blue).
Vehicle: 5th Gen. Audi A4.

Motorization: 6 cylinder, 3.0 L TDI.
Power source: Diesel.

FIGURE 3.6: Shown is the single-sided amplitude for the
frequency spectrum of a2z,LCP for standstill (green) and

walking velocity (blue).
Vehicle: 3rd Gen. BMW M5.

Motorization: 8 cylinder, 5.0 L Otto.
Power source: Gasoline.
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FIGURE 3.7: Shown is the single-sided amplitude for the
frequency spectrum of a2z,LCP for standstill (green) and

walking velocity (blue).
Vehicle: 2nd Gen. Audi Q7.

Motorization: 6 cylinder, 3.0 L TFSI.
Power source: Gasoline.

FIGURE 3.8: Shown is the single-sided amplitude for the
frequency spectrum of a2z,LCP for standstill (green) and

walking velocity (blue).
Vehicle: 2nd Gen. Smart ForTwo.

Motorization: Electric Drive.
Power source: Electricity.
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one of the dominant frequencies appears at around 30Hz, which can
be explained by the 6 cylinders and the 600RPM idling speed of the
engine.

The situation changes with the electric vehicle, where no dominant
frequency can be identified at standstill. However, a significant dif-
ference between standstill and walking pace can still be recognized.

Once the vehicle is in motion, the IMU perceives the live loads asso-
ciated with the movement of the vehicle, such as road imperfections,
tire deformation and rolling resistance, suspension travel, drivetrain
vibrations, among others. That is, the IMU senses the motion of the
vehicle.

3. Dataset labelling.

As shown in Table 3.1, “standstill” and “motion” are the two labels
used for classification. The labelling of the training dataset can be
done by using other sensors as reference, by manually analysing the
IMU signals, or a combination of both. Whichever way, it is impor-
tant to notice that the labelling directly affects the classification per-
formance of the RF.

A best practice for labelling is to include the jerks that appear at drive-
off into the “motion” class. An example of these jerks can be seen
in Figure 3.2, between 63.5 s and 64.5 s. When the vehicle comes to
a stop, the “standstill” class should start only once the chassis has
stopped moving, and there are no more jerks or rotations present in
the IMU signals. In case of uncertainty, it is preferable for the appli-
cation in this work to label a sample as “motion” rather than “stand-
still”.

The algorithm initialization and the transition between states are two
effects of the proposed method to keep in mind. As for the initializa-
tion, nDFT − 1 samples are needed for algorithm initialization. This is
because, as explained above, the DFT can be generated only once nDFT
samples from the IMU are obtained. The single-sided amplitudes for
the previous samples are set to zero, which might not be representa-
tive of the vehicle state.

Regarding the transition between states, as a vehicle transitions from
one state to the other one (motion to standstill or vice versa), it hap-
pens that the samples used for the DFT belong to different classes.
The smaller the sliding window τDFT, the faster that all samples for
the DFT belong to a single class. Otherwise, as the sliding window
τDFT gets bigger, more features can be used for the classification, but
this also increases the lapse where samples from both classes are fed
to the RF. The current size of the meta-parameter τDFT is determined
after using several hours of training datasets for millions of simula-
tions.

4. Tree creation.

The trees are created as described above: by choosing a random sub-
set of features to separate the samples of the training dataset into ho-
mogenous groups. The training parameters used in this work are:
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FIGURE 3.9: Cumulative out-of-bag error of a RF trained for
standstill classification for an Audi A4.

• number of trees: 12,

• stopping criteria: minimum leaf size, and

• minimum leaf size: 5.

An example of the cumulative out-of-bag error of a RF is shown in
Figure 3.9. The out-of-bag error is an unbiased estimator of the true
error and a well-established quantity to generate a fair estimate of the
true classification error. In this case, the RF is trained with a dataset of
an Audi A4. As can be seen, the classification performance increases
with the number of grown trees. However, when RF has grown 12
trees, the classification performance stagnates. This is an indication
that additional trees would bring only an unimportant performance
boost.

As long as the vehicle configuration (chassis, engine, drivetrain, suspen-
sion, tires, etc) does not change, the trained RF can be used indefinitely.
That is, the training of the RF is done only once per vehicle configuration.

The next step is to use the trained RF for the standstill recognition. The
process is divided in three: signal buffering, feature generation and stand-
still classification. This is detailed below.

1. Signal buffering

Since nDFT samples are used for the DFT generation, the same number
of sequential samples of the IMU measurements are buffered. That is,
the most recent IMU measurements and the previous nDFT − 1.

2. Feature generation

As explained above, the features in the time domain (a2x,LCP + a2y,LCP,
a2z,LCP, θ̇2roll + θ̇2pitch, and θ̇2yaw) are generated from the most recent IMU
measurements. The features in the frequency domain are generated
with the most recent IMU measurements and the previous nDFT − 1.

3. Standstill classification
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All 36 features (4 in the time domain and 32 in the frequency domain)
are fed to the RF for standstill classification.

If a standstill is recognized, all change rates (velocities, accelerations
and rotation rates) are set to zero. The position and orientation are
carried forward from the previous time step. On the other hand, if
motion is detected, the vehicle movement is predicted by means of an
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). This is detailed in the Section 3.3.

The testing and validation of the standstill recognition is shown in the
Section 5.1.

3.2 Horizontation of IMU measurements

The horizontation is understood as the transformation of the IMU measure-
ments, as if the xLIP × yLIP-plane was parallel to the xLTP × yLTP-plane, and
the zLIP axis had the same orientation and direction as the zLTP axis.

The horizontation is required for two reasons. First, most of the vehicle
motion models found in the literature depict the movement of cars from a
bird’s-eye perspective. Second, it is not a practical solution to physically
maintain the xLIP and yLIP axes parallel to the xLTP and yLTP axes when a
vehicle is in motion.

The horizontation requires to track the LTP axes relative to the LIP, so
that the IMU measurements can be projected on the tracked LTP axes. This
process varies depending on whether the vehicle is standing still or not.
Both cases are detailed in what follows.

3.2.1 Horizontation at standstill

Given the used definition of standstill for this work, no live loads are
present at that moment. This means that, excepting the noise resultant from
engine vibrations, the IMU senses only the gravitational pull G. This is
given at standstill by

G = ∥aLIP∥ =
√
a2x,LIP + a2y,LIP + a2z,LIP ≈ 9.8

m

s2
. (3.5)

The value of G varies slightly depending on the location of oLTP. This is
because of the distance from oLTP to the centre of mass of the Earth, the
location of oLTP relative to the rotation axis of the Earth and other local
anomalies. High resolution maps of the gravitational pull of the Earth are
available at [73]. However, the 9.8 m

s2
approximation is used in this work.

By using the gravitational pull as reference, the roll and pitch angles of
the IMU are calculated as follows:

θroll = arcsin

(
ay,LIP

G

)
, (3.6)

θpitch = arcsin

(
ax,LIP

G

)
. (3.7)
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FIGURE 3.10: Shown is a graphical depiction of the θroll and
the θpitch angles. With blue, the LIP reference frame. With

green, the gravitation vector.

As stated above, assuming that LIP = LCP, then θroll and θpitch are the roll
and pitch angles of the vehicle as well. A graphical depiction of this is
shown in Figure 3.10.

Then, the easiest manner to obtain an initial value of the yaw angle θyaw,
is to equip the vehicle with a sensor that measures the COG, like a SatNav
receiver, and to drive the vehicle on a straight line. According to the given
definitions of yaw angle and COG (Subsection 2.4.2), driving on a straight
line results in θyaw = θCOG.

Two rotations are necessary to transform the LTP to the LIP: one rotation
about an arbitrary axis and one rotation around the zLTP axis. The first
rotation aligns the zLIP axis with the zLTP axis. The second rotation aligns
the xLIP axis with the xLTP axis. The two parameters of the first rotation are
the arbitrary axis rh0

and the rotation angle θh. Since G is used as reference,
the rotation angle is calculated by using a direction cosine, so that

θh = arccos

(
az,LIP

G

)
, (3.8)

and the arbitrary axis rh0
is expressed by the following vector:

rh0
=
[
ax,LIP ay,LIP az,LIP

]
×
[
0 0 1

]
=
[
rx,h ry,h rz,h

]
. (3.9)

The rotation matrix RLIP′

LIP that aligns the zLIP axis with the zLTP axis is then
given by:

RLIP′

LIP =
r2x,h+

(
r2y,h+r2z,h

)
c(θh)

rm

rx,hry,hrc−rz,h
√
rms(θh)

rm

rx,hrz,hrc+ry,h
√
rms(θh)

rm

rx,hry,hrc+rz,h
√
rms(θh)

rm

r2y,h+
(
r2x,h+r2z,h

)
c(θh)

rm

ry,hrz,hrc−rx,h
√
rms(θh)

rm

rx,hrz,hrc−ry,h
√
rms(θh)

rm

ry,hrz,hrc+rx,h
√
rms(θh)

rm

r2z,h+
(
r2x,h+r2y,h

)
c(θh)

rm


, (3.10)

with

rc = 1− c (θh) , (3.11)
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FIGURE 3.11: Shown is a rotation around an arbitrary axis
to align the zLIP axis with the zLTP axis. With green, the axes
of the LTP. With magenta, the axes of the LIP. With gray, the

arbitrary axis rh0
and the rotation angle θh.

rm = r2x,h + r2y,h + r2z,h, (3.12)

where c (·) and s (·) are the cosine and sine functions respectively.
The Equation 3.10 is known as the “Rodriguez’ Formula”, and its step-

by-step derivation can be found in [74]. A graphical representation of a
rotation around an arbitrary axis is shown in Figure 3.11.

It should be noted that Equation 3.10 can present a singularity if θroll = 0
and θpitch = 0, because in that case rm = 0 as well. However, this would
mean that the zLCP axis and the zLTP axis are aligned. Hence, RLIP′

LIP = I3×3,
where I is the identity matrix.

The matrix that tracks the LTP with respect to the LIP is then given by:

RLIP
LTP =

(
R
(
θyaw

)
RLIP′

LIP

)T

, (3.13)

R
(
θyaw

)
=


cos
(
θyaw

)
− sin

(
θyaw

)
0

sin
(
θyaw

)
cos
(
θyaw

)
0

0 0 1

 . (3.14)

Finally, if one considers the LTP axes as unity vectors, their positions during
standstill and expressed in LIP are given by:

xLIP
LTP = RLIP

LTP

[
1 0 0

]T
, (3.15)

yLIP
LTP = RLIP

LTP

[
0 1 0

]T
, (3.16)

zLIP
LTP = RLIP

LTP

[
0 0 1

]T
. (3.17)
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3.2.2 Horizontation in motion

Even when cruising on a straight line, random forces act on the road vehi-
cles. These could appear, for example, from road irregularities, bumps or
joints. This complicates the update of RLIP

LTP because the random forces are
sensed by the accelerometers of the IMU as well. So, the update of RLIP

LTP
is done primarily by using the gyroscopes. For this, the composition of
rotations are integrated with each new IMU measurement, and the resul-
tant rotation is added to RLIP

LTP. The procedure to do so is detailed in what
follows.

With the instantaneous rotation rates θ̇x,LIP, θ̇y,LIP and θ̇z,LIP around the
xLIP, yLIP, and zLIP axes respectively, the skew symmetric matrix that ex-
presses the instantaneous composition of rotations of the IMU is written
as

S

(
θ̇

LIP,τ1
LIP,τ2

)
=

 0 −θ̇z,LIP θ̇y,LIP

θ̇z,LIP 0 −θ̇x,LIP

−θ̇y,LIP θ̇x,LIP 0

 , (3.18)

with

θ̇
LIP,τ1
LIP,τ2 =

[
θ̇x,LIP θ̇y,LIP θ̇z,LIP

]
. (3.19)

Next, the composition of rotations is integrated and added to RLIP
LTP. The

step-by-step derivation of this procedure is shown below.

R̂
LIP,τ2
LTP = RLIP,τ2

LIP,τ1R
LIP,τ1
LTP , (3.20)

R̂
LIP,τ2
LTP =

(
RLIP,τ1

LIP,τ1 +∆τṘ
LIP,τ2
LIP,τ1

)
RLIP,τ1

LTP , (3.21)

R̂
LIP,τ2
LTP =

(
RLIP,τ1

LIP,τ1 +∆τS

(
θ̇

LIP,τ2
LIP,τ1

)
RLIP,τ2

LIP,τ1

)
RLIP,τ1

LTP , (3.22)

R̂
LIP,τ2
LTP =

(
RLIP,τ1

LIP,τ1 +∆τS

(
−θ̇

LIP,τ1
LIP,τ2

)
RLIP,τ2

LIP,τ1

)
RLIP,τ1

LTP , (3.23)

R̂
LIP,τ2
LTP =

I3×3 +∆τ

(
S

(
θ̇

LIP,τ1
LIP,τ2

))T

I3×3

RLIP,τ1
LTP , (3.24)

R̂
LIP,τ2
LTP =

(
∆τS

(
θ̇

LIP,τ1
LIP,τ2

)T

+ I3×3

)
RLIP,τ1

LTP , (3.25)

with

∆τ = τ2 − τ1, (3.26)
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where I is the identity matrix. The Equation 3.25 is used each time that a
new IMU measurement is available to keep updating RLIP

LTP.
The previous derivation is the result of assigning a vectorial nature to

the rotations so as to be able to integrate them over time as if they were
vectors. This is an approximation that is valid only for rotations that tend
to zero [75]. Precisely because it is an approximation, R̂

LIP,τ2
LTP is not an or-

thonormal matrix, so it has to be adjusted to make its axes perpendicular to
each other. The procedure is shown in the following.

R̂
LIP,τ2
LTP =

[
r′h1

r′h2
r′h3

]
, (3.27)

r′′h3
= r′h3

, (3.28)

r′′h1
= r′h2

× r′′h3
, (3.29)

r′′h2
= r′′h3

× r′′h1
, (3.30)

rh1
=

r′′h1∥∥∥r′′h1

∥∥∥ , (3.31)

rh2
=

r′′h2∥∥∥r′′h2

∥∥∥ , (3.32)

rh3
=

r′′h3∥∥∥r′′h3

∥∥∥ , (3.33)

RLIP,τ2
LTP =

[
rh1

rh2
rh3

]
. (3.34)

The LTP axes with respect to the LIP at time instance τ2 are then given by:

xLIP,τ2
LTP = RLIP,τ2

LTP

[
1 0 0

]T
, (3.35)

yLIP,τ2
LTP = RLIP,τ2

LTP

[
0 1 0

]T
, (3.36)

zLIP,τ2
LTP = RLIP,τ2

LTP

[
0 0 1

]T
. (3.37)

The next step is to project on the LTP the acceleration vector aLIP and the
composition of rotations θ̇LIP measured by the IMU. This is done by using
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the tracker matrix RLIP,τ2
LTP to rotate them as follows:

aLTP,τ2 =
(
RLIP,τ2

LTP

)T
aLIP, (3.38)

θ̇LTP,τ2 =
(
RLIP,τ2

LTP

)T
θ̇LIP, (3.39)

with

aLTP,τ2 =
[
ax,LTP,τ2 ay,LTP,τ2 az,LTP,τ2

]
, (3.40)

θ̇LTP,τ2 =
[
θ̇x,LTP,τ2 θ̇y,LTP,τ2 θ̇z,LTP,τ2

]
, (3.41)

where aLTP,τ2 is the acceleration vector at time instance τ2 expressed in LTP,
θ̇LTP,τ2 is the composition of rotations at time instance τ2 expressed in LTP,
ax,LTP,τ2 , ay,LTP,τ2 and az,LTP,τ2 are the accelerations at time instance τ2 along
the xLTP, yLTP and zLTP axes accordingly; and θ̇x,LTP,τ2 , θ̇y,LTP,τ2 and θ̇z,LTP,τ2
are the angular velocities at time instance τ2 around the xLTP, yLTP and zLTP
axes correspondingly.

Then, the components of the acceleration vector and composition of ro-
tations are projected on the xLTP × yLTP-plane. The magnitude aOG and
direction θaOG of the acceleration over ground are calculated as follows:

aOG =
√
a2x,LTP,τ2 + a2y,LTP,τ2 , (3.42)

θaOG = arctan2
(
ay,LTP,τ2 , ax,LTP,τ2

)
. (3.43)

The magnitude θ̇OG and direction θrOG of the composition of rotations over
ground are calculated as follows:

θ̇OG =
√
θ̇2x,LTP,τ2 + θ̇2y,LTP,τ2 , (3.44)

θrOG = arctan2
(
θ̇y,LTP,τ2 , θ̇x,LTP,τ2

)
. (3.45)

Once the accelerations along and rotations around the LTP axes are
known, these are projected on the projection on the xLTP × yLTP-plane of
the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. That is, the acceleration vector aLTP,τ2
and composition of rotations θ̇LTP,τ2 are projected on a vector located on the
xLTP × yLTP-plane and with θyaw orientation. So,[

ax,h
ay,h

]
=

[
aOG cos (∆oaOG)
aOG sin (∆oaOG)

]
, (3.46)

[
θ̇roll

θ̇pitch

]
=

[
θ̇OG cos (∆orOG)

θ̇OG sin (∆orOG)

]
, (3.47)
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with

∆oaOG = θaOG − θyaw, (3.48)

∆orOG = θrOG − θyaw, (3.49)

where ax,h and ay,h are called “horizontal accelerations”. Along with θ̇z,LTP,
ax,h and ay,h are part of the measurement vector of the EKF that is designed
in this research work. The process from Equation 3.18 to Equation 3.49 is
repeated with each new IMU measurement while the vehicle is in motion
to keep updating the values of the measurement vector of the EKF.

3.3 Statistical Filtering

Two methods are detailed above: how to determine whether a vehicle is
standing still or not (Section 3.1), and how to transform the IMU measure-
ments so that they can be used as inputs for a vehicle motion model (Sec-
tion 3.2). The next step is to estimate the vehicle state. This is done by using
a motion model to predict the motion of the vehicle and by using extero-
ceptive sensors to get feedback.

If one assumes Markovian-Gaussian random processes, the most com-
putationally efficient method to estimate the optimum state of moving ob-
jects is the Kalman Filter. This method fuses the predicted motion of the
objects with observed measurements, and was first described by Rudolph
Kalman in 1960. Its detailed derivation can be found on [76], and the
specifics for this research work are given in what follows. For simplifica-
tions purposes, it is assumed that the LIP is equal to the LCP.

3.3.1 Relevant Quantities in Vector-Matrix Notation and State
Equations

As stated above, the KF fuses the predicted motion of vehicles with ob-
served measurements. To achieve this, the method requires that both the
vehicle state and the measurements are expressed in vector notation. Each
variable of the state vector is a state variable that one wants to observe, and
each variable of the measurement vector is a valuation that is obtained from
exteroceptive sensors. The measurement vector is defined in this work as

zh =
[
xh yh θyaw,h θ̇yaw,h vh βh ax,h ay,h

]T
, (3.50)

where (xh, yh) are the measured (x, y) coordinates of oLCP in LTP, θyaw,h is
the measured yaw angle of the vehicle, θ̇yaw,h = θ̇z,LTP, vh is the measured
velocity over ground of the vehicle, and βh is the measured sideslip angle
of the vehicle.

Given that there is no ideal sensor, each measurement is associated with
a certain amount of noise. The measurement noise is an important parame-
ter because it directly influences the Kalman gain that is used for the fusion
of the measurements with the predicted motion. The measurement noise
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covariance matrix used in this work is defined as follows:

σz = diag
(
σ2x,h σ2y,h σ2θz ,h σ2

θ̇z ,h
σ2v,h σ2β,h σ2ax,h σ2ay ,h

)
(3.51)

The state vector used in this work is defined as follows:

xs =
[
xs ys θyaw,s θ̇yaw,s vs βsv β̇sv βsp ax,sh ay,sh

]T
, (3.52)

where (xs, ys) are the estimated (x, y) coordinates of oLCP in LTP, θyaw,s is
the estimated yaw angle, θ̇yaw,s is the estimated yaw rate, vs is the estimated
velocity over ground, βsv is one estimation of the vehicle sideslip, β̇sv is the
estimated rate of change of the vehicle sideslip angle, βsp is a second estima-
tion of the vehicle sideslip, and ax,sh and ay,sh are the estimated horizontal
accelerations along the longitudinal and transversal axes of the vehicle.

The used state equations are

f1 (xs) =

xs+vsc
(
θyaw,s+βsp

)
∆τ+

(
ax,shc

(
θyaw,s

)
−ay,shs

(
θyaw,s

)) ∆τ2

2

, (3.53)

f2 (xs) =

ys+vss
(
θyaw,s+βsp

)
∆τ+

(
ax,shs

(
θyaw,s

)
+ay,shc

(
θyaw,s

)) ∆τ2

2

, (3.54)

f3 (xs) = θyaw,s + θ̇yaw,s∆τ , (3.55)

f4 (xs) = θ̇yaw,s, (3.56)

f5 (xs) = vs +
(
ax,shc (βsv) + ay,shs (βsv)

)
∆τ , (3.57)

f6 (xs) = βsv + β̇sv∆τ , (3.58)

f7 (xs) =
1

vs

(
ay,shc (βsv)− ax,shs (βsv)

)
− θ̇yaw,s, (3.59)

f8 (xs) = tan−1

(
lrθ̇yaw,s

vs

)
, (3.60)

f9 (xs) = ax,sh, (3.61)

f10 (xs) = ay,sh, (3.62)

where lr is the distance along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle from oLCP
to the rear transaxle.
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The state Equations are based on the Kinematic Bicycle Model. In this
model, both front tires are represented by a single one located along the
longitudinal axis of the vehicle and at the same distance from the centre
of gravity to the front as the front transaxle

(
lf
)
. Likewise, both rear tires

are represented by a single one located along the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle and at the same distance from the centre of gravity to the rear as the
rear transaxle (lr). The model also assumes that the sideslip angle at the
tires is equal to zero.

In [77, 78], the yaw rate of the vehicle θ̇yaw,s is estimated as follows

θ̇yaw,s =
vs · cos (β) ·

(
tan

(
δf
)
− tan (δr)

)
lveh

, (3.63)

where β is the vehicle sideslip angle at the centre of gravity of the vehicle,
δf is the steering angle at the front wheel, δr is the steering angle at the rear
wheel, and lveh is the distance from the rear transaxle to the front transaxle.
Differently, in this work, the yaw rate of the vehicle is acquired in form of
the measurement variable θ̇yaw,h because 1. no sensors are used that mea-
sure δf nor δr, 2. neither δf nor δr are known inputs, and 3. a highly accurate
Fiber-Optic Gyroscope is used to measure the yaw rate of the vehicle.

Regarding the sideslip angle of the vehicle, in [77], is estimated as

β =
lr
lveh

· δf , (3.64)

and in [78] as

β = tan−1

(
lf tan (δr) + lr tan

(
δf
)

lveh

)
, (3.65)

where lf is the distance from the centre of mass of the vehicle to the front
transaxle. Neither Equation 3.64 nor Equation 3.65 can be used in this work,
as 1. no sensors are used that measure δf nor δr, and 2. neither δf nor δr are
known inputs.

Differently, two sideslip estimators are used in this work, which also
leads to an improvement in the accuracy of the prediction of the vehicle
motion. The first sideslip estimator (Equation 3.58 and Equation 3.59) is
based on the balance of moments of inertia. The Equation 3.59 is expressed
in [79] as follows

β̇ =
1

mveh · vs

cos (β) ·
∑
i

Fy,i − sin (β) ·
∑
i

Fx,i

− θ̇yaw,s, (3.66)

wheremveh is the sprung mass of the vehicle,
∑

i Fy,i is the sum of all forces
along the transversal axis of the vehicle, and

∑
i Fx,i is the sum of all forces

along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. From Equation 2.3 [11, 80] and
Equation 3.66, the Equation 3.59 can be derived. The Equation 3.58 is the
mathematical integration over time of Equation 3.59. This sideslip estima-
tor provides a better performance for the estimation of the vehicle velocity.

As for the second sideslip estimator (Equation 3.60), it is based on a ge-
ometrical model. In [81], the sideslip angle is derived from the Ackermann
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FIGURE 3.12: Shown is a graphical depiction of the motion
model. With black solid line, the xLTP × yLTP-plane. With
black dotted line, xs and ys. With magenta solid line, θyaw,s.
With magenta dotted line, θ̇yaw,s. With blue dotted line, vs.
With blue solid line, ax,sh and ay,sh. With green, βsv and βsp.
With orange, lr. With brown boxes, the tires assumed by the

motion model. With brown solid line, Rveh.

geometry and is expressed as follows

tan (β) =
lr
Rveh

, (3.67)

whereRveh is the turning radius of the vehicle. The Equation 3.67 cannot be
used in this work, asRveh is neither measured nor a known input. However,
from the cinematic of solid bodies [82] and the steady-state cornering [83],
it is known that

vs = θ̇yaw,s ·Rveh. (3.68)

From Equation 3.67 and Equation 3.68, the Equation 3.60 can then be de-
rived. This second sideslip estimator gives a better performance when esti-
mating the position of the vehicle.

It should be noted from Equation 3.59 and Equation 3.60 that, as the
vehicle drives slower than 1.5 m

s , the sideslip estimators lead to a mathe-
matical indetermination. To overcome this problem, when vs < 1.5 m

s , then
xs (6), xs (7) and xs (8) are set to zero. This means that the motion model is
not considering the sideslip angle any more for estimating the vehicle po-
sition. However, given the low driving velocity, the error created by this
change is negligible.

A graphical depiction of the motion model is shown in Figure 3.12 and
more details about the state equations of the motion model can be found
in [84, 85, 78, 83, 77, 82, 81].

The state vector and state equations are the mathematical representation
of the used vehicle motion model. As happens with every model, the one
used in this work is based on assumptions and has limitations. The used
motion model is built on the assumption that the vehicle is not drifting. So,
the model is valid as long as the vehicle does not enter such a driving state.

For the cases where SatNav is available, a drift can be recognized by
equipping a vehicle with two SatNav antennas, and comparing θyaw,s with
the COG of both antennas. However, this research work aims to reduce the
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FIGURE 3.13: Shown is a bird´s eye view of a drifting vehi-
cle. With green, the sideslip angle. With magenta, the yaw
angle and the course over ground. With blue solid line, the
x and y axes of the LCP. With blue dotted line, the direction

of travel. With black, the x and y axes of the LTP.

dependence of IMUs on SatNav. So a purely IMU-based drift recognition is
developed. This is detailed in what follows.

3.3.2 Drift Recognition

As stated above, the motion model used in this work is designed for tractive
driving. So, there are two highly important benefits of a drift (non-tractive)
recognition. First, one knows that the motion model no longer describes
the vehicle movement. Second, one is able to switch to other strategies that
are better suited for estimating the vehicle state during a drift. In this work,
this is achieved by checking the consistency between state variables. The
details are given in what follows.

The vehicle sideslip angle is an important state variable to observe be-
cause, together with the yaw rate and the lateral accelerations, is a strong
drift indicator. The sideslip is defined as the angular offset from the orienta-
tion of the longitudinal axis of an object to its direction of travel. In the case
of ground vehicles, it is defined as the angular offset from the yaw angle
θyaw to the COG θCOG. A graphical depiction of the vehicle sideslip angle
βv is shown in Figure 3.13 and is mathematically defined as follows:

βv = θCOG − θyaw. (3.69)

Two concepts that are relevant in order to understand the vehicle
sideslip are the tire sideslip and tire longitudinal slip. The tire longitudi-
nal slip is defined as the percentage of the difference between the velocity
over ground of a tire and the tangential velocity of the bed of the tire, di-
vided by the velocity over ground of the tire. The tire sideslip is defined
as the difference between the orientation of the longitudinal axis of the tire
and its direction of travel over ground. A graphical representation of both
is shown in Figure 3.14.

The tire longitudinal slip and sideslip are a consequence of the forces
that act on the tires (braking, acceleration, steering, vehicle inertia, etc.) as
well as their mechanical properties (material, bonding, elasticity, wear, tear,
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FIGURE 3.14: Shown is the side view (left) and top view
(right) of the front tire of a car. With magenta, the velocity
over ground of the tire. With orange dotted line, the angular
velocity of the tire. With orange solid line, the tangential
velocity of the bed of the tire. With blue, the longitudinal

axis of the tire. With green, the sideslip angle.

etc). As such, both slips can be used too as gauges of how much force can
the tires transmit to the ground. An example of the lateral forces that a
tire can generate as a function of its longitudinal slip and sideslip is shown
in Figure 3.15, and more detailed information about tire mechanics can be
found on [83, 79, 86].

When classified by the tire slips, the driving state of a vehicle can be
grouped as either “tractive” or “non-tractive” [87]. The tractive driving is
called like that because of the high lateral and longitudinal tractive forces
of the tires, and is characterized by small tire slips: usually less than 10 ◦

sideslip and less than 10% longitudinal slip. The non-tractive driving is
called like that because the tractive forces of the tires diminish greatly, and
is characterized by high slips, that are usually greater than 10 ◦ sideslip and
greater than 10% longitudinal slip. It is important to mention that there are
no fixed thresholds between tractive and non-tractive driving, but there is
a faded transition instead.

The vehicle sideslip appears when the lateral force of a vehicle cannot
be matched by the lateral forces that the tires can generate. Due to the
inherent elasticity of the tires, this disparity in lateral forces is a common
thing for driving vehicles. It can happen even to vehicles that are driving
on a straight line when they encounter banked roads or side wind. It is also
quite common when the vehicles are parking, where high steering angles
are used. So it is not a matter of if this disparity appears, but how big it is.

The drift recognition developed in this research work consists on check-
ing the consistency between state variables. That is, when a vehicle is on
tractive driving, the state variables are consistent with one another. If the
car is on non-tractive driving (drifting), the difference between the state
variables is statistically significant.

The first pair of state variables to compare, are both sideslip estimators.
The first one (Equation 3.58 and Equation 3.59) is based on the balance of
moments of inertia. The second sideslip estimator (Equation 3.60) is based
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FIGURE 3.15: Shown is an example of the lateral forces that
a tire can transmit to the ground as a function of the sideslip

and longitudinal slip of the tire.
A: Maximum sideforce at α = 7 ◦, κ = 0%.

B: Locked wheel (skidding) at α = 7 ◦, κ = −100%.
C: Locked wheel (drifting) α = 45 ◦, κ = −100%.

D: Spinning wheel at α = 45 ◦, κ = 100%.
E: Intermediate sideforce at α = 3 ◦, κ = 0%.

Copied from [87].
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on the assumption that the trajectory of a turning vehicle is an arch. This
means that the longitudinal and lateral movement of the vehicles are cou-
pled. Further details on vehicle sideslip as well as other sideslip estimators
can be found on [83].

Even when both sideslip estimators are based on different principles,
their magnitudes are similar to each other as long as the vehicle is on trac-
tive driving. It is as the vehicle starts drifting that the difference between
both magnitudes get bigger. So, the difference between βsv and βsp is a
strong indicator that shows if the vehicle is drifting or not.

The second pair of variables that are used for the drift recognition de-
scribe the lateral acceleration of the vehicle: ay,sh and ay,sc. The first is part
of the state vector and is the estimated horizontal lateral acceleration of the
vehicle, which is analogue to ay,h of zh. The latter is the result of an ideal-
ization of the vehicle motion. For this, it is assumed that the trajectory of a
turning vehicle describes an arch with constant radius, so that

ay,sc = θ̇yaw,svs. (3.70)

This way, one has a state variable that shows how the lateral acceleration
is in reality, and one variable that describes how the lateral acceleration
should ideally be.

For a vehicle to drive an arch with constant radius, a vehicle sideslip
of β ≈ 0 would be necessary, which rarely happens for a turning vehicle.
However, as stated above, the vehicle sideslip does tend to zero during
tractive driving. Analogue to the sideslip estimators, as long as the vehicle
is not drifting, both ay,sh and ay,sc are very similar. But as the vehicle starts
drifting, the difference between them grows.

It should be noted that the fact that a vehicle is drifting, does not neces-
sarily mean that it is unstable. However, as stated above, the used motion
model is designed for tractive driving.

3.3.3 Refining of the Measurement Vector

Once one is able to identify the limits of the motion model, the next step is
to refine the measurement vector so as to improve the performance of the
EKF. The focus is set on SatNav systems since these are one of the main
sources of correction data for IMUs. Nevertheless, the developed methods
can be applied to other sensors. The details are given in what follows.

One of the biggest problems that SatNav systems encounter is the mul-
tipath effect. This happens when the signal received from the satellites
does not follow a straight path, but instead bounces off other objects be-
fore reaching the SatNav antenna. This occurs as the car drives near objects
that can reflect the SatNav signal, such as trailers or tall buildings. So, this
is a common effect on highways and urban canyons, but can occur in other
circumstances as well. A graphical representation of the multipath effect is
shown in Figure 3.16.

Since the reflections alter the path that the SatNav signal is following,
the methods used to measure the vehicle state (trilateration, carrier-phase
measurements, etc) are no longer valid. This has as a consequence that
the SatNav receivers miscalculate the vehicle state. It is quite common to
see significant jumps in the position, velocity and/or COG measurements
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FIGURE 3.16: Shown is a representation of the multipath
effect provoked by reflective objects. With blue dotted line,
a direct SatNav signal. With red dotted line, two reflected

SatNav signals.

while the multipath effect is present. There are several approaches in the
literature dealing with the problem of multipath, such as [88, 89, 90, 91, 92].
But this would require access to the pseudo-ranges of the SatNav receivers,
which is not possible for most consumer-grade devices. So the problem is
addressed by filtering outliers. This is achieved with a consistency check
of the measurement vector that is performed before it is used as correction
data. The detailed process is given in what follows.

By definition, the state vector represents the last known optimal state
of the vehicle. So, it is used as reference for the consistency check. On the
other hand, the values of the measurement vector should ideally be rather
close to the predicted state of the vehicle, which is calculated from the state
vector and the state equations. Still, they are similar to each other when
both motion model and sensors are working properly.

The consistency check is done with two consecutive sensor measure-
ments made at time instances τ1 and τ2, which are compared to the cor-
responding predicted state variable. In an ideal situation, the difference
between two consecutive velocity measurements could be expressed by

vh,τ2 − vh,τ1 = f9
(
xs,τ2

)
∆τ , (3.71)

but to consider the inaccuracies of the sensor and the motion model, the
previous equation is rewritten as follows:

vh,τ2 − vh,τ1 ≈ f9
(
xs,τ2

)
∆τ . (3.72)

Since the purpose of this step is to filter outliers, an additional margin is
given by means of a factor κ = 3. Also, only the absolute difference is taken
so as to consider both positive and negative accelerations of the vehicle. So,
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the measured velocity is used as correction data if∣∣vh,τ2 − vh,τ1

∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣f9 (xs,τ2
)
∆τκ

∣∣∣ . (3.73)

The value of κ is determined after analysing hours of real world data, where
the behaviour of the SatNav measurements during regular operation is
compared to the behaviour of the measurements during periods of time
where the multi-path effect is present.

From Equation 3.69, it can be deduced that θCOG ≈ θyaw during trac-
tive driving (β ≈ 0). So, the COG as measured by the SatNav receivers
can be used as correction data for θyaw,s under certain circumstances, such
as θ̇yaw,s ≈ 0. Analogue to the velocity measurement, in an ideal situation,
the difference between two consecutive COG measurements could be ex-
pressed as follows:

θyaw,h,τ2 − θyaw,h,τ1 = f4
(
xs,τ2

)
∆τ , (3.74)

but to consider the inaccuracies of the sensor and the motion model, the
previous equation is rewritten as follows:

θyaw,h,τ2 − θyaw,h,τ1 ≈ f4
(
xs,τ2

)
∆τ . (3.75)

To include the factor κ and yaw rotations in both directions, the measured
COG is used as correction data if∣∣∣θyaw,h,τ2 − θyaw,h,τ1

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣f4 (xs,τ2
)
∆τκ

∣∣∣ . (3.76)

Another measurement that the SatNav can deliver is the location of the
receiver. In an ideal situation, the difference between two consecutive loca-
tion measurements could be expressed as follows:√(

xh,τ2 − xh,τ1
)2

+
(
yh,τ2 − yh,τ1

)2
=
∣∣∣f5 (xs,τ2

)
∆τ
∣∣∣ , (3.77)

but to consider the inaccuracies of the sensor and the motion model, the
previous equation is rewritten as follows:√(

xh,τ2 − xh,τ1
)2

+
(
yh,τ2 − yh,τ1

)2 ≈ ∣∣∣f5 (xs,τ2
)
∆τ
∣∣∣ . (3.78)

And to include the factor κ, the measured location is used as correction data
if √(

xh,τ2 − xh,τ1
)2

+
(
yh,τ2 − yh,τ1

)2 ≤ ∣∣∣f5 (xs,τ2
)
∆τκ

∣∣∣ . (3.79)

The rest of the measurement variables (θ̇yaw,h, βh, ax,h and ay,h) are not
affected by sudden jumps, as is the case with the SatNav measurements
during multipath effect. So, no outliers are filtered. Nevertheless, the same
method can be applied for these variables as well, if necessary.

In the same way as any other sensor, the SatNav receivers also have
measurement limitations. That is, there is an uncertainty associated with
the performed measurements. These limitations can be a consequence, for
example, of the sensing elements, the processor or the internal memory of
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FIGURE 3.17: Shown is a representation of the dilution of
precision of the SatNav measurements. With solid lines, the
measured range of the SatNav signals. With dotted lines,
the measured range of the SatNav signals plus/minus a
known measurement uncertainty. The blue area is the pos-

sible location of the SatNav receiver.

the devices. Since these limitations are known, even consumer-grade Sat-
Nav receivers are able to estimate the error propagation that is caused by
the measurement limitations. This allows the SatNav receivers to know
how precise are they able to track each satellite signal. Most SatNav re-
ceivers output this information in the form of a “dilution of precision”,
“diminution of precision” or standard deviation.

A huge benefit of knowing the uncertainties associated to the measure-
ments is that they can be used as sensor noise, which greatly simplifies the
effort of finding this values elsewhere or determining them through testing.

A graphical depiction of how the sensor noise affects the SatNav mea-
surements is shown in Figure 3.17. Here, it is depicted how the sensor noise
creates an uncertainty in the ranging of the satellites, which creates an un-
certainty as well in the estimation of the location of the receiver. More de-
tailed information about the dilution of precision can be found on [93, 94].

Another problem caused by the multipath effect, is the miscalculation
of the error propagation. This happens when the receivers are not able to
recognize that a satellite signal is affected by the multipath effect. So, the re-
ceivers neither compensate for nor exclude the signal from the estimations.
Thus, they keep estimating an incorrect measurement noise.

Analogous to what occurs with the measurement variables, the multi-
path effect provokes statistically significant jumps in the calculation of the
error propagation. A graphical depiction of how the multipath effect al-
ters the estimation of the error propagation is shown in Figure 3.18. Here,
the standard deviation of a measurement variable is shown. The first half
(blue) of the standard deviation is estimated during the regular operation
of the SatNav receiver, and the second half (magenta) is estimated while the
SatNav signal is altered by the multipath effect.

To address this problem, the standard deviation estimated by the Sat-
Nav receiver is modelled as a PT1 element to dampen it over time. For
this, let σh,τ1 and σh,τ2 be an element of σz at time instances τ1 and τ2, σ′h,τ1
and σ′h,τ2 be the values of σh,τ1 and σh,τ2 that a SatNav receiver estimates,
tsat = 1.5 s a saturation parameter, tτ1 and tτ2 a timer at time instances τ1
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FIGURE 3.18: Shown is a graphical depiction of the stan-
dard deviation of a measurement variable. With blue, the
standard deviation when no multipath effect is present.
With magenta, the standard deviation when the multipath

effect is present.

and τ2. The update of the standard deviation is then modelled as follows:

tτ2 =

0, σh,τ1 < σ′h,τ2
tτ1 +∆τ otherwise

, (3.80)

σh,τ2 =


σ′h,τ2 , σh,τ1 < σ′h,τ2

σh,τ1e
− tτ2

tsat + σ′h,τ2

(
1− e

− tτ2
tsat

)
otherwise.

(3.81)

The saturation parameter tsat is optimized for the used SatNav receiver by
analysing its measurements with and without the multipath effect.

One effect that can be appreciated from Equation 3.80 and Equation 3.81
is that the newest standard deviation estimated by the receiver will over-
write the one previously stored in the measurement noise covariance matrix
if the latter is smaller. This way, when the SatNav receiver does recognize
inconsistencies in the SatNav signals, this is taken into account in form of an
increment in the measurement noise that is used for the calculation of the
Kalman gain, thus favouring the motion model over the external sensors.

Contrarily, when the standard deviation that is estimated by the sensor
is smaller, it is weighted together with the corresponding standard devia-
tion from the measurement noise covariance matrix. In the beginning, the
weight is heavily biased towards the standard deviation from the measure-
ment noise covariance matrix in case the sensor-estimated measurement
noise is actually a miscalculated one. The weight shifts gradually towards
the measurement noise that is estimated by the sensor if this is continuously
smaller than the one stored in the measurement noise covariance matrix.

A graphical depiction of how the dampening effect looks like is shown
in Figure 3.19. Here, the weights over time of the standard deviations are
shown for a case where the measurement noise estimated by the sensor is
continuously smaller than the one stored in the measurement noise covari-
ance matrix.
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FIGURE 3.19: Shown is a graphical depiction of how the
weights of the standard deviation evolve over time, assum-
ing that the one estimated by the external sensor is always
smaller than the one stored in the measurement noise co-
variance matrix. With blue, the weight for the standard de-
viation estimated by the sensor. With magenta, the weight
for the standard deviation of the measurement noise covari-

ance matrix.
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Chapter 4

Vehicle State Estimation
without Satellite Navigation

In the sections above, it is detailed how to determine whether a vehicle is
standing still (Section 3.1), how to transform the IMU measurements so that
they can be used as inputs for a vehicle motion model (Section 3.2), how to
predict the motion of a ground vehicle (Subsection 3.3.1), how to detect
the limits of the used motion model (Subsection 3.3.2) and how to perform
a consistency check on the SatNav measurements (Subsection 3.3.3). The
next step is to analyse the use of external sensors for environments where
no SatNav is available. This is detailed in what follows.

The investments made in GNSS [95, 96] have provided various advan-
tages, such as 1. high accuracy [97, 26], 2. a low cost for end users [27],
and 3. an extensive scientific community that works on refining its mea-
surements and overcoming its limitations [28]. Arguably, these three ad-
vantages make the GNSS the best choice for external sensors in open-sky
use-cases. However, there are still situations where the GNSS are not avail-
able or usable, as is the case in tunnels, parking structures or urban canyons.
Moreover, there is an interest in testing in indoor halls because this allows
engineers to test sensors, algorithms and systems under simulated and re-
producible weather conditions such as day, night, rain, fog or even SatNav
outages.

In the case of automotive safety research, there is an interest in testing
in closed halls which allow the testing of sensors, algorithms and systems
under simulated and reproducible weather conditions such as day, night,
rain or fog. This can help to improve the mathematical modelling of the
sensors and algorithms, as well as to validate systems. Another motivation
for the use of halls, is the testing of autonomous driving functions in situ-
ations that simulate the absence of the SatNav, such as tunnels or parking
structures.

On the other hand, due to the transmission frequencies of the SatNav
systems, the satellite signals are either heavily dampened, reflected or re-
fracted when they encounter solid materials, such as the ones the buildings
are made of. This can degrade the quality of the measurements of the Sat-
Nav receivers to a point where they are not usable. For the same reasons,
a Satnav outage can occur in everyday situations as well, such as driving
into parking structures or tunnels.

Because of the previous, it is necessary to investigate approaches for
acquiring feedback in closed-sky situations. Comprehensive surveys on
indoor positioning systems can be found in [98, 99]. These approaches are
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based on the combination of diverse methods and sensors, like WiFi, sonar,
radar, or proprietary technologies, such as the iBeacon [100].

In accordance to the performed research and up to the writing of the
present document, the LiDAR-based approach with the best performance
is presented in [101]. The setup consists on an array of LiDAR sensors that
are placed at ground-level on a parking lot. The elements of the point cloud
are then classified as either active of static. The points corresponding to in-
frastructure elements that do not change position over time are static, and
the rest are active. From the active points, the tires of the vehicles are recog-
nized, out of which the pose (location and orientation) of the vehicle is es-
timated. A velocity estimation is derived from the pose measurements. An
accuracy with a mean error of 11.5 cm and standard deviation σ = 5.4 cm is
shown. The accuracy evaluation is done by comparing the outputs of the
algorithm to “human-labeled” ground-truth data.

The indoor positioning system with the best performance that was
found in the literature study is the “Active Bat” [102, 103]. The setup con-
sists on an array of ultrasonic receivers that are placed on the ceiling of the
measurement area and an ultrasonic emitter that is placed on top of the ob-
ject to track. The emitter is made of a series of ultrasonic speakers fixed in
a spherical pattern and pointing upwards towards the array of receivers.
The biggest disadvantage of this system is precisely the array of receivers,
which have to be place with separations of 1.2m. Given such a high den-
sity of receivers, the installation of this system in a big measurement area
turns out to be complicated for a variety of reasons, ranging from the effort
of installing and calibrating the receivers to the structural limitations of the
building that would allocate the system. An accuracy with a mean error of
3 cm is shown, but the evaluation methodology is not clearly specified [104].

Other indoor positioning systems are already on the market [105, 106,
107]. The accuracy of these systems is sufficient for the purpose for which
they were designed. However, it is not satisfactory for vehicle safety re-
search.

In this work, two Indoor Positioning Methods (IPMs) are in focus. The
first is a LiDAR-based Positioning Method (LbPM) that is developed in
this work with the specific purpose of being a substitute for the SatNav
in closed-sky situations. The second is an existing camera-based method
that is benchmarked against state-of-the-art sensor technology.

4.1 LiDAR-based Positioning Method

The use of LiDAR sensors for navigation tasks (estimating the vehicle state
and acquiring information about its surroundings) has already been ad-
dressed in other research works, such as [108, 109, 110]. However, the
existing methods still face a series of challenges, such as the positioning
accuracy, the number of state variables they are able to measure and the
algorithm runtime.

In the following subsections, a series of methods to measure the vehicle
state by means of LiDAR measurements are presented. As will be shown,
these methods are highly accurate and time efficient, which are important
limitations to address when implementing vehicle state estimation methods
for autonomous vehicles.
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4.1.1 Point Cloud Processing and Marker Identification

Given that the LiDAR measures in the LLP, its measurements have to be
transformed to the LTP in order to be used as correction data. This is usu-
ally achieved by back-calculating the position of the LiDAR from markers
that are measured by the LiDAR itself. However, the markers have to be
recognized in the first place.

One way to distinguish markers, is by recognizing their shapes from the
point cloud. The biggest problem with this approach, is that the resolution
of the point cloud decreases as the distance between the LiDAR and the
measured object increases. The resolution of the point cloud is also affected
by the rotation speed of the LiDAR ωvelo. The Euclidean distance dhor,velo
between two horizontally adjacent measurements is given by:

dhor,velo = dvelo · sin
(
ωvelo ·

360

60
· .00004608

)
, (4.1)

where dvelo is the Euclidean distance from the LiDAR to the measured ob-
ject, and .00004608 is the time required for one firing cycle (a single shot of
all lasers for a single LiDAR azimuth).

From Equation 4.1, it can be deduced that the resolution of the point
cloud can be adjusted by changing the value of ωvelo. However, there is
a trade-off between the resolution of the point cloud, and the update rate
for the same azimuth. This update rate can be very relevant as the vehicle
velocity increases.

Yet another problem of recognizing markers by means of their shape,
is that the shape has to be recognized from all orientations, which greatly
reduces the possible shapes. Finally, the runtime plays an important role
as well because it is computationally expensive to work with the complete
point cloud. The computing power can be a big limitation, specially if real-
time use is intended.

Another option to recognize markers is by their reflectivity. Thanks to
their functioning principle, lasers are characterized by temporal and spa-
tial coherence, which has two important benefits: they have a semi-single
frequency (they are monochromatic), and they can focus their power over
long distances. Nevertheless, lasers do have power losses related to the
medium they travel through and the path they follow. This prevents the
use of materials with different reflectivity to differentiate markers. So, the
option left is to use a high reflective material for all markers so as to be able
to distinguish them from the rest of the world. A reflectivity threshold of
Γι = 200 is used. More detailed information about laser propagation and
its losses can be found in [111, 112].

Once one is able to keep only the points of the point cloud that corre-
spond to markers, the next step is to cluster them so as to have a single set
of (x,y) coordinates for each marker. Considering that the used LiDAR is
able to label its measurements with a UTC-Time, the points are clustered
according to their timestamp. For this, a time threshold of Γcluster = 1ms is
used. So, if the measurements of two points are made within Γcluster of each
another, they are considered part of the same cluster.
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The previous has as a consequence that all points within a distance
dcluster from each other are clustered together, where

dcluster = dvelo · sin
(
ωvelo ·

360

60
· Γcluster

)
. (4.2)

The value of dcluster is then an important piece of information when
defining ωvelo, Γcluster and the spacing between markers.

The next step is to determine a single set of (x,y) coordinates for the
cluster. Given that the point cloud is a collection of points in a 3D space,
the i-th point of the cluster in LLP is defined as follows:

pi,velo = [xi,velo, yi,velo, zi,velo]
T, (4.3)

but, for this work, the motion of the vehicle is limited to the xLTP × yLTP-
plane. So, pi,velo is defined as

pi,velo =

[
xi,velo
yi,velo

]
=

[
di,velo · cos

(
θi,velo

)
di,velo · sin

(
θi,velo

)] , (4.4)

where θi,velo is the azimuth angle of the i-th point of the cluster and θvert is
neglected.

The i-th cluster of LiDAR measurements is then defined as

P i,velo ∈ R2×npts , (4.5)

where npts is the number of points of the cluster so that

P i,velo =

[
x1,velo . . . xi,velo . . . xnpts,velo
y1,velo . . . yi,velo . . . ynpts,velo

]
. (4.6)

The coordinates p′
i,m = [x′i,m, y

′
i,m]T that express the measured position

in LLP of the i-th marker are then calculated by means of the mid-range
arithmetic mean, so that

x′i,m =
max

(
P i,velo (1, :)

)
+min

(
P i,velo (1, :)

)
2

, (4.7)

y′i,m =
max

(
P i,velo (2, :)

)
+min

(
P i,velo (2, :)

)
2

, (4.8)

where P i,velo (1, :) and P i,velo (2, :) indicate respectively all the elements of
the first and of the second row of the P i,velo matrix.

The mid-range arithmetic is applied to all the magnitudes that are mea-
sured by the LiDAR, including dvelo, θvelo and the timestamp of the mea-
surements. This method allows the estimation of the distance di,m and the
azimuth θi,m at which the i-th marker is seen.

It should be noted that dvelo is not necessarily the same for all clustered
points. Even when the expected outcome from this clustering technique,
is that dvelo is approximately equal for all clustered points, it can happen
that dvelo is statistically different for points that are clustered together. In
this case, the estimated coordinates [x′i,m, y

′
i,m]T of the cluster will be far
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from the true position of the marker. This in turn can cause an erroneous
marker association or an erroneous estimation of the velocity or position
feedback. Nevertheless, this flawed correction data can be addressed with
the techniques described in the Subsection 3.3.3.

Next, in order to back-calculate the position of the LiDAR from the
markers, their true location in LTP has to be known. This is defined for
the i-th marker as follows:

pi,map = [xi,map, yi,map]
T. (4.9)

The true location in LTP of all markers is stored in the marker map. It
is assumed that this map is available beforehand. This map can be gener-
ated, for example, by means of a tachymeter, by stitching together LiDAR
measurements of the test area or with the blue prints of the test area. The
marker map is then defined as follows:

Pmap ∈ R3×nmark , (4.10)

where nmark is the number markers of the map. The first row is a unique
identifier for each marker, and the second and third rows are the (x,y) coor-
dinates of each marker in LTP, so that

Pmap =

 1 . . . i . . . nmark
x1,map . . . xi,map . . . xnmark,map
y1,map . . . yi,map . . . ynmark,map

 . (4.11)

As stated above, the markers can be differentiated from the rest of the
world, but they cannot be differentiated from each other. To accomplish
this, an approximate position papp and orientation θapp of the LiDAR in
LTP is required. The approximate position is defined as follows:

papp = [xapp, yapp]
T. (4.12)

This approximate position of the LiDAR can be, for example, (xs, ys),
(xh, yh) or initialization values. The positioning error ηd,app is defined as
follows:

ηd,app =
∣∣∣papp − ptrue

∣∣∣ , (4.13)

where ptrue = [xtrue, ytrue]
T is the true position of oLLP in LTP (see Fig-

ure 2.24). Given that in this work it is assumed that LLP=LCP and that
the location of the vehicle is tracked by means of an EKF, during tractive
driving it holds that

ptrue ≈ papp ≈

[
xs
ys

]
. (4.14)

As for the approximate orientation, it can be the last known value of
θyaw,s or an initialization value. Analogue to the approximate position, dur-
ing tractive driving it holds that

θapp ≈ θtrue, (4.15)
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were θtrue is the true orientation of the vehicle in LTP. The orientation error
ηθ is defined as follows:

ηθ =
∣∣∣θapp − θtrue

∣∣∣ . (4.16)

Given that both the positioning error and the orientation error have an
effect on the marker identification, they are constrained as follows to pre-
vent ambiguities

ηθ,app + ηd,app <
min

(
dmap

)
2

, (4.17)

ηθ,app =
∣∣∣p′

i,m

∣∣∣ sin (ηθ) , (4.18)

dmap ∈ R1×nmap!, (4.19)

where dmap contains the Euclidean distance between all possible marker
combinations.

Next, the position pi,m = [xi,m, yi,m]T in LTP where the i-th marker is
measured by the LiDAR is given by:

pi,m = papp +R
(
θapp

)
p′
i,m, (4.20)

R
(
θapp

)
=

cos
(
θapp

)
− sin

(
θapp

)
sin
(
θapp

)
cos
(
θapp

)
 . (4.21)

The element of Pmap closest to pi,m is then the measured marker.

Sensor calibration

As stated above, it is assumed that the LLP=LCP for simplification pur-
poses. This is achieved for the xLTP × yLTP-plane by estimating the angular
offset Ξθ,LLP and the linear offsets ΞLLP = [Ξx,LLP,Ξx,LLP]

T between the LLP
and the LCP.

To estimate the angular offset Ξθ,LLP, a marker is placed against a verti-
cal surface in an open-air environment, so that the SatNav is available. The
(θlat, θlon, hECEF) coordinates of the marker are transformed to Cartesian co-
ordinates in LTP as shown in Subsection 2.4.2. The obtained (xL, yL, zL)
coordinates are set to be oLTP, which is the origin of the LTP-frame (see Sub-
section 2.4.2).

Then, the vehicle is driven on a straight line towards the marker so as
to obtain θyaw, as explained in Subsection 3.2.1. Once the marker is visible
with Γι ≥ 200, the point cloud is managed as explained in Subsection 4.1.1
in order to obtain p′

i,m. Afterwards, the geometrical center of the LiDAR
is measured by placing the SatNav receiver on top of the LiDAR so as to
obtain ptrue.
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FIGURE 4.1: Shown is a graphical representation of the pro-
cess to calculate the angular offset of the LiDAR.

If

Ξθ,LLP = 0, (4.22)

then

ptrue = −R
(
θyaw

)
p′
i,m. (4.23)

If not, Ξθ,LLP is calculated as follows:

p′′
i,m = −R

(
θyaw

)
p′
i,m =

[
x′′i,m
y′′i,m

]
, (4.24)

Ξθ,LLP = atan2
(
y′′i,m, x

′′
i,m

)
− atan2 (ytrue, xtrue) . (4.25)

The process is repeated for different vehicle orientations so as to obtain
an average value of Ξθ,LLP. A graphical representation of the process to
calculate Ξθ,LLP is shown in Figure 4.1.

Once the angular offset is known, the linear offsets between the LLP and
the LCP can be measured by means of a tachymeter, for example.

4.1.2 Generation of Measurement Vector

In the previous subsection, it is detailed how to manage the point cloud
in order to identify markers and their positions in LTP. The next step is
to generate a measurement vector from these LiDAR measurements. The
methods developed in this work allow the estimation of four variables of
the measurement vector: xh, yh, vh, and θyaw,h. The process is detailed in
what follows.

Velocity Estimation

The first variable of the measurement vector to calculate, is the velocity over
ground vh. The method developed in this work is based on the cosine law
and in the assumption that the vehicle moves with constant vs and θ̇yaw,s be-
tween measurements. To achieve this, two LiDAR measurements that point
to the same marker are required. So let p′

τ1,m and p′
τ2,m be the measurements
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FIGURE 4.2: Shown is a graphical depiction of the geometry
used for the velocity calculation from two LiDAR measure-

ments.

of one marker done in LLP at time instances τ1 and τ2 accordingly, so that

p′
τ1,m =

[
x′τ1,m
y′τ1,m

]
=

[
dτ1,m · cos

(
θτ1,m

)
dτ1,m · sin

(
θτ1,m

)] , (4.26)

p′
τ2,m =

[
x′τ2,m
y′τ2,m

]
=

[
dτ2,m · cos

(
θτ2,m

)
dτ2,m · sin

(
θτ2,m

)] . (4.27)

From both measurements, the geometry of a triangle is constructed as
shown in Figure 4.2.

Then, the sum of the internal angles of a polygon θpol is given by:

θpol = (nsides − 2) · π, (4.28)

where nsides is the number of sides of the polygon. This yields π rad for
triangles. When the vehicle moves with θ̇yaw,s = 0, the first two internal
angles are calculated as follows:

θ1,v =

{
θτ1,m, θτ1,m ≤ π

2π − θτ1,m, θτ1,m > π
, (4.29)

θ2,v =

{
π − θτ2,m, θτ2,m ≤ π

θτ2,m − π, θτ2,m > π
, (4.30)

and the third angle is given by:

θ3,v = π − θ2,v − θ1,v. (4.31)

From this information, two sides and all three angles of the triangle are
known. The missing side of the triangle corresponds to the displacement
dcar of the LiDAR between the time instances τ1 and τ2. This side is calcu-
lated by the cosine law as follows:

dcar =
√
d2τ1,m + d2τ2,m − 2 · dτ1,m · dτ2,m · cos

(
θ3,v
)
. (4.32)

Given that the LiDAR is able to label its measurements with a times-
tamp, the time lapse ∆τ = τ2 − τ1 is known. So, the velocity over ground
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FIGURE 4.3: Shown is the geometry for the velocity calcu-
lation rotated around the marker.

between τ1 and τ2 is given by:

vh =
dcar

∆τ
. (4.33)

For the cases where θ̇yaw,s ̸= 0, the vehicle rotation at τ2 is compensated.
The change in orientation of the LiDAR ∆θv is calculated as follows:

∆θv = θ̇yaw,s ·∆τ. (4.34)

The Equation 4.30 is then rewritten as follows:

θ2,v =

{
π − θτ2,m +∆θv, θτ2,m ≤ π

θτ2,m +∆θv − π, θτ2,m > π
. (4.35)

It should be noted that the geometry that is used for the velocity cal-
culation is not completely defined. As is shown in Figure 4.3, the triangle
geometry can be rotated around the marker, and the LiDAR measurements
would still fit. It is because of this ambiguity that the location of the vehicle
cannot be calculated from this geometry.

One important advantage of this method is that, even for the highest
rotation velocities of the LiDAR, there are no mathematical ambiguities,
which means that this method can be used at standstill as well.

Position Estimation with a Single Marker

In total, four methods are developed for the position estimation from Li-
DAR measurements. The first method requires only one marker and is de-
rived from Equation 4.20.

As stated above, given that the position of the vehicle is tracked by
means of an EKF, it can be assumed that

papp ≈

[
xs
ys

]
, (4.36)
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FIGURE 4.4: Shown is a graphical depiction of two LiDAR
measurements done at two consecutive time instances and

that point to different markers.

so pi,m is calculated as shown in Equation 4.20 in order to identify which
marker is measured. If the i-th element of Pmap is the measured marker
and the sensor measurements were error-free, then Equation 4.20 could be
rewritten as follows:

pi,map = ptrue +R
(
θyaw

)
p′
i,m. (4.37)

The true position ptrue of oLLP in LTP is then given by:

ptrue = pi,map −R
(
θyaw

)
p′
i,m. (4.38)

This feedback is finally included in the measurement vector as follows:[
xh
yh

]
= ptrue. (4.39)

A clear advantage of this method, is that only one marker is needed
for the location of the vehicle, which increases both the likelihood and the
frequency at which a location feedback is calculated.

On the other hand, the method relies heavily on the assumption that
the sensor measurements have no errors, which is not realistic. As shown
above, it is possible to have a feedback of the velocity over ground of the
vehicle, which compensates the sensor noise of the accelerometers. How-
ever, there is no feedback of the vehicle orientation, which means that one
is not able to compensate the drift of the gyroscopes. This means that the
error in the vehicle orientation increases as time passes, which directly af-
fects R

(
θyaw

)
. So, the accuracy of the feedback decays over time as well.

Given enough time, the drift of the gyroscopes prevents a correct marker
identification, which makes the location feedback unusable.

Pose Estimation with a Marker Pair by Means of Triangulation

The three remaining methods use a pair of LiDAR markers instead of only
one. So, let p′

τ1,m and p′
τ2,m point to the p1,map and p2,map markers respec-

tively, instead of a single one. A graphical depiction of this is shown in
Figure 4.4.
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When a vehicle is placed in a closed-sky environment, its true pose is
usually unknown. However, the markers can still be identified as shown
in Subsection 4.1.1. Since ptrue is unknown, the location of the markers and
the motion of the vehicle are calculated in a temporary Local Tangent Plane(
LTP′). This is a Cartesian reference frame, composed by the mutually per-

pendicular xLTP′ , yLTP′ and zLTP′ axes, with −−→zLTP′ = −−−→xLTP′ × −−→yLTP′ . The axis
zLTP′ is parallel to the gravitational pull and points upwards. Its origin oLTP′

is set to be the location of oLCP at time instance τ1; and the xLTP′ axis has the
same orientation as the vehicle at time instance τ1. So, let x′

τ1,s and x′
τ2,s be

the state vector in LTP′ at time instances τ1 and τ2, so that

x′
τ1,s =[x′τ1,s y′τ1,s θ′τ1,yaw,s θ̇′τ1,yaw,s v′τ1,s

β′τ1,sv β̇′τ1,sv β′τ1,sp a′τ1,x,sh a′τ1,y,sh]
T,

(4.40)

x′
τ2,s =[x′τ2,s y′τ2,s θ′τ2,yaw,s θ̇′τ2,yaw,s v′τ2,s

β′τ2,sv β̇′τ2,sv β′τ2,sp a′τ2,x,sh a′τ2,y,sh]
T.

(4.41)

The change in location of the vehicle (∆xs,∆ys) and change in orientation
∆θz,s in LTP′ between the time instances τ1 and τ2 are then given as follows:

∆xs = x′τ2,s − x′τ1,s, (4.42)

∆ys = y′τ2,s − y′τ1,s, (4.43)

∆θz,s = θ′τ2,yaw,s − θ′τ1,yaw,s, (4.44)

and given the location of oLTP′ and orientation of the xLTP′ axis, then

x′τ1,s = 0, (4.45)

y′τ1,s = 0, (4.46)

θ′τ1,yaw,s = 0, (4.47)

∆xs = x′τ2,s, (4.48)

∆ys = y′τ2,s, (4.49)

∆θz,s = θ′τ2,yaw,s. (4.50)

Next, the LiDAR measurement p′
τ2,m is expressed in LTP′ as follows:

p̃τ2,m = p̃′
τ2,m +

[
x′τ2,s
y′τ2,s

]
=

[
x̃τ2,m
ỹτ2,m

]
, (4.51)
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FIGURE 4.5: Shown is a graphical depiction of two LiDAR
measurements done at two consecutive time instances and
that point to different markers. The measurement done at
the time instance τ2 is translated as if it was made at the

time instance τ1.

p̃′
τ2,m = R

(
θ′τ2,yaw,s

)T
p′
τ2,m =

[
x̃′τ2,m
ỹ′τ2,m

]
, (4.52)

R
(
θ′τ2,yaw,s

)
=

cos
(
θ′τ2,yaw,s

)
− sin

(
θ′τ2,yaw,s

)
sin
(
θ′τ2,yaw,s

)
cos
(
θ′τ2,yaw,s

)
 . (4.53)

A graphical representation of the translation is shown in Figure 4.5. Next,
let d3,t be a vector that goes from p1,map to p2,map, so that

d3,t = p2,map − p1,map. (4.54)

Then, the angular offset θ3,t between d3,t and p′
τ1,m is calculated by means

of the cosine law as follows:

θ3,t = arccos


∣∣∣p̃τ2,m

∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣p′
τ1,m

∣∣∣2 − ∣∣d3,t
∣∣2

−2
∣∣∣p′

τ1,m

∣∣∣d3,t

 . (4.55)

Later, the orientation θ3,LTP of d3,t in LTP is calculated as follows:

θ3,LTP = arctan2

(
y2,map − y1,map

x2,map − x1,map

)
. (4.56)

The next step is to estimate the location of oLCP in LTP. However, it
should be noted that the cosine law allows to calculate the magnitude of θ3,t,
but not its direction, which creates a geometrical ambiguity. This is shown
in Figure 4.6. So, the two possible locations of oLCP (x̂a, ŷa) and (x̂b, ŷb) in
LTP at time instance τ1 are given as follows:

[
x̂a
ŷa

]
=

[
x1,map
y1,map

]
+


∣∣∣p′

τ1,m

∣∣∣ cos (θ3,LTP + θ3,t
)

∣∣∣p′
τ1,m

∣∣∣ sin (θ3,LTP + θ3,t
)
 , (4.57)
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FIGURE 4.6: Shown is a geometrical ambiguity that appears
when estimating the location of the vehicle by means of the

triangulation method.

[
x̂b
ŷb

]
=

[
x1,map
y1,map

]
+


∣∣∣p′

τ1,m

∣∣∣ cos (θ3,LTP − θ3,t
)

∣∣∣p′
τ1,m

∣∣∣ sin (θ3,LTP − θ3,t
)
 . (4.58)

The measured location of the vehicle (xh, yh) can then be chosen with
help of the approximate location of the vehicle papp as follows:

[
xh
yh

]
=



[
x̂a

ŷa

]
,

∣∣∣∣∣∣
[
x̂a

ŷa

]
− papp

∣∣∣∣∣∣ <
∣∣∣∣∣∣
[
x̂b

ŷb

]
− papp

∣∣∣∣∣∣[
x̂b

ŷb

]
,

∣∣∣∣∣∣
[
x̂a

ŷa

]
− papp

∣∣∣∣∣∣ >
∣∣∣∣∣∣
[
x̂b

ŷb

]
− papp

∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
(4.59)

However, as the vehicle drives between the markers p1,map and p2,map, then
θ3,t → 0, which yields ∣∣∣∣∣∣

[
x̂a
ŷa

]
− papp

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≈
∣∣∣∣∣∣
[
x̂b
ŷb

]
− papp

∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (4.60)

This means that one cannot mathematically differentiate between (x̂a, ŷa)
and (x̂b, ŷb) any more. So, there is a zone between the markers p1,map and
p2,map where the method does not work properly.

Pose Estimation with a Marker Pair by Means of Root-finding Methods

Another approach that is investigated to estimate the pose of the vehicle in-
cludes the use of root-finding methods. The approach consists on depicting
the LiDAR measurements p′

τ1,m and p′
τ2,m, the vehicle movement between

time instances τ1 and τ2, and d3,t as vectors. The idea is that, if the marker
map, the LiDAR measurements and the prediction of the vehicle motion
are error free, these four vectors construct a geometry that is completely
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FIGURE 4.7: Shown is a graphical depiction of the geometry
used for estimating the vehicle position using a marker pair

and root-finding Methods.

defined. A graphical depiction of this method for the estimation of the ve-
hicle pose is shown in Figure 4.7.

With the assumption that all four vectors are error free, their sum can
be expressed as follows:x′τ2,s + x̃′τ2,m +

∣∣d3,t
∣∣ · cos (θ3,τ1)+ dτ1,m · cos

(
θ′τ1,m

)
y′τ2,s + ỹ′τ2,m +

∣∣d3,t
∣∣ · sin (θ3,τ1)+ dτ1,m · sin

(
θ′τ1,m

)
 =

[
0
0

]
, (4.61)

θ′τ1,m =

{
θτ1,m + π, θτ1,m < π

θτ1,m − π, θτ1,m > π
, (4.62)

where θ3,τ1 is the orientation of the vector with magnitude
∣∣d3,t

∣∣ that goes
from p2,map to p1,map, expressed in LTP′.

If θ3,τ1 is known, the angular and linear offsets between LTP′ and LTP
could be calculated, and subsequently the vehicle pose could be calculated
as well. From Equation 4.61, θ3,τ1 can be expressed as follows:

θ3,τ1 = arccos

−x′τ2,s − x̃′τ2,m − dτ1,m · cos
(
θ′τ1,m

)
∣∣d3,t

∣∣
 , (4.63)

or

θ3,τ1 = arcsin

−y′τ2,s − ỹ′τ2,m − dτ1,m · sin
(
θ′τ1,m

)
∣∣d3,t

∣∣
 . (4.64)

It should be noted that the calculation of θ3,τ1 as described in Equa-
tion 4.63 and Equation 4.64 relies on the assumption that the LiDAR mea-
surements and the prediction of the vehicle movement are error free, which
is not a realistic assumption.

Because of this, the Newton-Raphson method is used instead to find
θ3,τ1 . This root-finding method is chosen due to its fast convergence to a
solution, as well as its low computational cost. Detailed information about
the Newton-Raphson method can be found in [113, 114].
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In order to use the Newton-Raphson method, the equations have to be
expressed in the form f(x) = 0. So, Equation 4.63 is rewritten as follows:

f
(
θ3,τ1

)
=
∣∣d3,t

∣∣ cos (θ3,τ1)+ cN = 0, (4.65)

cN = x′τ2,s + x̃′τ2,m + dτ1,m · cos
(
θ′τ1,m

)
. (4.66)

The equation for the iterative process is then expressed as follows:

θ3,n+1 = θ3,n −

(∣∣d3,t
∣∣ cos (θ3,n)+ cN

−
∣∣d3,t

∣∣ sin (θ3,n)
)
. (4.67)

As can be inferred, θ3,n+1 is equal to infinity when θ3,n is equal to 0, π and
2π, which are not uncommon angles when the car is driving on the LTP.
These appear when the vehicle moves parallel to the d3,t vector.

Another complication is that, since Equation 4.65 is a cyclic function,
the initial guess for θ3,n is not trivial. The wrong choice of an initial value
can cause that θ3,n+1 diverges from the correct solution or that the iterative
process never converges to a solution.

A root-finding method that is similar to the Newton-Raphson method,
is the Secant Method [115]. The Secant Method attempts to find the root of
a function by nearby secants, instead of the tangent, as does the Newton-
Raphson method. The equation for the iterative process for the Secant
Method is expressed as follows:

θ3,n+1 = θ3,n −


(∣∣d3,t

∣∣ cos (θ3,n)+ cN

) (
θ3,n−1 − θ3,n

)
∣∣d3,t

∣∣ (cos (θ3,n−1

)
− cos

(
θ3,n

))
 . (4.68)

From Equation 4.68, it can be seen that if θ3,n−1 is too similar to θ3,n, then
θ3,n+1 → −∞. Due to the fast convergence of the Secant Method, it can
happen that the second to last iteration is not as precise as required for an
accurate vehicle localization, and that the last iteration causes that θ3,n+1 →
−∞. So, a stopping criteria that would deliver accurate enough results for
some cases might cause undesired results for many other cases.

The next limitation of the Secant Method comes when choosing initial
values for θ3,n and θ3,n−1. In the same manner as with the Newton-Raphson
Method, since Equation 4.68 is a cyclic function, choosing the wrong initial
values for θ3,n and θ3,n−1 can prevent the algorithm from converging to the
correct solution.

Pose Estimation with a Marker Pair by Means of Geometric Fitting

An alternative method to find the orientation of the d3,t vector that goes
from p1,map to p2,map, is to find the angular and linear offsets between the
locations of the markers in LTP′ and the marker library in LTP.

Given how LTP′ is defined, the orientation θ3,g in LTP′ of d3,t is given
by:

θ3,g = arctan2
(
ỹτ2,m − y′τ1,m, x̃τ2,m − x′τ1,m

)
. (4.69)
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FIGURE 4.8: Shown is a graphical depiction of the geome-
try used for position calculation when using the vector sum

method.

The angular offset Ξθ,LTP′ from the LTP to the LTP′ is then given by:

Ξθ,LTP′ = θ3,g − θ3,LTP. (4.70)

Once the angular offset Ξθ,LTP′ is known, the location of the markers in LTP′

are rotated as follows:

p̃∗
τ1,m = R

(
Ξθ,LTP′

)T
p′
τ1,m =

[
x̃∗τ1,m
ỹ∗τ1,m

]
, (4.71)

p̃∗
τ2,m = R

(
Ξθ,LTP′

)T
p̃τ2,m =

[
x̃∗τ2,m
ỹ∗τ2,m

]
, (4.72)

R
(
Ξθ,LTP′

)
=

cos
(
Ξθ,LTP′

)
− sin

(
Ξθ,LTP′

)
sin
(
Ξθ,LTP′

)
cos
(
Ξθ,LTP′

)
 . (4.73)

After the locations of the markers in LTP′ are rotated, the linear offsets from
the LTP to the LTP′ can be estimated for each of the seen markers by com-
paring p̃∗

τ1,m and p̃∗
τ2,m with the location of the markers p1,map and p2,map

from the marker library. Given that no statement can be made as to which
measurement (p′

τ1,m or p′
τ2,m) has a smaller error, the average of the offsets

from both markers is calculated as follows:

ΞLTP′ =

(
p̃∗
τ1,m − p1,map

)
+
(
p̃∗
τ2,m − p2,map

)
2

=

[
Ξx,LTP′

Ξy,LTP′

]
. (4.74)

Once the angular and linear offsets from the LTP to the LTP′ are known,
the measurement variables that describe the pose of the vehicle in LTP at
time instances τ1 and τ2 can be expressed as follows:[

xh,τ1
yh,τ1

]
= −ΞLTP′ , (4.75)
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θyaw,h,τ1 = −Ξθ,LTP′ , (4.76)

[
xh,τ2
yh,τ2

]
= −ΞLTP′ +

[
x′τ2,s
y′τ2,s

]
, (4.77)

θyaw,h,τ2 = −Ξθ,LTP′ + θ′τ2,yaw,s. (4.78)

An advantage of this method is that, at each iteration, the pose of the
vehicle for two consecutive time instances is calculated. That is, at the i-th
iteration, the pose of the vehicle for the time instances i − 1 and i is calcu-
lated. For example, once the LiDAR measurement from the time instance
τ2 is acquired, the vehicle pose for the time instances τ1 and τ2 is calculated.
When the LiDAR measurement from the time instance τ3 is acquired, the
vehicle pose for the time instances τ2 and τ3 is calculated; and so on. This
creates an overlap of two pose measurements per time instance.

Given that no statement can be made as to which measurement vari-
ables of each time instance have a smaller error, both are averaged. So, let(
xh,a, yh,a

)
and

(
xh,b, yh,b

)
be the measured location of the vehicle at the i-th

time instance, as calculated with the LiDAR measurements from the time
instances i and i+1 respectively. The measurement variables for the vehicle
location at the i-th time instance are then given by:

[
xh,τi
yh,τi

]
=

[
xh,a
yh,a

]
+

[
xh,b
yh,b

]
2

. (4.79)

Analogously, let θyaw,h,a and θyaw,h,b be the measured orientation of the ve-
hicle at the i-th time instance, as calculated with the LiDAR measurements
from the time instances i and i+1. The measurement variable for the vehicle
orientation at the i-th time instance is then given by:

θyaw,h,τi =
θyaw,h,a + θyaw,h,b

2
. (4.80)

As can be deduced from Equation 4.79 and Equation 4.80, to average
the vehicle measurement variables that are obtained using different pairs
of LiDAR measurements aids to compensate LiDAR measurement errors.
This creates a time-smoothing effect that stabilizes the measurement vector
over time. A graphical depiction of this shown in Figure 4.9.

As stated above, there is an overlap of two pose measurements per time
instance. To further clarify how this is handled, a graphical depiction of the
averaging process is shown in Figure 4.10.

There are factors that could reduce the accuracy of the measurement
variables. Two of them are the sensor inaccuracies or the assumptions made
during the computation process. Other factors can also make the measure-
ment variables useless. For example, when a highly reflective object is mis-
taken for a marker. Such objects are not uncommon, as they include vehicle
lights, bicycle reflectors, etc. This creates the necessity of detecting outliers.

To achieve this, the LiDAR measurements of the reflective objects are
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FIGURE 4.9: Shown is the time-smoothing effect of the geo-
metric fitting method on the measured vehicle orientation.
With magenta, the measured vehicle orientation when the
value of only one iteration is used. With blue, the measured
vehicle orientation when the values of two iterations are av-

eraged.

FIGURE 4.10: Shown is a graphical depiction of the gen-
eration of the measurement variables for the vehicle pose,
as computed from LiDAR measurements. In this spe-
cific case, the measurement variables with the subindexes
“τi−1” and “a” are computed from the first and second Li-
DAR measurements. The measurement variables with the
subindexes “b” and “τi+1” are computed from the second
and third LiDAR measurements. The measurement vari-
ables with the subindex “τi” are computed from the mea-

surement variables with subindexes “a” and “b”.
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translated to the LTP to compare these locations with those previously
stored in the marker library. So, the locations p̂′

i,m and p̂′
i+1,m in LTP of the

reflective objects that are seen at the i-th and i+1-th LiDAR measurements
are expressed as follows:

p̂′
i,m = R

(
Ξθ,LTP′

)T
p′
i,m −ΞLTP′ , (4.81)

p̂′
i+1,m = R

(
Ξθ,LTP′

)T
p′
i+1,m −ΞLTP′ . (4.82)

Assuming that p̂′
i,m and p̂′

i+1,m are closest to the i-th and i + 1-th markers
respectively, the positioning errors ηi,m and ηi+1,m are given by:

ηi,m =
∣∣∣p̂′

i,m − pi,map

∣∣∣ , (4.83)

ηi+1,m =
∣∣∣p̂′

i+1,m − pi+1,map

∣∣∣ . (4.84)

And, as can be deduced from Equation 4.74 and Equation 4.80, the geo-
metric fitting procedure equalizes the linear and angular offsets of the two
LiDAR measurements that are used to generate the measurement variables.
So,

ηi,m = ηi+1,m. (4.85)

Analogue to Equation 4.17, the values of ηi,m and ηi+1,m, together with
a distance threshold Γm are used to separate outliers according to the fol-
lowing criteria: {

inlier, ηi,m ≤ Γm

outlier, ηi,m > Γm,
(4.86)

Γm ≤
min

(
dmap

)
2

, (4.87)

where inliers are measurements that point to known markers and outliers
are measurements that point to unknown reflective objects. If an outlier is
detected, both measurements are discarded.

Another option to separate outliers, could be to rotate and translate each
LiDAR measurement individually, as expressed in Equation 4.20; and to
estimate a positioning error for each measurement. However, as explained
above, this would reduce the accuracy of the measurement variables.

4.2 Vehicle State Estimation from Aerial Imagery

The use of optical sensors (cameras) for measuring the vehicle state is an
approach that has already been addressed in other research works. For
example, in [116] the authors placed a camera on a fixed position which
is focused towards the traffic flow. The ground plane is detected on the
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videos to later estimate the distance from the camera to a given vehicle.
The velocity over ground of the vehicle is then calculated from the distance
over time of that vehicle to the camera.

Machine learning techniques have also been included in the task of mea-
suring the vehicle state by means of cameras, as is shown in [117]. The
method used in that work consists of detecting a set of features on a video
sequence to later estimate the velocity over ground and position of a given
vehicle by means of regression and the use of a Multi-Layer Perceptron.

Other scientific works do not describe the method used for measuring
the vehicle state, but only publish datasets with the processed informa-
tion. That is the case of the InD [118], the INTERACTION [119] and the
HighD [120] datasets. The first and the second one provide some state vari-
ables for traffic participants in urban scenarios, while the third one provides
the state information for highway situations.

Given their capability for recording video material from a bird´s-eye
view, camera-equipped UAVs are very useful tools for collecting traffic in-
formation in test facilities. This is especially evident when one considers
that many motion models in the literature describe the vehicle dynamics
precisely from a bird´s-eye perspective [83, 79, 121].

The use of UAVs is not restricted to test facilities, but can be employed
on open roads as well. This can prove quite helpful for recording and re-
producing traffic scenarios. This is because UAVs are capable of recording
many objects at the same time, and because a bird´s-eye view is less prone
to occlusions caused by the traffic participants. This is also useful for ac-
quiring datasets of real-world driving, which can be used for testing and
validating algorithms.

Other relevant applications of the use of UAVs for measuring the ve-
hicle state are the validation of autonomous vehicles [122], the training
of machine learning implementations [123] and the analysis of the traffic
flow [124].

As practical as they are, not enough attention has been given to the val-
idation of the accuracy of the state variables extracted from the video ma-
terial recorded with UAVs. So, the use of aerial imagery as a source for
correction data for the vehicle state is analysed in the present subsection.
This includes the generation of a measurement vector from aerial imagery
and a deep analysis of the most relevant sources of error when generating
this measurement vector.

In [125, 126] the most similar approaches to the one proposed in the
present research work are presented. In [125], a test vehicle was equipped
with a SatNav receiver that allowed for the measurement of location and
velocity over ground of the vehicle. A video was then recorded by using
a UAV. The state variables measured by the SatNav receiver were used as
benchmark for the state variables extracted from the video recorded by the
UAV.

The most relevant differences between [125] and the present work are
listed in what follows:

1. The number of measured state variables. Additional to the location
and velocity over ground; the following state variables are estimated
in this work: the sideslip angle, the course over ground, the vehicle
orientation, the vehicle yaw rate and the vehicle accelerations.
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2. The compensation of the relief displacement [127]. To compensate
the relief displacement improves the accuracy of the measured state
variables.

3. The accuracy of the benchmark (reference) sensor. The reference sen-
sor used in [125] was a Video VBOX Pro, which has an accuracy
of 0.1 km/h and 20 cm [128]; while the reference sensor used in the
present work is an ADMA G-PRO+ that has a typical accuracy of
0.03 km/h and 1 cm [129]. The use of a more accurate reference sensor
allows for a more precise comparison, which increases the relevance
of the benchmark.

4. The algorithm, the code and a sample video of the method proposed
in the present work are made publicly available [130]. This is a huge
support for authors of future works that are able to use the algorithm
to generate new datasets tailored to their own needs and speed up
their research.

The most relevant differences between [126] and the present work are
listed in what follows:

1. The sensor used for the video acquisition. In [126], the authors used
cameras fixed on road infrastructure for acquiring the video mate-
rial. Differently, a UAV is used for the video recordings in the present
work. The use of cameras fixed on infrastructure does simplify the
video recording task. However, this approach comes with some im-
portant disadvantages. Although it is possible to apply 2D projective
transformations to generate a bird´s-eye view from roadside cam-
eras [131], the distortion created by these transformations reduces the
accuracy of the measurements of the state variables. This can be com-
pensated by fusing the image information with other sensors (such as
radar or LiDAR) [132], but this implies extra effort.

2. The accuracy of the benchmark (reference) sensor. The reference sen-
sor used in [126] was a RT 3003 OXTS, which has an accuracy of
0.05 km/h [133]; while the ADMA G-Pro+ has a typical accuracy of
0.03 km/h [129]. Additionally, the RT 3003 OXTS uses MEMS gyro-
scopes, while the ADMA G-Pro+ uses optical gyroscopes, which have
less sensor noise and are more stable over time.

3. The benchmark of the measured state variables. In [126], the au-
thors state the accuracy of the measured state variables as “lane pre-
cise”. Differently, the accuracy of the measurements performed in the
present work is given in SI units.

4.2.1 PCF Mapping

The video material recorded with the drone can be modelled as a 2D pin-
hole projection of the LTP. As such, a mapping between both is needed.
This mapping is composed by the spatial resolution γPCF, the PCF angular
offset Γθ,PCF and the PCF linear offsets ΓPCF; and is usually created by using
Ground Control Points (GCPs). The GCPs are patterns located in the LTP,
usually on the xLTP × yLTP-plane, in such a manner that they are visible on
the PCF.
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So, let g̃i and ĝi be the locations of the i-th GCP in LTP and PCF accord-
ingly. They are then defined as follows:

g̃i =
[
x̃i,g ỹi,g

]T
, (4.88)

ĝi =
[
x̂i,g ŷi,g

]T
. (4.89)

Both the LTP and the PCF are defined in different measurement units.
Therefore, the spatial resolution γPCF that allows to express PCF locations
in SI units is calculated first. For this, the locations of at least two GCPs in
both the LTP and the PCF is required. Assuming that the mapping is done
with the i-th and the i+ 1-th GCP, the spatial resolution is given by:

γPCF =

∣∣g̃i+1 − g̃i

∣∣∣∣ĝi+1 − ĝi

∣∣ . (4.90)

The i-th GCP is then expressed in SI units as follows:

ĝ′
i = ĝi · γPCF =

[
x̂′i,g ŷ′i,g

]T
. (4.91)

The angular offset Γθ,PCF from the LTP to the PCF is then given by:

Γθ,PCF = θ̂′i − θ̃i, (4.92)

θ̂′i = atan2(ŷ′i+1,g − ŷ′i,g, x̂
′
i+1,g − x̂′i,g), (4.93)

θ̃i = atan2(ỹi+1,g − ỹi,g, x̃i+1,g − x̃i,g). (4.94)

The GCP ĝ′
i is then rotated as follows:

ĝ′′
i = R

(
Γθ,PCF

)T
ĝ′
i, (4.95)

R
(
Γθ,PCF

)
=

[
cos
(
Γθ,PCF

)
− sin

(
Γθ,PCF

)
sin
(
Γθ,PCF

)
cos
(
Γθ,PCF

) ] . (4.96)

Later, the linear offsets ΓPCF from the LTP to the PCF are given by:

ΓPCF = ĝ′′
i − g̃i. (4.97)

Once the mapping parameters γPCF, Γθ,PCF and ΓPCF are known, the i-th

pixel q̂i =
[
x̂i,q ŷi,q

]T
of the PCF can be translated to the LTP as follows:

q̃i =
(
R
(
Γθ,PCF

)T
(q̂i · γPCF)

)
− ΓPCF =

[
x̃i,q
ỹi,q

]
. (4.98)
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FIGURE 4.11: Shown is a graphical depiction of the two
steps required to generate a measurement vector from

videos recorded with a drone.

4.2.2 Processing of Video Material

In order to generate the measurement vector, the video sequences recorded
with the drone are processed. This procedure can be divided in two steps:
vehicle shape extraction and vehicle shape processing. The first step starts
with the pre-processing of the raw video and ends with the generation of
a bounding box. The second step initiates with the previously generated
bounding box and ends with the generation of the measurement vector. A
graphical depiction of both steps is shown in Figure 4.11 and are described
in what follows.

Vehicle Shape Extraction

There are many methods and techniques in the literature to detect vehi-
cles on images [134, 135, 136] or to perform image segmentation of road
images [137]. But since the specific task of detecting vehicles on images is
outside of the scope of this work, the extraction of the vehicle shape is done
as published in [138]. This process is explained in what follows.

As stated above, UAVs hover in the air to record a bird´s-eye view of
the xLTP × yLTP-plane. When the UAVs are hovering, it is common that they
drift from the position where the video recording started. This can occur
due the wind or due to changes in the sensor temperature. If the drone
moves while the recording is taking place, the mapping parameters γPCF,
Γθ,PCF and ΓPCF are no longer correct. To compensate the undesired UAV
motion, the raw video undergoes a process called “image registration”.

The image registration can be divided in three: feature detection, fea-
ture description and picture matching. The feature detection consists on
finding the same points of interest under different viewing conditions. The
feature description is a feature vector that describes the region that sur-
rounds the points of interest found previously. In [138], the authors used
the Speeded Up Robust Features algorithm [139] as detector and descrip-
tor. For the matching, the distances between feature vectors is computed. A
match is found when the calculated distance between feature vectors com-
plies with previously defined constraints. The authors of [138] used the
MLESAC algorithm [140] for outlier detection. From the remaining match-
ing points, a random subset is chosen to estimate the scaling, rotation and
translation required to match two images.

Once the motion of the UAV is compensated for, the next step is to de-
tect the vehicle shape on the video. This task can be performed by various
machine learning methods, such as DroNet [141], YOLO [142], R3 [143] or
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Mask-RCNN [144, 145]. The authors of [138] used the Mask-RCNN for de-
tecting the vehicle shape.

Both, DroNet and YOLO, output aligned bounding boxes, which means
that the axes of the bounding box are aligned with the axes of the PCF. Dif-
ferently, R3 and Mask-RCNN give as an output rotated bounding boxes.
This means that the longest axes of the rotated bounding box are parallel
to the eigenvector with the biggest eigenvalue that is obtained from the
principal component analysis of the detected vehicle shape. In the case of
bird´s-eye view images, the orientation of this eigenvector is almost iden-
tical to the orientation of the xLCP axis. So, the longest sides of the rotated
bounding box are almost parallel to the vehicle orientation.

This is a huge advantage of rotated bounding boxes over the aligned
bounding boxes. If one is able to know the vehicle orientation, one is able
to estimate more state variables, such as the yaw, the yaw rate and the ve-
hicle sideslip. Also, the rotated bounding boxes allow a better estimation
of the geometric centre of the vehicle, which improves the estimation of the
vehicle location.

The vehicle shape extraction ends with a rotated bounding box that:

1. is composed by exactly 4 sides,

2. contains within the vehicle shape as recognized by the Mask-RCNN,
and

3. minimizes the contained pixels.

A corner of a bounding box is where two of its sides intersect. The i-th
corner of a rotated bounding box is then defined in PCF as:

b̂i =
[
x̂i,b ŷi,b

]T
. (4.99)

The rotated bounding box is then defined in PCF as:

B̂ =
[
b̂1 b̂2 b̂3 b̂4

]
. (4.100)

Vehicle Shape Processing

Once the rotated bounding box in PCF is obtained, the next step is to ex-
press it in LTP. For this, each of its corners is translated to the LTP. For the
i-th corner, this is expressed as follows:

b̃i =

(
R
(
Γθ,PCF

)T
(
b̂i · γPCF

))
− ΓPCF =

[
x̃i,b
ỹi,b

]
. (4.101)

The rotated bounding box in LTP is then defined as

B̃ =
[
b̃1 b̃2 b̃3 b̃4

]
=

[
b̃x
b̃y

]
. (4.102)
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FIGURE 4.12: Shown is a graphical depiction of a rotated
bounding box as generated from aerial imagery. With
orange dotted line, the vehicle shape as detected by the
Mask-RCNN. With green dotted line, the eigenvector with
the biggest eigenvalue. With green solid line, the rotated
bounding box. With red crosses, the corners and the geo-

metric centre of the bounding box.

The geometric centre in LTP õB of the bounding box is then given by:

õB =

max
(
b̃x

)
+min

(
b̃x

)
2

max
(
b̃y

)
+min

(
b̃y

)
2

 =

[
x̃B
ỹB

]
, (4.103)

where max and min are functions that choose respectively the maximum
and minimum value of a vector.

The next step is to calculate the vehicle dimensions. So, let s ∈ R3×1

contain the Euclidean distance from b̃4 to all other corners, such that

s (1) < s (2) < s (3) . (4.104)

The width and length of the vehicle in SI is then given by s (1) and s (2)
respectively. Once it is known which corners of the bounding box describe
one side of the vehicle, the measured yaw angle in LTP ψ̃B is given by:

ψ̃B =


ψ̃′

B,
∣∣∣ψ̃′

B − θCOG

∣∣∣ ≤ π
2

ψ̃′
B + π rad,

∣∣∣ψ̃′
B − θCOG

∣∣∣ > π
2 ,

(4.105)

ψ̃′
B = atan2(ỹi,b − ỹ4,b, x̃i,b − x̃4,b), (4.106)

where the i-th element of B̃ is associated with s (2). The measurement
vector zB is then given by:

zB =

 xh
yh

θyaw,h

 =

x̃B
ỹB

ψ̃B

 . (4.107)

A graphical depiction of the bounding box is shown in Figure 4.12.
As stated above, one of the advantages of the KF, is that it allows to

estimate state variables that are not part of the measurement vector. So, let
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the state vector xs,B of the bounding box be defined as follows:

xs,B =
[
xs,B ys,B vx,s,B vy,s,B ax,s,B ay,s,B θs,B θ̇s,B

]T
, (4.108)

where xs,B and ys,B are the (x,y) coordinates in LTP of the geometric centre of
the bounding box; vx,s,B and vy,s,B are the velocities of the geometric centre
of the bounding box along the xLTP and yLTP axes respectively; ax,s,B and
ay,s,B are the accelerations of the geometric centre of the bounding box along
the xLTP and yLTP axes accordingly; θs,B and θ̇s,B are the yaw angle and yaw
rate in LTP of the bounding box.

The state equations would then be defined as follows:

f1
(
xs,B

)
= xs,B + vx,s,B∆τ + ax,s,B

∆τ2

2
, (4.109)

f2
(
xs,B

)
= ys,B + vy,s,B∆τ + ay,s,B

∆τ2

2
, (4.110)

f3
(
xs,B

)
= vx,s,B + ax,s,B∆τ , (4.111)

f4
(
xs,B

)
= vy,s,B + ay,s,B∆τ , (4.112)

f5
(
xs,B

)
= ax,s,B, (4.113)

f6
(
xs,B

)
= ax,s,B, (4.114)

f7
(
xs,B

)
= θs,B + θ̇s,B∆τ , (4.115)

f8
(
xs,B

)
= θ̇s,B. (4.116)

Once the state variables of xs,B are known, the course over ground
θCOG,B and the sidelip βB of the bounding box can be estimated as follows:

θCOG,B = atan2
(
vy,s,B, vx,s,B

)
, (4.117)

βB = θCOG,B − θs,B. (4.118)

4.2.3 Analysis of Sources of Error

As stated above, UAVs are practical tools for recording traffic scenarios.
However, not enough attention has been given to validate the accuracy of
the vehicle state estimation that is obtained from aerial imagery.

The most significant sources of error are:

1. the image registration,

2. the PCF to LTP Mapping,
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FIGURE 4.13: Shown is a comparison of a 30 s video pro-
cessed without (left) and with (right) image registration.
With a red dot, the estimated location in PCF of the geomet-
ric centre of the GCP. With a red line, the estimated edges in

PCF of the GCP. Image copied from [138].

3. the car labelling and detection,

4. the relief displacement, and

5. the sensor synchronization.

These are deeply analysed in what follows.

Image Registration

As explained above, the wind or temperature changes can make the UAV
drift away from its initial position while recording videos. This drift alters
all three mapping parameters, thus rendering useless the bounding box ex-
tracted from the aerial imagery. So, the image registration is a crucial step
that addresses precisely the drift problem by compensating the undesired
motions of the UAV.

An example of the difference of a video processed with and without
image registration is shown in Figure 4.13. There, a UAV hovers at 1.5m
above the xLTP × yLTP-plane and records a 30 s long video of a GCP on the
ground. The locations in PCF of the edges and centre of the GCP at the first
frame of the video are marked with red. These locations are then kept at
the same location in PCF during the entire video.

As can be appreciated on the left side of Figure 4.13, when no image
registration is performed, the drift of the UAV provokes an alteration of
all three mapping parameters, thus causing a flawed mapping of the GCP
from the PCF to the LTP. Conversely, on the right side of Figure 4.13, the
image registration compensates the drift of the drone, thus maintaining the
values of the mapping parameters valid throughout the entire video.

On the right side of Figure 4.13, one can notice that the image is cropped
at the bottom as a result of the image registration. This means that, as the
UAV drifts, the PCF covers a different area of the xLTP × yLTP-plane. One
should consider this effect when positioning the UAV for recording.

It should be noted that the cause of the drift on the UAV are random
events. As such, they must be compensated as they appear, and cannot be
corrected beforehand.
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FIGURE 4.14: Shown is the same GCP as in Figure 4.13. The
images are taken by a UAV hovering at 50m (left) and at
100m (right). It can be seen that the shape of the objects

becomes more blurry as the hovering altitude increases.

PCF to LTP Mapping

As shown in Subsection 4.2.1, one of the most efficient ways to obtain the
mapping parameters γPCF, Γθ,PCF and ΓPCF, is by using GCPs. This allows to
map a specific point in PCF to a specific location in LTP. Nevertheless, this is
under the assumption that a point in PCF can be unequivocally identified,
which is not possible in some cases.

In Figure 4.14 the same GCP as in Figure 4.13 is shown. As can be seen,
as the distance from the xLTP×yLTP-plane to the UAV increases, the shape of
the objects on the ground become more blurry. This prevents a categorical
association of a pixel in PCF with a location in LTP.

Not being able to definitely identify a pixel in the PCF causes a pixel
uncertainty ζ = 1px in both axes of the PCF. Hence, the GCPs are redefined
in PCF as follows:

ĝi =
[
x̂i,g ŷi,g

]T
± ζ. (4.119)

Given that the mapping parameters are obtained from the locations of the
GCPs in the PCF, the pixel uncertainty affects all three mapping parameters.
So, they have to be redefined as well.

If one assumes a pixel uncertainty ζ = 1px per axis and squared pixels,
the difference between the chosen location of a GCP in the PCF and its true
location in PCF can be of up to

√
2 px. The similarity in percentage ηγPCF

between the true and the chosen locations of the GCP in PCF is given by:

ηγPCF =

∣∣ĝi+1 − ĝi

∣∣∣∣ĝi+1 − ĝi

∣∣+ 2 ·
√

2ζ2
. (4.120)

The Equation 4.91 is then rewritten as:

ĝ′
i = ĝi · γPCF · ηγPCF =

[
x̂′i,g ŷ′i,g

]T
. (4.121)

As can be deduced from Equation 4.120 and Equation 4.121, the effect of
the pixel uncertainty becomes more statistically significant as the i-th and
the i+ 1-th GCPs are closer to each other.
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For example, in a worst case scenario where both GCPs are separated
by only one pixel, the similarity ηγPCF could drop down to 26%. Contrarily,
for a Full-HD video, where both GCPs are at opposite corners of the image,
the similarity could only drop to 99.87%. If the GCPs are 100m from each
other in the LTP, the miscalculated spatial resolution would rescale this sep-
aration to 99.87m, which would mean a rescaling error of only 13 cm.

The next mapping parameter to analyse is the angular offset Γθ,PCF. As
shown above, this offset is obtained by comparing the angle of the vector
joining the i-th and the i + 1-th GCPs in both PCF and LTP. If one consid-
ers the same pixel uncertainty ζ = 1px, Equation 4.93 is then rewritten as
follows:

θ̂′i=atan2

((
ŷ′i+1,g±ζ

)
−
(
ŷ′i,g±ζ

)
,
(
x̂′i+1,g±ζ

)
−
(
x̂′i,g±ζ

))
. (4.122)

If the location of both GCPs in the PCF is misassociated in opposite direc-
tions, the error ηΓθ,PCF of the angular offset Γθ,PCF is calculated as follows:

ηΓθ,PCF = atan2
(
∆yg ± 2ζ,∆xg ± 2ζ

)
− atan2

(
∆yg,∆xg

)
, (4.123)

∆xg = x̂′i+1,g − x̂′i,g, (4.124)

∆yg = ŷ′i+1,g − ŷ′i,g. (4.125)

As can be deduced from Equation 4.123, the effect of the pixel uncer-
tainty grows as the GCPs are closer to each other. If the GCPs are separated
by only one pixel, the error of the orientation offset can be as big as 116◦.
Conversely, for a Full-HD image, where both GCPs are in opposite corners,
the error of the orientation offset can only be as big as 0.07◦.

Since the error in the orientation offset affects the rotation step of the
PCF to LTP mapping, its effect grows as the point to map is farther from the
(0, 0) coordinate of the PCF. The mapping error ηb̂i,a of the i-th corner of the
bounding box caused by the error in the orientation offset is given in SI by:

ηb̂i,a =

∣∣∣∣R(ηΓθ,PCF

)
b̂i − b̂i

∣∣∣∣ · γPCF. (4.126)

As an example for a Full-HD video recorded at an altitude of 50m, a

mapping error ηb̂i,a ≈ 124.8m is obtained if b̂i =
[
1920 px 1079 px

]T
and

ηΓθ,PCF = 116◦. Otherwise, a mapping error ηb̂i,a ≈ 0.08m is obtained if
ηΓθ,PCF=0.07

◦.
Because the calculation of the linear offsets ΓPCF happens after the

rescaling and rotation of the GCPs, the error propagation causes that both
errors ηγPCF and ηΓθ,PCF affect the calculation of the linear offsets as well. The
linear offset error ηΓPCF

is then given by:

ηΓPCF
=

((
R
(
ηΓθ,PCF

)T (
ĝi · ηγPCF

))
− ĝi

)
· γPCF. (4.127)

As an example for a Full-HD video that is recorded at an altitude of
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FIGURE 4.15: Shown is a vehicle with its bounding box.

50m, an error in the linear offsets ηΓPCF
≈
[
−167.37m −52.73m

]T
is

obtained for the i-th GCP ĝi =
[
1920 px 1079 px

]T
with a similarity of

ηγPCF = 26% and an error in the orientation offset ηΓθ,PCF = 116◦. Contrarily,

an error in the linear offsets ηΓPCF
≈
[
−0.27m −0.07m

]T
is obtained for

the same i-th GCP, but with a similarity ηγPCF = 99.87% and an error in the
orientation offset ηΓθ,PCF = 0.07◦.

From what is explained above, it can be deduced that the best manner to
minimize the errors caused by pixel misidentification, is to place the GCPs
as far from each other as possible. Additionally, since the pixel ambiguity
is not stochastic, the use of more than two GCPs can help to compensate
errors as well.

Car Labelling and Detection

A source of error that affects directly the generation of the bounding box, is
the labelling and later detection of the vehicle shape. As explained above,
the Mask-RCNN is used to detect vehicles on video sequences. And to
achieve this, the network has to be trained first with labelled images.

As stated above, as the hovering altitude of the UAV increases, the
shapes of the objects on the ground become more blurry. This means that
the shape of the vehicles cannot be identified with 100% certainty.

Even when labelling only the chassis as vehicle (ignoring the mirrors
and tires), makes the labelling easier and thus the detection more robust,
a labelling/detection error of at least 1 px could exist. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.15, this error is reflected when generating the bounding box, where a
pixel error of at least 1 px on all four sides could appear.

As detailed in Subsection 4.2.2, the bounding box is used to generate
a measurement vector. In a case where all four corners of the bounding
box are misassociated in the same direction in both x and y directions of
the PCF, the geometric centre of the bounding box would be misplaced by√
2 px. For a Full-HD video taken at an altitude of 50m, this is a 4.9 cm error.
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FIGURE 4.16: Shown is a graphical depiction of the re-
lief displacement. With red solid line, the line of sight of
the UAV. With green dashed line, the seen vehicle position.

With blue dotted line, the true vehicle position.

Relief Displacement

The relief displacement is another source of error that affects the correct
generation of the bounding box. This is an optical effect that results from
the combination of the camera perspective and the height of the filmed ob-
jects. It causes the objects to shift away from the principal point (centre) of
the image as their height increases. This would mean that if one maps the
seen location in PCF of an object that is not on the xLTP × yLTP-plane, the
mapped and the true location of the object in LTP will differ.

The bounding box shown in Figure 4.12 is a depiction of an ideal situ-
ation, where the whole shape of the vehicle is orthonormal to the camera
of the UAV, which is not possible in most cases. A graphical depiction of
how a camera sees a vehicle from a bird´s-eye view is shown in Figure 4.16.
There, it can be seen that, if the relief displacement is not corrected, the true
height h̃i,b of the i-th point would cause this point to be mapped to the seen
location x̂i,b, instead of its true location x̃i,b.

The relief displacement can be easily corrected if the true height in LTP
of the pixels to map is known. Nevertheless, the possible combinations of
camera angles, vehicle shapes and vehicle poses prevents to make a cate-
gorical statement about the true height in LTP that the sides of the bounding
box would have. This because, considering that the bounding box covers all
pixels corresponding to the detected vehicle shape, it can happen that the
sides of the bonding box in PCF are tangent to parts of the vehicle that are
at different heights in the LTP. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.15,
where the top side of the bounding box is tangent to the vehicle roof, the
left side is tangent to the vehicle trunk, and the other two sides are tangent
to the bottom of the vehicle. This means that the corners of the bounding
box are the intersections of lines that would be at different heights in LTP,
which complicates even more the definition of a height for the corners.

As mentioned above, only the vehicle chassis is labelled as “vehicle”.
This allows one to deduct that the two sides of the bounding box closest
to the principal point are tangent to the bottom of the vehicle. Thus, the
corner of the bounding box closest to the principal point is at this height as
well. This corner is the first one where the relief displacement is corrected.

Under the assumption that the i-th corner is the closest one to the prin-
cipal point and that its true height h̃i,b in LTP is known, the first step to
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correct its relief displacement is to calculate its coordinates in PCF with re-
spect to the principal point. This is done as follows:[

x̂∗i,b
ŷ∗i,b

]
=

[
x̂i,b − rx,PCF

2
ŷi,b − ry,PCF

2

]
, (4.128)

where rx,PCF and ry,PCF indicate the width and height in pixels of the image
(the image resolution). The correction ∆x̂i,b for the i-th corner along the
xPCF axis is then given by:

∆x̂i,b =
x̂∗i,b · h̃i,b
hUAV

, (4.129)

where hUAV is the altitude in LTP of the UAV. The correction ∆ŷi,b along the
yPCF axis is then given by:

∆ŷi,b =
ŷ∗i,b · h̃i,b
hUAV

. (4.130)

The corrected coordinates b̂
′
i of b̂i are then expressed as follows:

b̂
′
i = b̂i −

[
∆x̂i,b ∆ŷi,b

]T
. (4.131)

As mentioned above, an error of at least ±1 px in both axes of the PCF
is common when detecting the vehicle shape. And this error is propagated
to the generation of the bounding box. Because of this, b̂i could have an
error of at least

√
2 px. If this error occurs towards the principal point, then

∆x̂i,b and ∆ŷi,b would increase the error further. The location error ηb̂i that
results from the shape detection and the shift of the relief displacement is
expressed as follows:

ηb̂i =

(
√
2 +

h̃i,b
hUAV

)
· γPCF. (4.132)

For example, if a UAV hovering at 100m films a vehicle with 0.15m ground
clearance, then ηb̂i ≈ 0.04m.

Once the effect of the relief displacement is corrected for the corner clos-
est to the principal point, this corner is used as the starting point for correct-
ing the relief displacement for the rest of the bounding box as well. For this,
it is assumed that the length lcar and width wcar of the vehicle are known,
that Equation 4.104 holds, that the spatial resolution γPCF is error-free, that
b̂4 is the corner closest to the principal point, and that b̂

′
4 is the corrected

coordinates of b̂4. The j-th and k-th corners of the bounding box are then
shifted in the PCF as follows:

b̂
′
j =

(
wcar

s (1) · γPCF
·
(
b̂j − b̂

′
4

))
+ b̂

′
4, (4.133)

b̂
′
k =

(
lcar

s (2) · γPCF
·
(
b̂k − b̂

′
4

))
+ b̂

′
4, (4.134)
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where the j-th and k-th corners of the bounding box are associated with
s (1) and s (2) accordingly.

Once the bounding box is amended, its corrected geometric centre õ′
B is

calculated as follows:

õ′
B =

b̂
′
j + b̂

′
k

2
. (4.135)

As mentioned before, it is not an easy task to estimate the true height in
LTP that the outer sides of the bounding box would have. Given that these
lines could be tangent to any part of any vehicle on the road, and consider-
ing only people carriers [146, 147], the true height in LTP of the sides of the
bounding box closest to the edge of the PCF can be as low as hi,min = 0.11m
(floor of sport vehicles [148, 149]) and as big as hi,max = 1.85m (height of
multi-purpose vehicles [150, 151]). This means the positioning error ηdim
due to wrong vehicle dimensions if the relief displacement is not corrected
is given by:

ηdim =

√
x̂′2i,b + ŷ′2i,b · γPCF ·

(
hi,max − hi,min

)
2 · hUAV

. (4.136)

So, if the corner of the bounding box that is not corrected is on one corner
of the PCF and the UAV hovers at 50m, the location error ηscale ≈ 0.63m.

The conclusion of what is detailed above, is that the optimal manner
to minimize location errors that are caused by the relief displacement, is
to correct it for the corner closest to the principal point, and to rescale the
bounding box with known vehicle measures.

For works aiming for a general solution, a minimum ground clearance
of 110 mm is suggested by the Verband der TÜV e.V. [148], and the EU reg-
ulation No. 678/2011 [149] classifies vehicles with ground clearance above
200 mm as off-road vehicles. An official EU vehicle classification can be
found on [150], and an extensive list of measured vehicle specifications can
be found on [151].

Sensor Synchronization

The last source of error that is statistically relevant, is the sensor synchro-
nization. A best practice for synchronizing sensors, is to use the Pulse Per
Second (PPS) of SatNav receivers and the UTC-Time as common time axis.
This is because the satellites are equipped with atomic clocks [152], and
because the delay of the signal reception between receivers on the LTP is
negligible. However, consumer-grade UAVs are not usually prepared to
trigger their camera by means of a PPS-Pulse, nor are they able to label the
video frames with an accurate UTC-Time.

In this work, the synchronization is achieved by means of the in-built
LED of a Neo-6M [153] SatNav receiver. This LED is turned on with the ris-
ing edge of the PPS-Pulse and remains on for approximately 100ms, which
allows the LED to be filmed with the camera of the UAV. Since the LED is
part of the SatNav module, the latency between the reception of the PPS-
Pulse from the satellites and the LED turning on is negligible. This allows
a frame-accurate recording of the PPS-Pulse.
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FIGURE 4.17: A graphical depiction of the synchronization
of the UAV with the ADMA. With green: the exposure time
of the camera shutter. With blue, the PPS-Pulse of the Sat-

Nav receiver.

The limitation of this synchronization technique is given by the frame
rate of the camera. Since videos are not one continuous image, but a se-
quence of them, it is not possible to know whether the LED is turned on
when the shutter was closed or while the shutter remains open. One can
only know the first frame where the LED is seen on. A graphical depic-
tion of this is shown in Figure 4.17. So, given a frame rate τFR, the biggest
synchronization error ηsync is then expressed as follows:

ηsync =
1

τFR
. (4.137)

The frame rate in this work is set to τFR = 50 fps. So, ηsync ≤ .02 s.
The synchronization error prevents to compare the measurements of the

same time instance of both the UAV and the reference sensor, which derives
in location and velocity errors as well. The location error ηpos due to ηsync is
expressed by

ηpos =
√
v2x,s,B + v2y,s,B · ηsync, (4.138)

and the velocity error ηvel due to ηsync is expressed by

ηvel =
√
a2x,s,B + a2y,s,B · ηsync. (4.139)

For example, if a UAV at an altitude of hUAV = 100m and a synchroniza-
tion error ηsync ≤ .02 s takes a Full-HD video with a frame rate τFR = 50 fps
of a vehicle travelling with a velocity of 50 km/h and braking with 5m/s2, then
ηpos ≤ 0.25m and ηvel ≤ .09m/s.

As can be noted, even millisecond-big synchronization errors have a
statistically significant effect on the estimation of the vehicle state.

From what is detailed above, it can be deduced that the optimal manner
to synchronize a UAV, is to use a PPS-Pulse to trigger its camera. If this
option is not available, the next best synchronization technique is to film
the in-built PPS-Pulse LED of a SatNav receiver.
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Chapter 5

Tests and results

In order to validate the performance of the modules that are detailed above,
a series of tests are designed and performed. The modules are tested with
several hours of real-world data. For this work, a comprehensive dataset of
several hours of driving is recorded. This dataset includes city, freeway and
highway driving; heavy, medium and fluent traffic situations, and so on.
The datasets are recorded with an Automotive Dynamic Motion Analyzer
(ADMA) G-Pro+ [36]. This Inertial Navigation System (INS) is equipped
with servo-accelerometers, optical gyroscopes and receives Real-Time Kine-
matic (RTK) correction data. The sideslip angle is recorded with a Correvit
S-Motion [62]. This sensor estimates velocities in the longitudinal and lat-
eral axes by means of an optical grid [63]. Both, the ADMA and the Correvit
are the reference sensors used to evaluate the modules.

In what follows, the testing details, the evaluation metrics and the most
relevant results are presented.

5.1 Standstill Recognition

The standstill recognition is tested and validated for different vehicles. A
short description of the vehicles used is shown in Table 5.1.

TABLE 5.1: Short description of the vehicles used for the
testing and validation of the standstill recognition.

Make Model Motorization Power source
Audi 5th Gen A4 6 cylinder, 3.0 L TDI Diesel
Audi 2nd Gen. Q7 6 cylinder, 3.0 L TFSI Gasoline
BMW 3rd Gen. M5 8 cylinder, 5.0 L Otto Gasoline
Smart 2nd Gen. ForTwo Electric Drive Electricity
Suzuki K2 GSX-R 750 4 cylinder, 749 cc. Gasoline

The performance of the standstill recognition is measured in terms of its
classification performance according to Table 3.1, as well as its robustness
against false positives. The four most relevant tests and their results are
detailed in what follows.

The results of the 1st test are shown in Figure 5.1. Here, a 3rd generation
Smart ForTwo electric drive is placed on a test track. The INS is mounted
in the trunk of the vehicle. The vehicle is turned on, the front tyres are set
to point straight forward and the gear selector placed on “D”. Some sec-
onds after the data recording starts, the brake pedal is released. The car
is driven on the test track for approximately 530 s. The accelerator pedal
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is not touched at any point, and the brake pedal is used only at the begin-
ning to let the car roll and at the end to stop. The steering wheel is used
only to realign the vehicle towards paths that allow prolonged straight-line
driving.
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FIGURE 5.1: Shown is the output of the RF (red) and the
velocity over ground of the vehicle (blue). Vehicle: 3rd Gen.
Smart ForTwo. Motorization: Electric Drive. Power source:

Electricity.

What makes this test special, is the combination of 1. the low driving
velocity, 2. the drivetrain of the vehicle (electrical motor and single gear
reduction transmission), and 3. the prolonged driving moments without
rotations. These conditions make it almost imperceptible, even for human
passengers, to differentiate between both standstill and motion.

As can be seen, the RF is able to recognize that the vehicle is in mo-
tion, even when driving several seconds constantly at walking velocity on
a straight line: (17.87 s − 92.53 s) and (434.80 s − 522.00 s). It is seen as well
that the RF has no false-positives. The test is done 6 times under the same
conditions, with a zero false-positive rate for all tests.

The results of the 2nd test are shown in Figure 5.2. Here, a 5th gen-
eration Audi A4 3.0L TDI with an S-Tronic 7-gear transmission is driven
randomly in a city. The INS is mounted in the trunk of the vehicle. On
three occasions, the gear selector is placed on “N”, and the car is allowed to
roll. During one of those occasions (22.26 s), the vehicle does come to a brief
stop. On the other two occasions (138.10 s and 682.20 s), the car reaches very
low velocities (0.18 m

s and 0.12 m
s respectively), but it does not come to a full

stop. A prolonged standstill (302.10 s − 652.00 s) is also included. During
this period of time, the gear selector is kept in “S”.
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FIGURE 5.2: Shown is the output of the RF (red) and the
velocity over ground of the vehicle (blue). Vehicle: 5th Gen.
Audi A4. Motorization: 6 cylinder, 3.0 L TDI. Power source:

Diesel.

What makes this test special, are 1. the three rolling instances, and 2. the
prolonged standstill. Diesel engines are known to produce more vibrations
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than their gasoline or electric counterparts. Also, when the gear selector is
placed on “N”, much less vibrations are transmitted to the vehicle chassis
because the transmission is not engaged, and because the engine idles. So,
the IMU signals when the vehicle rolls closely resemble those when the
car is standing still, specially at low velocities. Contrarily, when the gear
selector is on “S” instead of “D”, the vibrations transmitted to the chassis
increase notably.

As can be seen, at the first rolling instance (22.26 s) the RF is able to
recognize the standstill first when the vehicle does come to a stop and not
before. Also, the RF is able to recognize that the vehicle is still in motion at
the other two rolling instances (138.10 s and 682.20 s), in spite of the velocity
over ground almost reaching zero. The RF is also mostly able to recognize
that the vehicle is standing still (302.10 s − 652.00 s), despite the increased
vibrations provoked by selecting “S”. It is seen as well that the RF has no
false-positives.

In order to gain knowledge about the effects of the toggling of the stand-
still bit on the vehicle state estimation, several tests are performed under the
same conditions as described above. The difference lying in that the vehi-
cle remains static at all times, instead of driving. A representative result of
these tests is shown in Figure 5.3.

FIGURE 5.3: Shown is the movement of a vehicle when
estimated by combining a motion model and a machine
learning-based standstill recognition. The true vehicle state
is standstill. Test duration: 720.20 s. Vehicle: 5th Gen. Audi
A4. Motorization: 6 cylinder, 3.0 L TDI. Power source:

Diesel.

As can be seen, the toggling effect of the standstill bit on the vehicle state
estimation is negligible. As stated above, all the change rates are set to zero
when a standstill is recognized, which minimizes the effects of integrating
sensor noise. In this test, after 720.20 s of true standstill, the estimated total
displacement of the vehicle is 0.008m (8mm) and the estimated total rota-
tion of the vehicle is 0.011 rad (0.6282 deg).
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The results of the 3rd test are shown in Figure 5.4. Here, a Suzuki GSX-
R750 K2 is driven on a test track. The INS is mounted by means of a metal
plate directly on the chassis of the vehicle. On four occasions (251.80 s,
327.60 s, 391.20 s and 457.10 s), the “N” gear is selected, and the vehicle is
allowed to roll to a full-stop. Various instances of several seconds of stand-
still are included as well. In two of those instances (43.88 s − 53.75 s and
94.08 s− 108.20 s), the vehicle was let to rest on its side stand, with the mo-
tor idling and the gear “N” selected.
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FIGURE 5.4: Shown is the output of the RF (red) and the ve-
locity over ground of the vehicle (blue). Vehicle: Suzuki
GSX-R750 K2. Motorization: 4 cylinder, 749 cc. Power

source: Gasoline.

What makes this test special, is 1. the chassis-drivetrain configuration,
and 2. the rolling instances. By design, the engine mounts of motorcycles
are not designed to dampen the engine vibrations as well as the engine
mounts of cars. Thus, these vibrations are transmitted in a much more di-
rect manner to the motorcycle chassis. Also, given that the INS is mounted
on the chassis with no dampening, it senses the engine vibrations in a
much more direct manner. Thus, the INS signals under these conditions,
in combination with the rolling instances, echo the signals that are present
at standstill.

As can be seen, in two of the occasions where the motorcycle is allowed
to roll (251.80 s and 327.60 s), false-positives appear. In the other two occa-
sions (391.20 s and 457.10 s), the RF detects a standstill first when the vehicle
comes to a stop. It is seen as well that the RF has no false-positives under
regular driving conditions (driving always on gear).

The results of the 4th test are shown in Figure 5.5. Here, a 2nd genera-
tion Audi Q7 is parked on a test track with the engine idling and the gear
“P” selected. The INS is mounted in the trunk of the vehicle. The volume
of the sound system is set to the maximum and music with high bass level
is played for 254 s, so as to induce very strong vibrations for prolonged pe-
riods of time. The objective is to test if the RF can recognize the standstill
regardless of the induced vibrations.
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FIGURE 5.5: Shown is the output of the RF (red); and the
vehicle accelerations along the zLCP (blue), yLCP (green) and
xLCP (black) axes. (a) Shows the vehicle accelerations of the
RF training dataset with the label “Standstill”. (b) Shows
the vehicle accelerations while the music is playing. Vehicle:
2nd Gen. Audi Q7. Motorization: 6 cylinder, 3.0 L TFSI.

Power source: Gasoline.

What makes this test special, is the constant induction of vibrations
which magnitude is many times bigger than that of when the vehicle is
standing still. Under these conditions, even human passengers are not able
to recognize if the vehicle is standing still.

As can be seen, the output of the RF toggles much more than in the
other tests. However, it is still able to correctly detect a standstill often. The
maximum period of time where the vehicle state is wrongly classified as
“motion” is 4.20 s, between 190.3 s and 194.50 s.
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FIGURE 5.6: Shown is the movement of a vehicle when
estimated by combining a motion model and a machine
learning-based standstill recognition. The true vehicle state
is standstill. Test duration: 254.01 s. Vehicle: 2nd Gen. Audi
Q7. Motorization: 6 cylinder, 3.0 L TFSI. Power source:

Gasoline.

As is the case with the test with the A4, the toggling effect of the stand-
still bit on the vehicle state estimation is negligible, even with the high
amount of vibrations induced to the vehicle. The vehicle movement is
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shown in Figure 5.6. In this test, after 254.01 s of true standstill, the esti-
mated total displacement of the vehicle is 0.12m (12.12 cm) and the esti-
mated total rotation of the vehicle is 0.018 rad (1.08 deg).

5.2 Horizontation of IMU measurements

The results of the horizontation of the IMU measurements are shown in
Figure 5.7. The performance of this module is measured in terms of its
capability to describe the pose (roll, pitch and yaw angles) of a vehicle.
Since it allows for a greater roll angle than a car, the motorcycle from the 3rd
test of the Section 5.1 is used. The motorcycle is driven randomly on a test
track, including a u-turn (772.70 s− 780.00 s), a slalom (783.30 s− 791.00 s),
and figure 8 patterns (791.00 s− 843.70 s).
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FIGURE 5.7: Shown are the roll (blue), pitch (blue dotted)
and yaw (magenta) angles. Vehicle: Suzuki GSX-R750 K2.

Motorization: 4 cylinder, 749 cc. Power source: Gasoline.

What makes this test special, is that it serves as a practical demonstra-
tion of the mathematical methods detailed in Section 3.2. As can be seen,
the practical implementation of the mathematical methods is able to de-
scribe the vehicle pose.

5.3 Statistical Filtering

The Extended Kalman Filter takes a central role in the present research
work. One important reason is that it serves as the hub for the merging
of all the proposed methods. When the standstill recognition detects that
the vehicle is standing still, the accelerations, sideslip angles, yaw rate and
the velocity of the state vector are set to zero. This allows to greatly reduce
the positioning errors that arise from sensor noise and vehicle vibrations at
standstill. The horizontation of the inertial measurements allows to gener-
ate the measurement data that the motion model requires by compensating
mounting offsets of the IMU on the vehicle, driving up and down ramps as
well as on banked roads. The drift recognition aids in the plausibilization of
the motion model, which further improves the accuracy of the state vector
by indicating when other motions models should be used. The plausibiliza-
tion of the measurement variables and modelling of the standard deviation
bring a benefit by filtering out corrupted correction data that would oth-
erwise reduce the accuracy of the state vector. The correction data for the
indoor navigation can be used as measurement variables in order to correct
the errors in the state vector that occur from dead-reckoning navigation.
Each of the proposed methods improve the accuracy of the estimated state
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in a specific manner, but the architecture of the Kalman Filter results utmost
useful for the consolidation of all the proposed methods.

Another important advantage given by the Extended Kalman Filter is
the ability to couple the inertial measurements with a motion model. This
allows to depict the vehicle motion in a more accurate manner when com-
pared to the mathematical integration of the individual inertial measure-
ments. Relevant results of the statistical filtering are shown in Figure 5.8.
The performance of this module is measured in terms of its ability to

1. fuse the vehicle path as estimated by means of the motion model with
correction data processed with the outlier detection,

2. estimate the vehicle path despite SatNav shortages or with corrupted
SatNav measurements, and

3. estimate the vehicle path solely by means of the motion model (dead
reckoning - with no correction data).

For this test, a vehicle is driven in various types of roads for 1904.15 s.
The test starts at a country road (blue), followed by an express way (ma-
genta, thick), then in-city driving (magenta, thin) and a multi storey park-
ing house (green). A standstill instance of 40.00 s inside the parking house
is included as well. The average velocity of the vehicle during the test, in-
cluding the 40.00 s standstill inside the parking house, is 8.19 m

s . The total
distance travelled for this test is 15250.62m.
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FIGURE 5.8: Shown is the vehicle position as measured by a
SatNav-RTK receiver (black) and as estimated by means of
statistical filtering when driving on freeways (blue), high-
ways (thick magenta), city (light magenta) and parking

structures (green).
(a) Shows the statistical filtering when SatNav correction

data is used (according to the proposed methods).
(b) Shows the statistical filtering with no correction data.

What makes this test special, is 1. the inclusion of various driving con-
ditions, 2. the inclusion of extended periods of time without or with cor-
rupted SatNav correction data (parking house), and 3. the dead-reckoning
navigation.

As can be seen in Figure 5.8, the statistical filtering is able to fuse the
estimation of the motion model with the SatNav-RTK measurements. The
Figure 5.10 shows as well that, even when the SatNav correction data is
absent for extended periods of time, the motion model is able to accurately
estimate the vehicle path.

The test shown in Figure 5.8 is a representative case of the average ac-
curacy of the motion model because it includes various driving situations
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and conditions. It allows as well a direct comparison between the use of
correction data (according to the proposed methods) and dead-reckoning
navigation. In the case of the dead-reckoning navigation, the distance from
the final position of the vehicle as estimated by the motion model to the
position measured by the SatNav receiver is 130.00m, what accounts for a
deviation of 245.79m per driven hour at 8.19 m

s .
To put the results into perspective, works related to dead-reckoning

navigation (also called passive navigation) but of aerial vehicles report de-
viations between 600m and 1200m per hour flight from the estimated state
to the reference [154]. This deviations would mean an increase in the error
of between 244% and 488% when compared to the results obtained in the
present research work. It should be noted that the authors do not report the
moving velocity of the air craft.

From the performed literature research, the work dealing with dead-
reckoning navigation that most closely resembles the present one is [155],
where the authors also deal with the estimation of the vehicle pose by
means of inertial sensors. There, the authors report a deviation of 2m for
each 100m driven. This deviations would mean an increase in the error of
234% when compared to the results obtained in the present research work.
It should be noted that the authors of [155] do not report the driving veloc-
ity for the shown test. One important difference between the methodology
of [155] and the present work, is that the authors of [155] do use correction
data as they use the vehicle sensors to estimate the vehicle velocity, whereas
only the inertial measurements (accelerations and rotation rates) are used
in the present work to estimate the vehicle state. Both works use Fiber-
Optic Gyroscopes, which discards IMU-related advantages. Regarding the
testing conditions, the test shown on [155] has an apparent total distance
travelled of ≈ 1200m, against the 15250.62m of the present work. Also, the
test shown in the present work includes diverse driving situations, such as
driving on highways and going up and down multi-storey parking struc-
tures, whereas the authors of [155] do not report any special conditions.

5.4 Outlier Detection

The performance of this module is measured in terms of its ability to recog-
nize corrupted correction data, even when the sensors suggest otherwise.
For this, two segments of the results of Section 5.3 are highlighted and
shown in Figure 5.9 and in Figure 5.10.

What makes this test special, are the extended periods of time were the
correction data is either absent or corrupted. In order to show in a clear
manner the difference of the vehicle state estimation with and without the
outlier detection methodology, the same test shown in Section 5.3 is pro-
cessed with and without the outlier detection. The results are shown in
Figure 5.9 and in Figure 5.10.

In the case of the Figure 5.9, the car drives from the east side towards
the west under a bridge, then takes three right turns to get on the high-
way. As can be seen, as the vehicle enters the underpass, the SatNav-RTK
receiver gets affected by the multipath effect, causing a backwards jump of
≈ 88m from one measurement to the next. When the outlier detection is
turned off, the estimated position of the vehicle presents a backwards jump
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as well, but of ≈ 26m, which would imply that the vehicle starts driving in
reverse. Considering the 0.05 s update rate of the SatNav-RTK receiver and
the driving velocity at this section of ≈ 16.6 m

s , a longitudinal acceleration
of at least ≈ −333 m

s2
would be required for the vehicle to start driving back-

wards from one measurement to the next, which is not physically possible.
Another area affected by the multipath effect appears on the northern

part of this area at the coordinates (-1060,-902). When the outlier detection
is turned off, the faulty correction data provokes that the estimated state of
the vehicle makes it seem as if the vehicle would perform an ≈ 4m-radius
turn. If one considers the ≈ 8.3 m

s driving velocity at this section, a lateral
acceleration of ≈ 17.36 m

s2
would be required for the vehicle to rotate in such

a manner.
Finally for this section, once the vehicle is on the highway at the co-

ordinates (-797.13,-1281.79), the present multipath effect dramatically dis-
torts the SatNav-RTK measurements again. When the outlier detection is
turned off, the vehicle position jumps ≈ 10m backwards. If one considers
the ≈ 22.22 m

s driving velocity at this point, a longitudinal acceleration of at
least ≈ −444 m

s2
would be required for the vehicle to start driving backwards

from one measurement to the next, which is not physically possible.
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FIGURE 5.9: The Figure shows the dataset section of a
bridge underpass. Shown is the vehicle position as mea-
sured by a SatNav-RTK receiver (black), as estimated by
means of statistical filtering with (green) and without (red)

outlier detection.

In the case of the Figure 5.10, the vehicle drives from the most north-
western point to the south, then takes a left and a right turn to go through
the entrance of the parking structure on the left of the vehicle at the coordi-
nates (-2541,-4563). Once inside the parking structure, the vehicle is driven
up and down all the floors of the building before exiting. The vehicle is
finally driven north through a tree-lined street again.

Even before entering the parking structure, the first tree-lined road and
surrounding buildings degrade the correction data, as can be seen at the co-
ordinates (-2602,-4394). There, when the outlier detection is turned off, the
corrupted correction data provokes that the estimated state of the vehicle
makes it seem as if the vehicle would perform an ≈ 3m-radius turn. If one
considers the ≈ 8.3 m

s driving velocity at this section, a lateral acceleration
of ≈ 23.14 m

s2
would be required for the vehicle to rotate in such a manner.
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Once inside the parking structure, the signal of the SatNav-RTK is ei-
ther completely absent, or heavily impacted by the multipath effect. The
estimated vehicle state when the corrupted SatNav-RTK correction data is
not filtered out is so badly impacted that almost no spatial correlation can
be made between the estimated vehicle state and the physical location of
the parking structure.

After leaving the parking structure, the second tree-lined street also
presents many areas where the multipath effect is present. When the outlier
detection is turned off, the corrupted correction data provokes that the esti-
mated state of the vehicle degrades to the point that it seems like the vehicle
is moving sideways at the coordinates (2672,-4179) and (2617,-4319).
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FIGURE 5.10: The Figure shows the dataset section of a
multi storey parking house. Shown is the vehicle position
as measured by a SatNav-RTK receiver (black), as estimated
by means of statistical filtering with (green) and without

(red) outlier detection.

5.5 Drift Recognition

A representative result of the drift recognition is shown in Figure 5.11 and
in Figure 5.12. The performance of this module is measured in terms of its
ability to recognize that the vehicle is drifting. For this, a 3rd generation
BMW M5 is driven 51 times on a test track, alternating between tractive
and non-tractive driving. The test vehicle is equipped with an INS and
a Correvit S-Motion. No correction data is used in these tests to test the
accuracy of the motion model under these conditions.
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FIGURE 5.11: Shown are the drift bit (green, D=drifting,
T=tractive driving), the estimated (black) and expected

(magenta) lateral acceleration.
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FIGURE 5.12: Shown are the drift bit (green, D=drifting,
T=tractive driving), the measured (black) and estimated

(magenta solid, magenta dashed) sideslips.

What makes this test special, are 1. the extended periods of non-tractive
driving, and 2. the exclusion of correction data. As can be seen, when the
vehicle enters the first curve, the module recognizes that the vehicle is not
drifting. It is only when the sideslip starts to abruptly change (22.98 s) that
the module starts to detect a drift. As the vehicle remains on a steady state
drift (23.54 s-26.05 s), the drift bit stabilizes at “drifting”. During the drift
transition (26.05 s-26.83 s), when there are moments of tractive driving, the
drift bit toggles between tractive and non-tractive driving. Once the tran-
sition is finished, and the vehicle enters again into a steady state drift, the
drift bit does not toggle any more. As the vehicle ends the drift (34.31 s) the
drift bit toggles for few milliseconds before stabilizing at tractive driving.

The average deviation of the final position as estimated by the motion
model when compared to the position measured by the SatNav receiver
for all 51 tests is ≈ 24.47m, what accounts for a deviation of 2465.30m per
driven hour at 6.35 m

s . However, it should be noted that 1. the average du-
ration of these tests is ≈ 35 s, 2. there is tractive and non-tractive driving in
each test, 3. around the first 20 s of each test are solely straight line driving,
and 4. there is a full reset at the beginning of every test.

It is important to highlight the consequences of such huge position de-
viations that occur in such a short period of time. When converted to more
“driver friendly” units, the estimated errors account for a position devia-
tion of 0.78m per second at a velocity of 22.86 km

h . Even when considering
the widest german lanes at 3.75m [156, 157], the estimated vehicle posi-
tion would diverge from the true position by a lane’s width in less than 5 s.
Given that the vehicles drive approximately on the middle of the road, this
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would mean that a given vehicle would either leave the road, enter oncom-
ing traffic or invade the sidewalk in less than 2.5 s.

On the other hand, as demonstrated by the Toyota Research Insti-
tute [158, 159], if a drift is recognized, specific motion models and vehicle
control can be implemented in order to improve the passenger safety in the
event of a drift.

5.6 LiDAR-based Positioning Method

The accuracy results of the LbPM are shown in Table 5.2, Table 5.3 and
Table 5.4. The performance of this module is measured in terms of its ac-
curacy to measure the vehicle state. For this, a vehicle is equipped with an
INS with RTK and a LiDAR. An arrange of reflective markers is placed on
a test track, and the marker library is generated by measuring the markers
with a SatNav receiver with RTK. Two maneuvers (a slalom and a drive-by)
are driven with various velocities ranging from 5 km

h and up to 40 km
h . The

outputs from the LbPM are then compared to those of the INS. It should
be noted that the INS serves as an accurate and objective reference, but no
correction data is used for the LbPM.

TABLE 5.2: Accuracy results for the proposed LbPM.
Shown are the maneuvers, maneuver velocity, mean devi-
ation from the reference and std. dev. of the corresponding

errors.

Drive-by Mean (m) Std. dev. (m) Max (m)

5 km
h 0.04 0.02 0.09

10 km
h 0.03 0.02 0.10

15 km
h 0.03 0.02 0.13

20 km
h 0.03 0.02 0.09

25 km
h 0.04 0.02 0.07

30 km
h 0.06 0.02 0.10

35 km
h 0.07 0.03 0.11

40 km
h 0.08 0.03 0.15

Slalom Mean (m) Std. dev. (m) Max (m)

5 km
h 0.04 0.02 0.12

10 km
h 0.04 0.02 0.13

20 km
h 0.04 0.02 0.10

30 km
h 0.05 0.02 0.09

40 km
h 0.10 0.02 0.12
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TABLE 5.3: Accuracy results for the proposed LbPM.
Shown are the maneuvers, maneuver velocity, mean devi-
ation from the reference and std. dev. of the corresponding

errors.

Drive-by Mean (deg) Std. dev. (deg) Max (deg)

5 km
h 0.73 0.25 1.48

10 km
h 0.19 0.20 0.86

15 km
h 0.26 0.19 0.69

20 km
h 0.37 0.23 0.83

25 km
h 0.58 0.23 0.84

30 km
h 0.51 0.22 0.96

35 km
h 0.44 0.25 0.88

40 km
h 0.41 0.26 0.86

Slalom Mean (deg) Std. dev. (deg) Max (deg)

5 km
h 0.24 0.29 1.37

10 km
h 0.40 0.29 1.22

20 km
h 0.32 0.36 1.18

30 km
h 0.36 0.40 1.28

40 km
h 0.53 0.43 1.25

TABLE 5.4: Accuracy results for the proposed LbPM.
Shown are the maneuvers, maneuver velocity, mean devi-
ation from the reference and std. dev. of the corresponding

errors.

Drive-by Mean
(
m
s

)
Std. dev.

(
m
s

)
Max

(
m
s

)
5 km

h 0.06 0.08 0.33
10 km

h 0.08 0.10 0.57
15 km

h 0.07 0.09 0.39
20 km

h 0.08 0.09 0.50
25 km

h 0.08 0.10 0.65
30 km

h 0.08 0.10 0.57
35 km

h 0.08 0.11 0.44
40 km

h 0.11 0.13 0.47

Slalom Mean
(
m
s

)
Std. dev.

(
m
s

)
Max

(
m
s

)
5 km

h 0.08 0.11 0.59
10 km

h 0.09 0.12 0.59
20 km

h 0.14 0.17 0.71
30 km

h 0.18 0.24 0.76
40 km

h 0.18 0.22 0.62

What makes this test special, is 1. the exclusion of correction data, and
2. the validation with both maneuvers and various velocities. As can be
seen, the mean accuracy of the LbPM closely resembles that of the INS with
RTK for all the state variables that the LbPM can measure.
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Benchmark results for one test drive
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FIGURE 5.13: Shown are the benchmark results for one test
drive with the UAV hovering at 75m.

5.7 Drone

This module is evaluated in terms of how accurate can it measure the ve-
hicle state, when compared to the reference sensors. For this, a vehicle is
equipped with the reference sensors and is driven in a random manner
on a test track. No specific maneuver is driven in order to avoid tuning
KF parameters for a specific trajectory or specific driving style. The test
drives include standstill, walking velocity, high acceleration, hard brak-
ing, tractive and non-tractive driving (drifting). No markers are placed
on the vehicle to approach real-testing conditions on open roads. To give
variety to the test dataset, the videos are taken at three hovering alti-
tudes: 50 m, 75 m and 100 m. The videos are recorded with 50 fps and
4K resolution (3840 px x 2160 px), which are later compressed to FullHD
(1920 px x 1080 px). Four videos per height are recorded with a DJI Phan-
tom 4 Pro V2 [51].

Figure 5.13 shows the benchmark results for one of the test drives with
the biggest errors. For this trial run, the test vehicle is driven in such a
manner to make it drift. This includes full-throttle acceleration, hard brak-
ing and sudden steering.

The estimated position, course over ground and yaw for this trial have
a mean error of 19.16 cm, 4.71◦ and 1.02◦ respectively. This precision is
equivalent to that of consumer-grade INSs.

Figure 5.13 shows that the estimated velocity is affected by a dampen-
ing effect and by a time delay. Both are caused by the Kalman gains. A
test-specific tuning of the gains could help to reduce the velocity error for
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Benchmark results
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FIGURE 5.14: Shown are the cumulative frequency dia-
grams of the benchmark results for three hovering altitudes.

this trial, but would increase the error for other tests with lower vehicle
dynamics.

The deviation of the estimated sideslip that is shown in Figure 5.13 is
caused mainly by the velocity error. This is because, as shown in Equa-
tion 4.117 and Equation 4.118, the sideslip angle is estimated using the
course over ground, which is calculated from the velocity on the xLTP×yLTP-
plane. During this test, a sideslip angle of 27.69◦ is reached, which clearly
indicates that the vehicle is drifting.

The error of the acceleration is explained by two facts: First, as stated
above, the estimated acceleration is calculated by system noise propaga-
tion, so it is low-pass filtered. Second, the reference acceleration that is
measured by the INS includes vibrations from the drivetrain, the tyres and
the suspension, as well as from the pitch and roll of the vehicle.

Figure 5.14 shows the cumulative frequency diagrams for all performed
tests. The benchmark results show that, once steps are taken to minimize
errors, the precision of the estimated vehicle state is comparable to the pre-
cision of consumer-grade sensors, such as silicon-based INSs or SatNav re-
ceivers with no correction data. Another advantage is the ability to record
information for various traffic participants with a single UAV. Also, the pre-
cision of the estimated sideslip angle allows the differentiation between
tractive and non-tractive driving. This is a relevant state variable to de-
termine the vehicle stability.
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5.8 Runtime

The runtime results of the presented methodology are shown in Table 5.5.
These values are obtained by executing the Matlab code of each module
for 1.1+ million cycles on an Intel i7-6820HQ CPU, and by using the Mat-
lab Profiler to measure the runtime of each module. Given that the IMU
horizontation, the outlier and the drift detectors are embedded in the sta-
tistical filtering module, the runtime of these four modules is considered as
a single one.

TABLE 5.5: Shown is the median and the std. dev. of the
runtime of the modules presented above.

Module Median (µs) Std. dev. (µs)

Standstill classifier 123 50
Statistical filtering 403 98

LbPM - point clustering 43 20
LbPM - velocity estimation 11 14
LbPM - position estimation 42 54

What makes this test special, is that it gives a baseline to estimate the
possibility of using the proposed methodology in real-time applications. As
can be seen, the median runtime of all modules is always in the microsec-
ond area. Even in a worst-case scenario (median plus 3σ), the runtime for
the complete methodology is ≈ 1.33ms, which still remains under a typical
IMU sampling time of 10ms.
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Chapter 6

Discussion and Conclusions

6.1 Discussion

As stated in Section 1.2, the focus of this research is to generate a refer-
ence state for ground vehicles that allows to objectively test and validate
Autonomous Driving functions and Advanced Driver Assistance Systems.
This while reducing the dependency of the INSs on external sensors. This
supports the INSs to bridge SatNav outages for much longer periods of
time, or even to function with no SatNav at all. Specifically for the auto-
motive industry, there are various use-cases that justify the use of SatNav-
deprived INSs, such as the navigation in tunnels, underpasses or parking
structures. A highly precise and prolonged navigation in places with no
SatNav, such as testing halls, is also very relevant for the automotive re-
search. As shown in Chapter 5, the methods developed in this research
work do address the aspects were the INSs profit the most.

Starting with the standstill recognition, it is shown that it is possible
to classify whether a vehicle is moving or standing still by using machine
learning techniques and IMU measurements. The fact that no additional
sensor is required, clearly implies important advantages, such as
1) reduced costs,
2) less testing complexity,
3) simplified information processing, and
4) stand-alone operation.

As shown in the Section 5.1, the main benefit of the standstill recognition
is that, regardless of the drivetrain, the vibrations of the vehicle are not
interpreted as motion. This helps to avoid the divergence of the vehicle
pose and velocity that would otherwise occur.

The proposed method uses the same features in the frequency domain,
regardless of the vehicle. However, a first glance at the Laplace transforma-
tion of the features in the time domain, suggests that the choice of frequen-
cies can be further refined if one considers them on a vehicle-specific basis.
This could eventually lead to an improvement in the standstill recognition.
So, future work could include a vehicle-specific analysis of the features in
the frequency domain. The use of the on-board vehicle sensors could also
help refine and automate the data labelling.

As for the horizontation of INS measurements, modern INSs do use cor-
rection data (typically from the SatNav) to refine the IMU measurements.
However, it is shown that the pose of the vehicle can be accurately de-
scribed with the raw IMU measurements. This implies independence from
the SatNav. The inclusion of the detailed mathematics to horizontate IMU
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measurements, implies an aid to scientists working on similar topics or try-
ing to replicate the results herein presented.

One challenging aspect of the horizontation of the IMU measurements
is to detect the IMU mounting pose in the vehicle. That is, it is possible to
estimate the pose of the IMU with respect to the gravity vector and the true
north of the Earth. However, it is not an easy task to relate the pitch and
roll of the IMU with that of the vehicle because the IMU could be mounted
in such a manner that its x × y-plane is not parallel to the x × y-plane of
the vehicle. To know the offsets between both planes could be highly valu-
able to recognize certain driving situations, such as driving inside parking
garages, wheelies or stoppies. Since the acquisition of these offsets on a
vehicle-to-vehicle basis is a complicated and time consuming task, future
work could include the investigation of automated methods that allow to
estimate these offsets.

The KF is a computationally efficient algorithm for fusing data. How-
ever, the accuracy of its output is limited by the accuracy of the information
to fuse. Hence, it is important to refine the sources of information as much
as possible before using them as inputs for the KF. In this work, the KF fuses
the state vector estimated by the motion model with the measurements of
the vehicle state that are made with external sensors. Therefore, a lot of ef-
fort is put into refining the motion model for tractive driving applications.
As shown above, the motion model that is put together is able to accurately
estimate the vehicle state for extended periods of time with no correction
data, which implies a high confidence on the vehicle state, even when nav-
igating by dead-reckoning.

Given that the motion model is designed to perform best for tractive
driving, its performance is reduced during non-tractive driving. Also,
given that the drifting tests are designed to test the drift recognition, they
are not long enough to objectively determine the accuracy of the motion
model during a drift. So, future work could include a deeper investigation
of the accuracy of the motion model during non-tractive driving. This could
help to estimate adequate values for the system noise, and so improve the
performance of the KF during drifting.

As for the outlier detector, it further helps in refining the sources of in-
formation before they are fed to the KF. Its effect is especially noticeable
when the sensors deliver quality metrics for their own measurements, as is
the case of the standard deviation for the SatNav. As shown above, to in-
clude a smart outlier detector implies a very useful consistency-check of the
sensor measurements, thus avoiding to fuse information that would nega-
tively affect the estimation of the vehicle state.

This detector uses the latest state vector because it is the last known ve-
hicle state. However, as time passes, the predicted state without correction
data might differ enough from the true state so that the outlier detector fil-
ters out meaningful sensor measurements. Future work could include the
combination of the system noise with the state vector to better adapt the
outlier detector.

Yet another step that is taken to improve the KF is the drift detector.
Given that the motion model is designed to function best in tractive driving,
it is very useful to differentiate whether the vehicle is drifting or not. As
shown above, the drift recognition is able to make this distinction. This
implies that one knows the time instance to make changes in the KF. This
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can be, for example, to adjust the system noise accordingly or to use a more
adequate motion model.

The drift recognition here presented is based on the thresholds of two
features: the magnitude of the sideslip and the difference between the esti-
mated and expected lateral acceleration. Future work on this method could
include the analysis of a bigger dataset that includes vehicles with differ-
ent drivetrains (front, rear and all-wheel drive). This could help to gain a
better understanding on the ideal thresholds for vehicles according to their
drivetrain.

One crucial module to reduce the dependency of INSs on the SatNav
is the LbPM. The results clearly show that the accuracy of the vehicle state
as measured by this method closely resembles that of an INS with RTK
correction data. Considering the refresh rate of the LiDAR and the state
variables that one is able to measure by means of the LbPM, this could al-
ready be enough for an accurate vehicle indoor navigation. Future work
on this module could include the implementation of the method on dedi-
cated hardware so as to analyse the computing requirements for a real-time
implementation.

Regarding the methodology runtime, it should be noted that even with
high-level programming code, such as a Matlab, its runtime never exceeded
2ms. This implies efficient programming, and that it is possible to imple-
ment the methodology in real-time applications. Future work could include
the implementation using a more efficient programming language and the
use of dedicated hardware.
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6.2 Conclusions

English version.

The objective of generating a reference vehicle state for a proper testing and
validation of Autonomous Driving functions and Advanced Driver Assis-
tance Systems is achieved in a prototypical manner by developing novel
methods and by adapting existing ones to the problems at hand. This
while reducing the dependency of INSs on external sensors, such as the
SatNav. An objective evaluation demonstrates that the proposed methods
greatly improve the accuracy of the estimated vehicle state by addressing
each method a specific problem of the INSs. Listing the methods, from the
standstill detection, the KF, the drift recognition, outlier detection and the
LbPM, each method addresses a specific problem that is known to affect the
estimated vehicle state. The measured runtime suggests the possibility of
real-time implementation of the proposed methodology.

Versión en castellano.

El objetivo de estimar un estado del vehículo que sirva como referencia para
probar y validar adecuadamente las funciones de conducción autónoma y
los sistemas avanzados de asistencia al conductor se logra de forma pro-
totípica mediante el desarrollo de métodos novedosos y la adaptación de
los existentes a los problemas que se plantean. Todo ello mientras se re-
duce la dependencia de los INSs de sensores externos, como el SatNav.
Una evaluación objetiva demuestra que los métodos propuestos mejoran
en gran medida la precisión del estado estimado del vehículo, abordando
cada método un problema específico de los INS. Al enumerar los métodos,
desde la detección de vehículo en reposo, el KF, el reconocimiento de der-
rape, la detección de valores atípicos y el LbPM, cada método aborda un
problema específico que se sabe que afecta al estado estimado del vehículo.
El tiempo de ejecución medido sugiere la posibilidad de implementar la
metodología propuesta en tiempo real.
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